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Abstract

In this doctoral thesis we describe the development and results

of several models to study electricity phenomena in the atmo-

spheres of Venus, Earth, Jupiter and Saturn. In addition, in

the context of the future launch of ASIM (ESA) in 2018 and

TARANIS (CNES) in 2019, we present two methods to ana-

lyze the optical signals emitted by Transient Luminous Events

(TLEs) from space-based photometers.

We have developed two electrodynamical models to simulate the

inception and evolution of halos and elves in planetary atmo-

spheres. These models have been coupled with different sets of

chemical reactions to describe TLEs in the upper atmospheres

of Venus, Earth, Jupiter and Saturn. The terrestrial versions

of these models have allowed us to quantify the local chemical

impact of halos and elves in the atmosphere of the Earth. We

have used these results together with the TLE occurrence rate

reported by ISUAL (NSPO) to estimate the global impact of

these events in the chemistry of the terrestrial mesosphere. We

have also investigated the similarities and differences between

elves triggered by different types of lightning discharges, such

as cloud-to-ground (CG) discharges, Compact Intracould Dis-

charges (CIDs) and Energetic In-cloud Pulses (EIPs). Finally,

the model of halos has been used to calculate the quasielectro-

static field produced by this type of TLE at ground level. We



have compared this result with measurements of electric fields

from thunderstorms.

The existence of lightning in Venus is still unclear. We have

investigated the possibility of detecting Venusian TLE as an in-

direct evidence of the existence of Venusian lightning discharges.

The Venusian versions of the TLEs models has been useful to

predict the possible inception of halos and elves in Venus. Ac-

cording to our results, these Venusian TLEs could emit light in

a wide range of frequencies of the optical spectrum. Some of

these optical emissions would be produced in the 557 nm line.

The Akatsuki spacecraft (JAXA), currently orbiting Venus since

December 2015, could detect bursts of light in this spectral line.

In the case of Jupiter and Saturn, the three-dimensional version

of the elve model have enabled us to study the shape and inten-

sity of the predicted optical emissions in the upper atmosphere

of the giant gaseous planets depending on the latitude, lightning

channel inclination and upper atmospheric composition. In ad-

dition, we have concluded that the optical flashes in the Satur-

nian and Jovian atmosphere detected by several spacecraft as

the Voyagers (NASA) and Cassini (NASA, ESA and ASI) come

from lightning rather than fromy elves. However, it is possible

that TLEs in the giant planets are triggered by the lightning

activity in the atmospheres of Saturn and Jupiter. The models

developed in this thesis could help unveil such new optical tran-

sient events in coordination with future dedicated instruments

to search for such phenomena.

We have used a Full Wave Method to investigate the propagation

of Very Low Frequency (VLF) waves through planetary atmo-

spheres. In the case of Earth, we have calculated the transfer



function of the curved Earth-ionosphere waveguide. This trans-

fer function is useful to analyze distant sources of electromag-

netic pulses. This model has also been particularized to the case

of whistler wave propagation through the Venusian atmosphere.

The comparison of our results with signals reported by the Pio-

neer Venus Orbiter (PVO) of NASA and Venus Express (VEX)

ESA has allowed us to derive the rate of occurrence and energy

released by hypothetical Venusian lightning radiating electro-

magnetic waves.

Finally, we have used the simulated optical emissions of halos

and elves to develop two methods to analyze the emitting source

from signals recorded by space-based photometers onboard the

future space missions ASIM and TARANIS to study atmospheric

electricity in the Earth atmosphere. These methods can be used

to obtain the temporal evolution of the number of photons emit-

ted by elves and to deduce the reduced electric field in halos and

elves. We have applied one of these methods to the signals re-

ported by GLIMS (JAXA).
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Resumen

En esta tesis doctoral se describen el desarrollo y los resulta-

dos de varios modelos para el estudio de fenómenos eléctricos

en las atmósferas de Venus, la Tierra, Júpiter y Saturno. En

el contexto del futuro lanzamiento de ASIM (ESA) en 2018 y

TARANIS (CNES) en 2019, presentamos dos métodos para el

análisis de la señal óptica emitida por fenómenos luminosos tran-

sitorios o “Transient Luminous Events (TLEs)” y detectadas por

fotómetros situados en el espacio. Estos fenómenos transitorios

se producen en la alta atmósfera terrestre como consecuencia de

la actividad eléctrica en la troposfera.

Se han desarrollado dos modelos electrodinámicos para simu-

lar el comienzo y la evolución de halos y elves (dos de los más

frecuentes tipos de TLEs) en atmósferas planetarias. Estos mod-

elos han sido acoplados con diferentes conjuntos de reacciones

qúımicas para describir TLEs en las capas altas de las atmósferas

de Venus, la Tierra, Júpiter y Saturno. Las versiones terrestres

de estos modelos nos han permitido cuantificar el impacto qúımico

local de halos y elves en la atmósfera de la Tierra. Hemos

utilizado estos resultados junto a la tasa de ocurrencia global

de TLEs observada por ISUAL (NSPO) para estimar el im-

pacto qúımico global de estos eventos en la atmósfera terrestre.

Además, hemos investigado las similitudes y diferencias entre

los elves producidos por diferentes tipos de descargas eléctricas



troposféricas, como los rayos nube-suelo o las impulsivas descar-

gas que se producen entre nubes. Finalmente, se ha utilizado el

modelo de halos para calcular el campo cuasiestático producido

por este TLE a nivel del suelo. Hemos comparado este resultado

con algunas medidas de campo eléctrico producido en tormentas

con actividad eléctrica.

La existencia de rayos en Venus es todav́ıa una incógnita. Hemos

investigado la posibilidad de detectar TLEs venusianos como una

evidencia indirecta de la existencia de rayos en ese planeta. Las

versiones venusianas de los modelos de TLEs han sido útiles

para predecir la posible existencia de halos y elves en Venus.

De acuerdo a nuestros resultados, estos TLEs venusianos emi-

tiŕıan luz en un amplio rango de frecuencias del espectro óptico.

Algunas de esas emisiones ópticas se produciŕıan en la ĺınea de

557 nm. La nave Akatsuki (JAXA), que actualmente orbita

Venus desde el mes de diciembre de 2015, podŕıa detectar destel-

los de luz en esa ĺınea espectral.

En el caso de Júpiter y Saturno, la versión tridimensional del

modelo de elves nos ha permitido predecir la forma e intensidad

de las emisiones ópticas que se produciŕıan en la alta atmósfera

de esos planetas dependiendo de la latitud, la inclinación del

canal del rayo y la composición de la alta atmósfera. Además,

hemos determinado que los destellos de luz detectados en las

atmósferas de Saturno y Júpiter por naves espaciales como las

Voyager (NASA) y Cassini (NASA, ESA y ASI) son probable-

mente producidos por rayos en lugar de por elves. Sin embargo,

la aparición de TLEs en las atmósferas de Saturno y Júpiter es

posibe según nuestros modelos. Estos resultados podŕıan servir

para revelar estos nuevos TLEs en coordinación con futuros in-

strumentos dedicados a buscar estos fenómenos.



Por otra parte, hemos usado un método de propagación de ondas

“Full Wave Method (FWM)” para investigar la propagación de

ondas de muy baja frecuencia “Very Low Frequency (VLF)”

a través de atmósferas planetarias. En el caso de la Tierra,

hemos calculado la función de transferencia de la gúıa de ondas

curvada formada por la Tierra y la ionosfera. Dicha función de

transferencia es útil para analizar los pulsos electromagnéticos

emitidos por fuentes lejanas. También hemos particularizado

este modelo para el caso de la propagación de ondas “whistler”

(de silbido) a través de la ionosfera de Venus. Hemos comparado

los resultados calculados con las señales obtenidas por las sondas

Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) de NASA y Venus Express (VEX)

de ESA, deduciendo tanto la tasa de ocurrencia global de rayos

en Venus como la enerǵıa media por descarga necesarias para

producir las detecctiones obtenidas por las citadas naves.

Finalmente, hemos utilizado las emisiones ópticas simuladas con

los modelos de halos y elves para desarrollar dos métodos que nos

permitan analizar las señales ópticas reales de TLEs obtenidas

con fotómetros desde el espacio. Estos métodos pueden ser uti-

lizados para obtener la evolución temporal del número de fotones

emitidos por elves y para deducir el campo eléctrico reducido en

el interior de halos y elves. Hemos aplicado uno de esos métodos

a señales de elves obtenidas por GLIMS (JAXA).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Lightning

The atmosphere of the Earth, mainly composed by molecular nitrogen and

oxygen, can be seen as a global electric circuit where numerous electri-

cal phenomena contribute to separate, transport and recombine electrical

charges, as firstly investigated by Lemonnier (Kasemir, 1959). Lightning is

the most powerful mechanism of discharge that takes place in this circuit.

Despite the complexity of the channels and the stages that compound a

lightning discharge, they can be defined as a fast movement of charge tak-

ing place between two regions. Depending on the nature of these regions,

lightning can be either cloud-to-ground discharges (CG) or cloud discharges,

which are subdivided into intra-cloud (IC) and cloud-to-cloud (CC).

The study of lightning began around the time of Benjamin Franklin,

when he carried out his investigations about the electricity on clouds. He

described and probably performed the so-called “Kite Experiment”, storing

electrical charge in a Leyden jar from a thunderstorm (Cohen, 1941). The

investigations about the charge distribution inside clouds by the 1927 Nobel

Prize winner C.T.R. Wilson entailed another historical contribution to the

study of lightning (Wilson, 1916, 1921). Since then, the improvement of

technology has led to a better knowledge of the physics and chemistry behind
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1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Global electric circuit. The surface of the Earth is charged

negatively and the air is charged positively. The vertical electric field in fair

weather is about 100 V m−1. Adapted from Pierce (1974) and Rakov and

Uman (2003).

lightning discharges and other related atmospheric electrical phenomena.

Lightning discharges are triggered in the troposphere by a cloud elec-

trification process. Most lightnings is produced in cumulonimbus, although

they can also be triggered in other types of clouds, such as stratiform clouds,

pyrocumulus, volcanic clouds or sandstorms. Electrification occurs in the

region of the cloud placed between 0◦C and -40◦C, where water can coexist

in different phases. In that region, liquid water, graupel and ice particles

are transported either upward by convection or downward by the action

of gravity. Although the cloud electrification mechanism is complex and

not fully understood, it is accepted that collisions between graupel and ice

particles provide each of them with opposite net charge, accumulating the

positively charged ice and the negatively charged graupel in different places

of the cloud. The final distribution of charges determines the type and

polarity of the resultant lightning discharge.

Despite the complexity of the real charge distribution structure, the

charged layer inside clouds are usually simplified as shown in figure 1.2.
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1.1 Lightning

Figure 1.2: Charge distribution inside a thundercloud in New Mexico (Kre-

hbiel, 1986; Rakov and Uman, 2003).

The negative charge is often accumulated in the middle part of the cloud,

while the positive usually locates both at the top and at the bottom. The

total charge at the main positive and negative parts of the cloud can be

of the order of tens of coulombs, while only ∼10 C are accumulated at

the secondary positive charged part, located at the lower part of the cloud

(Rakov and Uman, 2003). This accumulation of electrical charge produces

an electric field in the cloud that can trigger the inception of a discharge.

Electrical breakdown occurs in air when an intense voltage ionizes the gas,

cuasing the air to behave as a conductor of electricity. This process is kn-

won as conventional electrical breakdown, while the threshold value of the

electric field that triggers the process is called breakdown field. According

to measurements, the electric field created in thunderclouds is lower than

2×105 V m−1, while breakdown field is ∼10×106 V m−1. This apparent

contradiction keeps the lightning initiation mechanism not well established.

Some theories propose relativistic runaway processes together with conven-
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tional dielectric breakdown as the cause of lightning initiation (Gurevich

et al., 1992; Gurevich and Zybin, 2001; Dwyer et al., 2005). Cosmic-ray

background electron would be accelerated by the applied electric field pro-

ducing secondary electrons after the collision with air molecules. However,

according to recent observations by Rison et al. (2016) only fast positive

breakdown processes could trigger many or all-lightning discharges.

After the breakdown, the discharge emerges in the form of streamers

forming part of a streamer corona. Streamers are formed by an ionization

front followed by a conductive plasma filament. Streamers can heat the

air up to the so-called streamer-to-leader transition. A leader is a highly

conductive plasma channel that can transport charge and heat the air to

temperatures of thousands of kelvins.

Figure 1.3: Cloud to ground lightning discharge impacting over a building.

Photo taken by José Luis Escudero Gallegos in Málaga (Spain) in 2017.

As mentioned above, lightning can be either cloud-to-ground or cloud

discharges. There exist some differences in the stages of these two types of

lightning. Cloud-to-ground lightnings, which represent ∼20% of the total

lightning discharges and have a characteristic time of several milliseconds,

are often initiated between the negative and the lower positive charge layers

inside clouds. After the breakdown, a stepped leader starts its path and
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surpasses the lower charged region of the cloud. Afterwards, the leader

keeps descending down to the ground with a velocity of about 2×105 m s−1.

In case of a negative leader, it propagates in consecutive discrete steps

every 10-50 µs, while positive leaders propagate in faster time steps. When

the stepped leader approaches the charge accumulated near the ground, a

channel is formed between clouds and ground. This connection triggers a

violent and luminous flow of charge that can transport tens to hundreds

of coulombs producing currents of tens of kiloamperes. This stage of the

discharge is known as return stroke, and can be repeated several times

after the end of the first discharge process. The temperature inside the

channel can increase up to more than 10000 K, triggering a cascade of

chemical reactions that can produce an important amount of NO molecules

and other species. About 90% of all CG lightning discharges have negative

polarity, while the remaining flashes are positive. Electric currents produced

by positive CG lightning discharges are often three times higher than those

produced in negative discharges. Furthermore, a continuous current forms

an important part of the positive lightning discharge that can favor the

occurrence of Transient Luminous Events (TLEs) and wildfires.

Cloud discharges are ∼80% of the total global lightning discharges and

have characteristic times of microseconds. They are often less powerful than

CG lightning discharges. Therefore, detection and characterization of cloud

discharges is more difficult and they are less understood than CG lightning

discharges, since they do not have a return stroke phase. They are often

initiated between the two main charged regions of a cloud or between two

clouds, and are formed by two different stages. The first stage is known

as active stage and begins when a leader extend from one of the charged

regions to the other with a velocity of about 105 m s−1 (Rakov and Uman,

2003). During the final stage a small amount of charge is transported to

the location where the flash began. Cloud discharges can neutralize tens

of coulombs of charge and are capable of producing currents of hundreds
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of amperes. Figure 1.4 shows the different types of lightning and the cloud

regions where they often start and end.

Figure 1.4: Different types of lightning. Courtesy of the British Encyclope-

dia.

The high temperatures reached in the lightning channel can trigger a

cascade of chemical reactions producing an important amount of molecules

of different species. In adition, the lightning channel can damage buildings,

technological devices, vehicles, forests or even humans. For this reason, a

good knowledge of the spatial and temporal global lightning occurrence and

its relation with climatic or meteorological variables becomes very important

to prevent damage.

The occurrence of lightning discharges around the globe has been esti-

mated thanks to space-based optical observations. The Optical Transient

Detector (OTD) and the Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS), onboard the Trop-

ical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite, recorded the temporal

and geographical occurrence rates of lightning around the globe, plotted

in figure 1.5. According to these observations, around 44 lightning flashes

could take place every second all around the world. As can be seen in the
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map, most flashes are produced in the tropical continental regions between

60◦S and 60◦N, where the atmospheric convection is stronger. Furthermore,

OTD/LIS data reveals that the season with most lightning occurrence is the

Northern Hemisphere summer. It has been recently estimated that lightning

flash frequency could enhance due to global warming by about ∼5 flashes

per second for each degree of increase in temperature (Romps et al., 2014).

Figure 1.5: Lightning flash density in flashes per second and per squared

kilometer (flashes/s km2) around the globe from 1995 to 2003. Observations

by the Optical Transient Detector (OTD) and the Lightning Imaging Sensor

(LIS) (Christian et al., 2003).

Nowadays, lightning discharges produce 10% of the tropospheric NOx =

NO + NO2. However, they were one of the most important sources of NOx

in the pre-industrial period. Furthermore, lightning discharges are small

sources of other trace gases, such as N2O, HNO2, H2O2, HO2, CO and O3

(Schumann and Huntrieser, 2007).

The inclusion of lightning occurrence in global or regional atmospheric

models needs a good knowledge of the relation between some meteorological

quantities and lightning. In 1992, Price and Rind proposed one of the first

lightning parameterizations, finding an empirical relation between the cloud

top height and the lightning flash density data (Price and Rind, 1992). Since
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then, many authors have proposed new lightning parameterizations looking

for other relations between observed meteorological variables and lightning

occurrence (Tost et al., 2007).

There are numerous ground-based and space-based lightning detection

systems currently in operation over the globe, known as Lightning Loca-

tion Systems (LLS) (Nag et al., 2015). The objective of these systems

is twofold. On the one hand, they provide valuable scientifical informa-

tion about lightning characteristics. On the other hand, remote measure-

ments of electrical activity are essential to minimize the risks involved in

severe weather. The quasielectrostatic field created by lightning discharges

in thunderstorms decays as the inverse of the third power of distance to

the source. On the other hand the radiation field or pulses emitted by the

rapidly varying currents of the lightning discharge decays with the inverse of

the distance. For this reason, lightning detection systems often rely on the

measurement of the emitted pulses at different spectral bands rather than

on the quasielectrostatic field. Some of the most important networks are

the World Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN), the U.S. National

Lightning Detection Network (NLDN), the Canadian Lightning Detection

Network (CLDN), the European lightning detection network (LINET) and

the Vaisala Global Lightning Data set GLD360. Some low-Earth orbiting

satellites, as OTD/LIS, have provided useful information about lightning

characteristics (Christian et al., 2003). The block of four satellites known

as Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite R-series (GOES-R)

Goodman et al. (2013), operating since 2016, will also provide useful infor-

mation about lightning using different instruments.

The most distant measurement of lightning-emitted waves is often done

in the Extremelly Low Frequency (ELF), the Very Low Frequency (VLF)

or Low Frequency (LF) ranges of the radiation spectrum (Nag et al., 2015).

A portion of the lower frequency lightning-emitted radiation waves trav-

els through the cavity formed by the Earth ground and the ionosphere,

which acts as a waveguide. Lightning can excite and generate transverse
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resonances or the so-called longitudinal Schumann resonances, detected as

several peaks in the ELF part of the electromagnetic spectrum. These res-

onances were predicted by Winfried Otto Schumann in 1952 (Schumann,

1952) and later discovered in the early 1960s. The remaining lightning-

emitted energy is either absorbed by the atmosphere or transmitted out

of the Earth in the form of whistler waves, a Very Low Frequency (VLF)

wave that propagates through the ionosphere interacting with inospheric

electrons and ions (Helliwell, 1965). In 1999, the radio and plasma wave sci-

ence (RPWS), onboard the Cassini spacecraft, reported VLF waves during

its Earth flyby at an altitude of 1186 km (Kurth et al., 2001). Measurements

in other spectral bands, such as in the High Frequency (HF), in the Very

High Frequency (VHF) or even in the near InfraRed (IR) or optical ranges

are usually done in the line of sight between the detection system and the

thunderstorm (Nag et al., 2015).

There exist other tropospheric electrical discharges that could be closely

related with CG and cloud lightning discharges and have characteristic times

of several microseconds. One of them is the so-called Compact Intracloud

Discharges (CID). According to recent results, these positive and impulsive

discharges could be part of the beginning of all lightning discharges Rison

et al. (2016). Furthermore, there are other impulsive electrical discharges

known as energetic in-cloud pulses (EIPs) that could be involved in the

production of Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGF) (Cummer et al., 2014;

Lyu et al., 2015; Watson and Marshall, 2007; Liu et al., 2017). These high

energy photons were discovered in 1994 by the NASA “Burst and Transient

Source Experiment” (BATSE) (Fishman et al., 1994). Both CIDs and EIPs

are often formed by currents with peaks higher than 400 kA and can emit

High Frequency (HF) radiation.
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Figure 1.6: Transverse and logitudinal resonances in the Earth-ionosphere

cavity (Nickolaenko and Hayakawa, 2002).

1.2 Transient Luminous Events

While the existence of optical flashes produced by lightning has always been

known, in 1886 Mackenzie described for the first time some optical flashes

taking place above a thunderstorm (Mackenzie and Toynbee, 1886). Later

in the 20th century similar observations were reported by ground-based

observer and pilots (Everett, 1903; Boys, 1926; Malan, 1937). Although

the nature of these events was still unknown, nowadays we know that they

were probably the first reported observations of Transient Luminous Events

(TLEs).

C.T.R. Wilson, the winner of the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1927, was

the first scientist who related thunderstorms and upper atmospheric optical
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emissions. In 1924 he proposed the electric field created by a thunderstorm

as the triggering mechanism of upper atmospheric ionization (Wilson, 1925).

According to his theory, the thundercloud-produced electric field applied to

the low-density air present in the mesosphere would trigger an ionization

process driven by electron collisions producing an electrical discharge above

clouds.

Since the theory of Wilson, there were other reports of flashes above

thunderclouds (Ashmore, 1950; Burch et al., 1958; Vaughan Jr. and Von-

negut, 1989), while some scientists attempted to detect and document them

scientifically without success (Vonnegut et al., 1989).

Despite the efforts of Bernard Vonnegut and Otha H. Vaughan to prove

the existence of the discharges predicted by Wilson, these Transient Lumi-

nous Events where accidentally discovered by a group of scientists headed

by J. R. Winkler in 1989 (Franz et al., 1990). They were performing in-

vestigations of Rayleigh scattering using the SKYFLASH Experiment when

they recorded the first scientifically documented TLEs.

Since 1989, TLEs have been widely modeled and observed from planes,

ground-based detectors, such the GRAnada Sprite Spectrograph and Po-

larimeter(GRASSP), and space-based instrumentation (Kanmae et al., 2007;

Gordillo-Vázquez, 2008; Sentman et al., 2008; Pasko et al., 2012; Chern

et al., 2014). Nowadays we know about the existence of several kind of

TLEs, while the physical production mechanisms behind some of them and

their global chemical impact in the terrestrial atmosphere is still a subject

of study.

The instrument “Imager of Sprites and Upper Atmospheric Lightning”

(ISUAL), onboard the FORMOSAT-2 satellite of the National Space Orga-

nization (NSPO), detected TLEs from its orbit from May 2004 to July 2013

(Chern et al., 2014). ISUAL was the first instrument in space dedicated to

the observation of TLEs. The Global Lightning and sprite MeasurementS

(GLIMS) of the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) also con-

tributed to the knowledge of terrestrial TLEs. Other missions, such as the
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Figure 1.7: First scientifically documented image of a TLE (a sprite) in 1989

(Franz et al., 1990).

“Atmosphere-Space Interactions Monitor” (ASIM) (Neubert et al., 2006)

of the European Spatial Agency (ESA) and the “Tool for the Analysis of

RAdiations from lightNIng and Sprites” (TARANIS) (Blanc et al., 2007)

of the Centre National d’Études Spatiales (CNES), will be devoted to the

observation of these events from space during the next years (2018-2022).

1.2.1 Elves

The most common TLEs are the so-called elves (Emission of Light and

Very low frequency perturbations due to Electromagnetic pulse Sources).

Approximately 73% of TLEs observed by ISUAL were elves (Chern et al.,

2014).

When lightning-emitted electromagnetic pulses (EMP) reach the lower

ionosphere, they can heat electrons. These electrons produce molecular
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Figure 1.8: Types of Transient Luminous Events (TLEs). Courtesy of Maŕıa

Passas Varo.

excitation and fast red optical emissions known as elves, lasting less than

1 millisecond.

This TLE is usually observed in a thin layer located at altitudes around

88 km (van der Velde and Montanyà, 2016a), with a lateral extension of

more than 200 km. Two lobes that expand from the lightning channel

center in the horizontal direction form the vertically oriented CG lightning-

radiated emission pattern. This expansion causes the ring-shaped emissions

known as elves. When elves are caused by lightning discharges with a non-

vertical orientation, they can be seen as a solid disc.

The first observation of elves from spacecraft was accomplished by the

Space Shuttle (Boeck et al., 1992). The study of these events from space
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Figure 1.9: An elve observed by ISUAL (Chern et al., 2014).

allows to obtain information about the shorter emitted wavelenghts that are

highly absorbed by the lower atmosphere.

1.2.2 Halos and sprites

Approximately 6% of TLEs observed by ISUAL were halos and 6.5% were

sprites (Chern et al., 2014), both of them red coloured TLEs. Halos are

red disc-shaped emissions at altitudes between 75 km and 80 km. However,

differently from elves, halos are a consequence of the quasi-electrostatic

field produced by the lightning-charged accumulated on clouds. On the

other hand, sprites are seen as a large and complex structure of thousands

of streamers that can extend from 40 km up to 85 km of altitude.

When the electric field reaches the breakdown value in the lower iono-

sphere, ionization is triggered. Free electrons collide with atoms and molecules

producing electronical and ro-vibrational excitation of some species, espe-

cially N2 molecules. Then, an important amount of these excited species

emit optical radiation after suffering radiative decay, while the rest are de-

excited by other mechanisms, such as collisional quenching.
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When the ionization front spreads diffusively causing a glow-discharge,

the resultant TLE is a halo. However, if ionization is focused on streamer

tips, a sprite traveling downward is produced.

Figure 1.10: Sprites and halos captured by Maŕıa Passas operating GRASSP

from Almeŕıa (Spain) in 2013 (Passas et al., 2014).

Halos and sprites are usually associated with cloud-to-ground (CG)

lightning discharges.

1.2.3 Blue jets

Blue Jets are a type of TLE that emerge from cloud tops in the form of a

leader surrounded by streamers. They represent ∼13% of TLEs observed

by ISUAL (Chern et al., 2014) and can reach altitudes of 40 km. Blue

Jets could produce an important amount of N2O and NO molecules in the

stratosphere (Winkler and Notholt, 2015).
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Figure 1.11: First image of a Blue Jet before their official discovery. Taken

by Tudor Williams in Queensland (Australia) in 1968.

Blue Jets, officially discovered in 1994 (Wescott et al., 1996), are an up-

wards discharge consequence of the imbalance of charge produced on cloud

tops by a strong lightning discharge. However, the physical mechanism be-

hind these events is still poorly understood. Krehbiel et al. (2008) proposed

a model based on quasi-electrostatic fields formed as an imbalance of charge

on cloud tops to predict Blue Jet inception. After a lightning discharge, a

charged layer can remain near the storm top. Krehbiel found that Blue Jets

can be triggered by electrical breakdown near this charged layer.

1.2.4 Gigantic Jets

Gigantic Jets are believed to be upward-negative lightning discharges that

start their development on clouds. They can extend up to 90 km of altitude,

connecting the troposphere with the lower ionosphere. Therefore, Gigantic
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Figure 1.12: A Blue Jet emerging from the top of a thundercloud. This

image was taken over the Bay of Bengal from the International Space Station

(Chanrion et al., 2017).

Jets could play an important role in the global circuit. According to the

ISUAL statistic, only ∼0.3% of TLEs are Gigantic Jets (Chern et al., 2014).

Gigantic Jets were discovered in 2001 by a group headed by Dr. Victor

P. Pasko (Pasko et al., 2002). They are formed by a complex structure of

a leader surrounded by a group of streamers moving upward with velocities

of the order of 105 m s−1.

1.2.5 Other TLEs

There exist other types of TLEs with lower occurrence frequency. Some of

them, such as the Trolls, Gnomes and Palm Trees are upward discharges

quite similar to Blue Jets. The Smooth Crawlers are also upward emissions.

However, they do not seem to be associated with clouds. Finally, other

considered TLEs, called pixies, are often observed from the top of the clouds

as 100 m sized dots of light.

1.3 Electrical phenomena in other planets

Lightning and possibly TLEs are not exclusively terrestrial phenomena (Yair

et al., 2008; Yair, 2012). Since the discovery of lightning in Jupiter in 1979
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Figure 1.13: First recorded Gigantic Jet extending from the cloud tops to

the lower ionosphere (Pasko et al., 2002).

by the Voyager 1 (NASA), other planets have been added to the list of worlds

with atmospheric electrical activity. Nowadays, the existence of lightning

has already been reported in Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Fur-

thermore, there are some evidence of electrical activity in the atmospheres

of Mars and Venus, although it has not been completely demonstrated. The

existence of lightning discharges in exoplanets has also been proposed.

Investigation of electrical activity in other planets is a key point in the

science of planetary atmospheres. The lack or existence of lightning in a

planet is an indication of some of their atmospheric characteristics, such
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1.3 Electrical phenomena in other planets

as convection, composition, atmospheric plasma or coupling with the space

weather. In addition, the information provided by the study of extraterres-

trial lightning can provide valuable information about the nature of electri-

cal discharges themselves.

1.3.1 Giant Gaseous Planets

NASA launched the Voyager 1 spacecraft on September 5, 1977. Some of

their scientific goals were the study of the giant gaseous planets.

The spacecraft arrived to Jupiter in January 1979 and took images for

the first time of extraterrestrial lightning flashes (Cook et al., 1979). Fur-

thermore, also in 1979, this spacecraft measured the first lightning-generated

radio waves from that planet (Gurnett et al., 1979). One year later, the Voy-

ager 1 continued its journey across the Solar System visiting another giant

gaseous planet, Saturn. During one of its flybys over Saturn in 1980, the

Voyager 1 detected high frequency (HF) pulses from electrical discharges

taking place in the atmosphere of the planet. These signals are known as

Saturn Electrostatic Discharges, or simply SEDs (Warwick et al., 1981).

The Voyager 2 spacecraft, launched 16 days after the Voyager 1 by NASA,

also recorded electromagnetic signals from electrical discharges in the at-

mospheres of Jupiter and Saturn. This spacecraft detected whistler waves

produced by Saturnian lightning.

Apart from detecting lightning signatures on Jupiter and Saturn, the

Voyagers measured lightning electromagnetic signals from Uranus and Nep-

tune (Zarka and Pedersen, 1986; Gurnett et al., 1990; Kaiser et al., 1991),

confirming the existence of lightning discharges as a common feature of the

giant gaseous planets. After the Voyagers, the Galileo spacecraft, launched

in 1989 to study the Jovian system, visited Jupiter. This spacecraft pro-

vided more information about some of the Jovian lightning characteristics

(Little et al., 1999).

The recently deactivated Cassini spacecraft also played an important role

in the investigations of giant gaseous planets atmospheric electricity. This
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Figure 1.14: Some lightning flashes from a Jovian storm recorded by the

Galileo Solid State Imager (SSI) onboard the NASA Galileo orbiter (Little

et al., 1999).

mission was launched by NASA, ESA and ASI in 1997. Cassini arrived to

Jupiter in 2000, detecting once again time the existence of electrical activity

in the Jovian atmosphere (Zarka et al., 2004; Dyudina et al., 2004). After-

wards, Cassini traveled to Saturn, where it could detect electromagnetic

signals from lightning discharges and, for the first time, optical ligthning

flashes (Fischer et al., 2008; Dyudina et al., 2010, 2013).

Since the first detections of lightning in the gaseous planets by the Voy-

agers and Cassini, other spacecraft have sent us valuable data on extrater-

restrial lightning from the Jovian orbit, as is the case of the New Horizons

(Baines et al., 2007) and the Juno spacecraft (Bolton and The Juno Science

Team, 2010). For instance, New Horizons discovered that Jovian lightning

are not only condined in the Great Red Spot sotrm, but can also take place

at polar latitudes(Baines et al., 2007). However, no ground-based opti-

cal detection of lightning on giant gaseous gases has been achieved to date

(Luque et al., 2015).
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1.3 Electrical phenomena in other planets

Figure 1.15: Polar lightning discharges recorded by the Long Range Re-

connaissance Imager (LORRI) onboard the New Horizons spacecraft (Baines

et al., 2007).

The atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn are mainly formed by hydro-

gen and helium. Clouds in such planets are a combination of ammonia

(NH3), ice particles, ammonium hydrosulfide (NH4SH) and water (H2O)

droplets. The energy that feeds atmospheric convection on gaseous giant

planets comes from the inner part of the planet instead of from the Sun.

All these features lead to several differences between lightning produced in

giant gaseous planets and terrestrial lightning. For instance, it is estimated

that Jovian and Saturnian lightning strokes could be 4 orders of magnitude

more powerful than the terrestrial atmospheric discharges.
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Figure 1.16: A lightning flash from a Saturnian thunderstorm taken by the

Cassini spacecraft. Courtesy of NASA.

1.3.2 Venus

The search of lightning in the Venusian atmosphere began in 1956, when an

interferometer antenna at the Ohio State University detected radio signals

of an impulsive nature from Venus (Kraus, 1956). It is today known that

those radio signals were produced by the highly heated planetary surface.

However, it was initially hypothesized that they were originated from Venu-

sian lightning discharges. Nowadays the existence of lightning on Venus is

still a controversial subject due to the lack of optical evidence.

In the 1960s and 1970s the soviet probes of the Venera series carried

out optical and electromagnetic observations of the Venusian atmosphere.

In 1975, the Venera 9 recorded several optical bursts over a storm in that

planet (Krasnopolsky, 1980). Three years later both the Venera 11 and 12

descended through the Venusian atmosphere detecting bursts of very low

frequency (VLF) pulses that could be produced by lightning (Ksanfomaliti

et al., 1979; Ksanfomaliti, 1980). The same year the Pioneer Venus Orbiter

(PVO) of NASA reported whistler waves in several flybys over the planet.

Those signals were very similar to whistler waves emitted by terrestrial

lightning (Scarf et al., 1980; Strangeway et al., 1993; Strangeway, 1995,

2003).

These optical bursts and electromagnetic signals suggested the existence

of Venusian lightning. However, some studies claimed that they could be
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Figure 1.17: Cloud layer structure in Saturn showing where lightning activity

can take place. Despite different pressures, the sketch is similar in the Jovian

atmosphere (Fischer et al., 2008).

due to plasma instabilities rather than lightning discharges (Cole and Ho-

egy, 1997). For this reason, other missions, such as the soviet Vega bal-

loons, Galileo (NASA) and Cassini, attempted to collect more evidence of

lightning on Venus. However, these missions did not report any definitive

evidence of electromagnetic or optical signature of lightning discharges in

their observations of the Venusian atmosphere (Gurnett et al., 1991, 2001).

In 1995, a ground-based telescope detected seven flashes from the atmo-

sphere of Venus (Hansell et al., 1995). It is unclear if these flashes were due

to lightning or to the interaction of cosmic rays with the camera. Other

ground-based observations did not succeed in their search of Venusian light-

ning (Garćıa Muñoz et al., 2013). However, Krasnopolsky (2006) could de-

tect an important amount of NO in the lower atmosphere of Venus operating

the “Texas Echelon Cross Echelle Spectrograph” (TEXES). The source of
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these NO molecules remains unknown, although it has been hypothesized

that they could be a product of lightning activity.

The Venus Express (VEX), an ESA probe, was equipped with a fluxgate

magnetometer able to detect electromagnetic signals from the Venusian or-

bit. This spacecraft, launched in 2005, arrived to Venus one year later. The

spacecraft flied over several storms, detecting whistler waves at different fre-

quencies (Russell et al., 2013). However, its optical detector did not record

any optical flash (Cardeśın Moinelo et al., 2016).

This combination of negative and positive results in the search of light-

ning on Venus together with the lack of an unambiguous optical detections

keep unclear the existence of Venusian lightning discharges. One of the pur-

pose of the Japanese Akatsuki spacecraft (JAXA) (Takahashi et al., 2008;

Peralta et al., 2016), orbiting Venus since 2015, is to shed light over the open

question of the existence of lightning on Venus. One of the instruments

onboard Akatsuki is a high temporal resolution instrument, the so-called

Lightning and Airglow Camera (LAC), capable of detecting fast emissions

in the atomic oxygen 777 nm line of the spectrum, where the hypothetical

Venusian lightning are expected to emit light (Borucki and McKay, 1987).

Despite the high capabilities of this camera to confirm of discard the exis-

tence of lightning, some engine problems during the probe orbital injection

caused the spacecraft to remain at an orbital distance larger than planned.

The atmosphere of Venus is primarily composed by carbon dioxide (CO2)

and molecular nitrogen (N2). Venusian clouds are formed by a mixture of

sulfuric acid (H2SO4), droplets and water vapor. These clouds are located

at approximately 50 km above the groung, where the pressure is about

1 bar. This high altitude cloud location together with the high pressures

at surface level would favor the occurrence of cloud discharges rather than

cloud-to-ground.

The observation of Venusian lightning signature from space or ground-

based telescopes is a serious challenge. Clouds are very dense and opaque,

possibly difficulting optical flashes to be seen from space. The absence of
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Figure 1.18: Structure of the Venusian atmosphere, courtesy of Pearson

Education, Inc. The pressure at ground level is ninety times greater than the

terrestrial surface pressure.

a geomagnetic field produced by the inner core of Venus causes a strong

dependence of the ionospheric plasma behavior with the solar winds, which

can influence the propagation of possible lightning-generated electromag-

netic pulses out of the planet.

1.3.3 Other planets

Apart from the evidences of lightning in the previously discussed planets,

the existence of atmospheric electrical discharges in other planets has been

proposed. The dust storms taking place in our nearest neighbor, Mars,

are good candidates to produce electrical discharges. As in the case of the

Earth, saltation processes (wind-driven transport of dust material from the
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surface to the air) contribute to the accumulation of dust in the Martian

atmosphere (Barth et al., 2016). Dust particles in the Martial atmosphere

become electrically charged when they contact each other exchanging charge

(triboelectric effect), as in the case of the terrestrial “dust devils”. On Earth,

measurements indicate that these atmospheric structures can produce elec-

tric fields of the order of several tens of kilovolts (Jackson and Farrell, 2006).

The probed existence of dust devils in Mars points to the possibility of the

occurrence discharges between the charged regions inside these dust devil

structures (Barth et al., 2016).

Lightning discharges could also exist beyond the Solar System. As pro-

posed by Helling et al. (2013) and Vorgul and Helling (2016), the existence

of clouds formed by mineral dust, ice and liquid particles in extra solar

planets or brown dwarfs could be electrified triggering lightning discharges.

1.4 Motivation

The physics and chemistry behind all the previously described atmospheric

electrical phenomena is still not fully understood. Among others, there are

still some open questions about the local and global chemical impact and

the optical emissions of TLEs. We have developed two electrodynamical

models that simulate the inception and evolution of halos and elves. We

have revised the literature to couple this electrodynamical models with an

extensive set of chemical reactions capable of predicting the local impact

and optical signature of these two types of TLEs. Thanks to these models,

we have obtained for the first time the spectra of elves triggered by CIDs

and EIPs. In addition, we have quantified the production of some important

species, such as NO and N2O, by halos.

The upcoming launch of two new missions devoted to the study of TLEs

and TGFs, such as ASIM (ESA) and TARANIS (CNES), has motivated us

to develop some methods to analyze the optical signature of elves. The fast

and spatially large development of elves implies the necessity of developing
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new algorithms for the analysis of recorded optical data in order to deter-

mine the characteristics of the emitting source. Comparison between the

light observed from a TLE at different wavelengths can provide information

about some of the physical quantities involved in the event, such as the

reduced electric field.

The characteristics of detected radio waves emitted by lightning dis-

charges and other electrical phenomena can be used as a tool to investigate

atmospheric electricity. For instance, radio emissions from thunderstorms

where TGFs have been reported could contain information about their in-

ception. However, the characteristics of the emitted electromagnetic radia-

tion are modified across its journey through the Earth-ionospheric waveg-

uide. We have used the Full-Wave-Method (FWM) developed by Lehtinen

and Inan (2008) to describe the change of VLF wave properties from the

source to a ground-based observer located up to 4000 km away from the

wave source.

The chemical impact of lightning in the atmosphere is not negligible,

as it is estimated to produce 10% of the total NOx deposited in the atmo-

sphere yearly. Due to this important contribution to the atmospheric chem-

istry, different lightning parameterizations are often included in global and

regional atmospheric models. Recent investigations estimate an increase

in the global lightning occurrence, which would lead to an enhancement

in the tropospheric NOx. In connection to this, we have tested different

lightning parameterizations in the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate

Model (WACCM) developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Re-

search (NCAR). The use of this model has allowed us to investigate the

similarities and differences in the lightning occurrence and NOx produc-

tion predicted by each parameterization. Furthermore, we have quantified

for the first time the global impact of Blue Jets on the global atmospheric

chemistry.

The controversy involved around the existence of Venusian lightning

discharges and the presence of the Akatsuki probe in Venus have motivated
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us to investigate their possible detection from space. On the one hand,

we have adapted our developed models of terrestrial halos and elves to the

atmosphere of Venus. We have proposed a set of chemical reactions that

could take place in the lower ionosphere of Venus under the influence of

a lightning-produced electromagnetic field. Using these models, we have

computed both the amount of photons and the energy emitted by possible

Venusian TLEs. On the other hand, we have adapted the FWM developed

by Lehtinen and Inan (2008) to the case of Venus. We have used this model

to investigate the lightning-produced whistler wave propagation through the

ionosphere of Venus up to a spacecraft orbiting the planet.

The detection of optical flashes from the atmosphere of Jupiter and Sat-

urn demonstrated the existence of electrical phenomena in the atmosphere

of the giant gaseous planets. Some characteristics of the ionosphere of these

planets are still unknown, such as their amount of electrons, ions and hy-

drocarbons. The knowledge of some of the Jovian and Saturnian lightning

characteristics could be useful to estimate their atmospheric composition or

how they are coupled with the outer space. Despite the observation of op-

tical flashes, it was not observationally determined if the detected photons

were produced by lightning discharges or by possible TLEs. We have ap-

plied our elve model to the case of Jupiter and Saturn in order to compare

the predicted optical emissions with the reported flashes. Thanks to this

model, we have also studied the influence of the atmospheric composition

and the background magnetic field in the optical emissions due to possible

elves.

1.5 Content

We have divided the content of this thesis in different chapters. We have

chosen to present the electrodynamical models of halos and elves in a general

version in Chapter 2. We present in Chapter 3 the modelling of electrical

phenomena in the atmosphere of Earth. Some of these results have been
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published in Pérez-Invernón et al. (2016a) and Mezentsev et al. (2018).

Chapter 4 is devoted to the analysis of optical signals emitted by TLEs. In

Chapter 5 we discuss the modelling of Venusian TLEs and lightning-emitted

electromagnetic waves from the troposphere of Venus. We have published

these results in Pérez-Invernón et al. (2016b), Pérez-Invernón et al. (2017b)

and Pérez-Invernón et al. (2017a). Chapter 6 describes the results of the

modelling of elves in the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn, also published

in Pérez-Invernón et al. (2017a). Finally, Chapters 7 and 8 are devoted to

the summary and conclusions of tour work.
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Chapter 2

Electrodynamical models

2.1 Introduction

This chapter details the developed general electrodynamical models for halos

and elves. In the following chapters, these models will be particularized for

different planetary atmospheres, as well as for different types of lightning

discharges. Furthermore, they will be coupled with different sets of kinetic

reactions (Appendix A) in order to describe the evolution of halos and elves

in different planets.

As introduced in subsection 1.2.5, halos are red disc-shaped emissions at

altitudes between 75 km and 85 km consequence of the quasi-electrostatic

field created by a lightning discharge. The purpose of the developed halo

model is to calculate the quasi-electrostatic field in the atmosphere and its

interaction with different species, mainly electrons and ions. The use of a

two-dimensional scheme allows us to compute the local chemical influence

of the halo in an extensive region, describing the event in a self-consistent

way. Section 2.2 of this chapter describes the two-dimensional model of

halos in cylindrical coordinates, based on the same assumptions considered

in previous models by, for instance, Luque and Ebert (2009); Neubert et al.

(2011); Qin et al. (2014); Liu et al. (2015). We have implemented the

model in several subroutines using the Fortran and Python programming
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languages.

Elves are fast ring-shaped emissions located at altitudes around 88 km

(van der Velde and Montanyà, 2016a), with a lateral extension of more than

200 km. They are a consequence of the interaction between the lightning-

radiated ElectroMagnetic Pulses (EMP) and the charged region of the up-

per atmosphere. The calculation of the quasi-electrostatic field produced

by lightning is not enough to describe the EMPs. On the contrary, our elve

model calculates the propagation of the lightning emitted waves by com-

puting all the electromagnetic field components. We have developed and

described two different elve models in subsections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. Both

of them are based on a Finite-Difference Time Domain (FDTD) scheme.

This scheme has been previously used by other authors to simulate elves

(Inan et al., 1991; Taranenko et al., 1993; Kuo et al., 2007; Marshall et al.,

2010; Inan and Marshall, 2011; Luque et al., 2014; Marshall et al., 2015;

Liu et al., 2017). Our first elve model is two-dimensional using cylindrical

coordinates, while the second one is a three-dimensional model in Cartesian

coordinates. We have implemented both models in Fortran and Python.

The main differences between the two developed models are the different

computational costs of their implementation and the capability of including

non-symmetrical phenomena. The numerical implementation of the two-

dimensional model produces a less-computationally costly code, while the

three-dimensional model is capable of including different lightning channel

inclinations, as well as the natural background magnetic field of each planet

at different latitudes.

The simulations of halos and elves are carried out in a CSIC computer

cluster in Madrid called “Trueno”. The computer cluster located at IAA-

CSIC in Granada has also been used in order to test the codes.
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2.2 Model of halos

This section details the general electrodynamical model of halos. This nu-

merical scheme can be applied to different atmospheres as well as to vertical

CG and cloud lightning discharges.

The electrodynamical model of halos computes the quasi-electrostatic

field produced by lightning in planetary atmosphere using a cylindrically

symmetrical scheme. The time evolution of the electric field is coupled with

the transport of charged particles near the ionosphere, such as electrons

and ions. Finally, the whole electrodynamical model is coupled with a set

of chemical reactions particularized for each planetary atmosphere (Appen-

dices A.1 and A.2).

This model takes as inputs the lightning discharge characteristics, i.e.,

the type of discharge (CG or cloud discharge), the temporal dependence of

the charge Q(t) accumulated by the electric current, the lightning channel

length h, the altitude of the discharge center zp located in the axis of sym-

metry of the cylindrical coordinates, the radius of the sphere that contains

the charge rsp and the spatial domain limits and spatial steps. In the case

of CG lightning discharges, the accumulated charge is deposited in a cloud

region, causing the appearance of a mirror charge with opposite sign be-

low the ground, which acts as a perfect electrical conductor (PEC). On the

contrary, cloud discharges accumulate the same amount of charge but with

opposite sign in two separated regions of the cloud, forming a dipole.

The quasi-electrostatic field created by the charge Q(t) resulting from

the lightning electric current at a given time is calculated using FISHPACK

(Sweet, 1977), a 2-D Poisson solver in cylindrical coordinates that solves the

equation

∇2φ = − ρ
ε0
, (2.1)

where φ is the electric potential, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum and

ρ is the charge density located in the integration domain. This quantity
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includes both the lightning-accumulated charge in the troposphere and the

induced charge in the mesosphere.

The resultant electric field induces electron and ion transport in the

mesosphere and lower ionosphere, separating charge of opposite sign. The

transport of the charged species i is determined by the advection-diffusion

flux Ji, whose components in the vertical and radial directions (z and r)

are given, in the case of electrons, by

Je,z = −De
∂Ne

∂z
− µeEzNe (2.2a)

Je,r = −De
∂Ne

∂r
− µeErNe, (2.2b)

while in the case of ions we can neglect diffusion and write these equa-

tions as

Ji,z = −vi,zNi, (2.3a)

Ji,r = −vi,rNi, (2.3b)

where De, µe and Ne are, respectively, the electron diffusion coefficient,

mobility and density, while vi and Ni are the ion velocities and densities.

The electron diffusion coefficient and mobility depend on the gas compo-

sition and the electric field, and, therefore, are unique of each planetary

atmosphere. In the case of ions with mass mi, their velocity in the pres-

ence of a high reduced electric field is given by (Fahr and Müller, 1967;

Pancheshnyi, 2013)

vi =

√
2θz
πmi

, (2.4)

where θz is the kinetic energy of the ion in the presence of an electric

field E, given by Fahr and Müller (1967); Pancheshnyi (2013) as

θz = qeEλi, (2.5)
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where qe is the negative elementary electric charge and λi is the mean

free path of particles in the gas between successive collisions, calculated as

a function of the air density N (Chapman and Cowling, 1970)

λ =
(√

2πd2N
)−1

, (2.6)

where d is the average diameter of molecules in air.

In the case of fluxes of charged particles fluxes produced by glow dis-

charges as halos, where the quasi-electrostatic field remains high for several

milliseconds, numerical oscillations can appear as a consequence of large

density gradients. For this reason, equations (2.2) and (2.3) are solved us-

ing a Koren limiter function (Montijn et al., 2006) to obtain the charged

species fluxes. Then, we can write the continuity equation of the species i

including kinetics and transport as

∂Ni

∂t
+∇ · Ji = Pi − Li, (2.7)

where Pi and Li are the production and loss rates of the species i,

determined by the kinetic scheme. We solve this equation using an explicit

Runge-Kutta method of order 5 with step size control based on the Dormand

and Prince algorithm (Dormand and Prince, 1980). We solve this equation

exclusively where the plasma density is important.

Equations (2.1)-(2.7) are discretized in a cylindrical grid with a spatial

resolution given by ∆z and ∆r, that are inputs of the model. We use an

adaptive time step ∆t. For the Poisson equation (2.1), we use boundary

conditions of the Neumann type at the domain limit, undetermined in the

axis of symmetry and of the Dirichlet type in the upper (ionosphere) and

lower (ground) boundaries assuming that both of them behave as PECs. In

the case of the transport equations (2.2) and (2.3) we use Neumann type

boundary conditions.
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After analyzing the model, we noted that the resolution of the Poisson

equation to obtain the quasi-electrostatic field is one of the most compu-

tational costly stages of the complete process. For this reason, we have

developed an automatic procedure to accelerate the computation. This pro-

cedure determines the number of steps in which the quasi-electrostatic field

can be assumed to stay constant. The evolution of the lightning-produced

electric field is influenced by the total transferred charge during roughly

the first millisecond. After that time, the impulsive stage of the lightning

discharge ends and the rhythm of charge accumulation on the clouds de-

creases. Therefore, the field-induced electron currents determine the main

change of the quasi-electrostatic field in the lower ionosphere, with time

scales approximately given by the Maxwell relaxation time (ε/σ) at each

altitude level. Then, the time derivative of the quasi-electrostatic field will

decrease progressively as the field is screened at highest altitude. We take

advantage of this fact and implement a method to progressively decrease

the computational cost of our simulation. We include a parameter p in the

code that calculates the maximum time derivative of the reduced electric

field at a given time t′ by computing the difference between the field at that

time and at the previous step (t′-∆t):

p
(
t′
)

= max




∂E(r,z,t′)
N(r,z)

∂t′


 = max




E(r,z,t′)−E(r,z,t′−∆t)
N(r,z)

∆t


 . (2.8)

This parameter gives us the maximum absolute variation of the reduced

electric field per second. Using p we can then estimate the total number of

time steps n that are necessary to see a maximum absolute change of 0.1 Td

as

n∆t =
0.1

p
. (2.9)

If n is greater than one, we deactivate the Poisson equation solver for

that number of following time steps, keeping the electric field and its effects
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constant. This allows us to exclusively solve the equations related to the

chemistry and the charged particles transport assuming a maximum relative

error in the electric field of less than 0.1 Td.

We have implemented the complete halo model in several Fortran and

Python subroutines. As mentioned before, we have used the numerical

packet FISHPACK (Sweet, 1977) for the resolution of the 2-D Poisson equa-

tion. In addition, we have considered the Dormand and Prince algorithm-

based (Dormand and Prince, 1980) Python integrator “dopri5” for the com-

putation of the time derivatives. The code is parallelized with a shared-

memory approach based on Open MP using 12 CPUs.

2.3 Models of elves

This section details a general two-dimensional electrodynamical elve model

and its extension to three dimensions. Both models are based on a Finite-

Difference Time Domain (FDTD) scheme (Inan et al., 1991; Taranenko

et al., 1993; Lee and Kalluri, 1999; Kuo et al., 2007; Marshall et al., 2010;

Inan and Marshall, 2011; Luque et al., 2014; Marshall et al., 2015; Liu et al.,

2017) and can be coupled with any set of chemical reactions (as those listed

in Appendix A).

In these FDTD schemes both the time and the spatial derivatives are

discretized. In the case of the time derivatives, it is done using a “leapfrog”

updating procedure, shown in figure 2.1. Following this staggered in time

scheme, the components of the magnetic fields are calculated at half time

steps, while the components of the electric field are defined at integer time

steps. The discretization of spatial derivatives depends on the coordinate

system and will be described in the following subsections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. In

both cases, spatial derivatives are evaluated using a simple two-point cen-

tered difference method (Lee and Kalluri, 1999; Inan and Marshall, 2011).
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2. ELECTRODYNAMICAL MODELS

Figure 2.1: Discretization of the time derivatives. This scheme illustrate the

“leapfrog” updating of the electric and magnetic fields (Inan and Marshall,

2011).

2.3.1 Two-dimensional model

This section details the general two-dimensional electrodynamical model for

elves. We use a FDTD scheme to solve the Maxwell equations in a cylindrical

2-D grid, obtaining the lightning-produced electromagnetic wave propaga-

tion (vectors E and H). The vertically oriented radiation source current

can be either a CG lightning discharge, a CID or an EIP. We use a modi-

fied Ohm’s equation to calculate the current density induced by the electric

fields on the upper atmosphere (Lee and Kalluri, 1999; Luque et al., 2014).

This electrodynamical scheme can be coupled with a set of kinetic reactions

(as those listed in Appendix A), updating the species concentrations Ni at

each time step. The complete set of equations is given by

5×E = −µ0
∂H

∂t
, (2.10)

5×H = ε0
∂E

∂t
+ J, (2.11)

dJ

dt
+ νJ = ε0ω

2
p(r, t)E + ωb(r, t)× J, (2.12)

∂Ni

∂t
= Gi − Li. (2.13)
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We solve Maxwell equations (2.10) and (2.11), where ε0 and µ0 are the

permittivity and permeability of free space, using a two-dimensional FDTD

model in a cylindrical grid using the Yee algorithm (Yee, 1966) with a space

step ∆d shorter than the minimum characteristic wavelength of the source

electric current in each case and with a time step shorter than ∆d/
√

3c

(Inan and Marshall, 2011). Figure 2.2 shows one of characteristic cells

that compose the two-dimensional cylindrical mesh according to the Yee

algorithm. The election of a cylindrically symmetrical mesh implies that

the derivatives with respect to azimuthal angle are zero (i.e., ∂/∂φ = 0).

We can write the Maxwell equations (2.10) and (2.11) in a 2-D cylindrically

symmetrical mesh distinguishing between the Transverse Magnetic (TM)

and the Transverse Electric (TE) modes as (Inan and Marshall, 2011)

∂Hr

∂t
=

1

µ0

[
∂Eφ
∂z

]
(2.14)

∂Eφ
∂t

=
1

ε0

[
∂Hr

∂z
− ∂Hz

∂r
− Jφ

]
(2.15)

∂Hz

∂t
= − 1

µ0r

[
∂

∂r
(rEφ)

]
, (2.16)

and

∂Er
∂t

= − 1

ε0

[
∂Hφ

∂z
− Jr

]
(2.17)

∂Hφ

∂t
=

1

µ0

[
∂Ez
∂r
− ∂Er

∂z

]
(2.18)

∂Ez
∂t

=
1

ε0r

[
∂

∂r
(rHφ)

]
− 1

ε0
Jz, (2.19)

respectively. As explained by Inan and Marshall (2011), TE and TM

modes are completely uncoupled from one another. They are identified

on the basis of whether the wave has a nonzero electric or magnetic field
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component in the third dimension. These modes do not correspond to the

classic guided electromagnetic waves.

The term J contains current densities, i.e., lightning channel current

density and electron current density induced by electric fields in the lower

ionosphere. In this cylindrically symmetrical approach with ∂/∂φ = 0,

the lightning channel current density is a purely vertically oriented vector

located in the axis of symmetry, i.e., at r = 0 coordinates.

Figure 2.2: Yee cell in the two-dimensional cylindrical coordinate system

showing the discretization of the spatial derivatives. The space in discretized

in a grid formed by a given number of cells. Derivatives with respect to

the angular coordinate are set to zero as a consequence of the cylindrical

symmetry. This sketch is taken from Inan and Marshall (2011). In this spatial

discretization, we locate the components of the current density vector J in

entire subindex points (i, k) (Lee and Kalluri, 1999).

The use of a FDTD scheme entails a finite calculation domain. The

existence of spatial limits makes necessary the use of boundary conditions.

The ground can be approximated as a perfect electrical conductor (PEC),

where the vertical component of the electric field Ez is set to zero. However,

the use of this boundary condition in the upper and lateral limits would

cause an unrealistic wave reflexion when the pulse reached the spatial limits.

For that reason, we use Convolutional Perfectly Matched Layers (CPML)

followed by a PEC near the upper and lateral domain limits (Inan and
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Marshall, 2011). This approach is based on the definition of a number of

non-physical absorbing layers covering a region between the physics domain

and a PEC boundary. In these regions, both the non-physical electrical and

magnetical conductivities are set to absorb the propagating wave, preventing

undesired reflexion.

The modified Ohm’s equation (2.12) is only solved at altitudes where

the electron density becomes important. At these regions, usually near the

ionosphere, the electron conductivity is orders of magnitude higher than

the ion conductivity, hence we can neglect the ion current density contribu-

tion. We use the same notation that Lee and Kalluri (1999); Luque et al.

(2014), where ν = e/µme is the effective collision frequency between elec-

trons and neutrals, dependent on electron charge magnitude e and mass

me, and on electron mobility µ. The term ωp = (e2ne/meε0)1/2 corresponds

to the plasma frequency for electrons and depends on the electron density

ne. Finally, ωb = eB0/me is the electron gyro frequency, where B0 is the

background magnetic field, considered zero in this two-dimensional approx-

imation. We can express equation (2.12) in a 2-D cylindrically symmetrical

system as 

dJr
dt
dJφ
dt
dJz
dt


 = Ω



Jr
Jφ
Jz


+ ε0ω

2
p



Er
Eφ
Ez


 (2.20)

where we have defined Ω following Lee and Kalluri (1999) as

Ω =



−ν −ωbz ωbφ
ωbz −ν ωbr
ωbφ ωbr −ν


 . (2.21)

The natural position of the electrical current density in the Yee cell is the

same as the position of the electric field components. However, maintaining

the same accuracy in the finite differences approximation of equation (2.12)

than in Maxwell equations would require a higher order central differences

scheme (Lee and Kalluri, 1999). To overcome these difficulties, we follow

Lee and Kalluri (1999) by placing J in the center of the cells. Lee and
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Kalluri (1999) performed both a Laplace transform and an inverse Laplace

transform to equation (2.20)) to finally obtain

J(t) = A(t)J0(t) + ε0ω
2
pK(t)E (2.22)

where

A(t) = exp[Ωt] (2.23)

and

K(t) = Ω−1 (exp[Ωt]− I) , (2.24)

and where I correspond to the identity matrix.

Equation (2.13) describes the evolution of each component’s density as a

function of its gains Gi and losses Li, determined by each different chemical

scheme. This equation will be particularized for each chemical species and

will be coupled with equations (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) as a consequence

of the electric field dependence of some reaction rates. We solve this equa-

tion using a forward Euler method choosing a time step smaller than the

Maxwell relaxation time, the fastest chemical reaction characteristic time

and ∆d/
√

3c.

Let us now describe the discretization of equations (2.14)-(2.19) and (2.12)

in the two-dimensional grid with cylindrical symmetry. As previously men-

tioned, the time derivatives are discretized according to the leapfrog scheme

(figure 2.1), while the spatial derivatives are discretized following the Yee al-

gorithm (figure 2.2). The discretized equations (2.14)-(2.16) corresponding

to the TM mode are given by (Lee and Kalluri, 1999; Inan and Marshall,

2011)

Hr|n+1
i,k+1/2 = Hr|n+1

i,k+1/2 −
∆t

µi,k+1/2

[
Eφ|ni,k+1 − Eφ|ni,k

∆z

]
(2.25)
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Eφ|n+1
i,k = Eφ|n+1

i,k +
∆t

εi,k
Hr|n+1/2

i,k+1/2 −Hr|n+1/2
i,k−1/2

∆z
−
Hz|n+1/2

i+1/2,k −Hz|n+1/2
i−1/2,k

∆r




(2.26)

Hz|n+1
i+1/2,k = Hz|n+1

i+1/2,k −
∆t

µi+1,k

[
ri+1Eφ|ni+1,k − riEφ|ni,k

ri+1/2∆r

]
, (2.27)

while equations (2.17)-(2.19) for the TE mode are discretized as (Lee

and Kalluri, 1999; Inan and Marshall, 2011)

Er|n+1
i+1/2,k = Er|ni+1/2,k −

∆t

εi+1/2,k


Hφ|

n+1/2
i+1/2,k+1/2 −Hφ|

n+1/2
i+1/2,k−1/2

∆z


−

∆t

2εi+1/2,k

[
Jr|n+(1/2)

(i+1,k) + Jr|n+(1/2)
(i,k)

]

(2.28)

Hφ|n+1
i+1/2,k+1/2 = Hφ|n+1

i+1/2,k+1/2 +
∆t

µi+1/2,k+1/2[
Ez|ni+1,k+1/2 − Ez|

n
i,k+1/2

∆r
−
Er|ni+1/2,k+2 − Er|

n
i+1/2,k

ri∆r

] (2.29)

Ez|n+1
i,k+1/2 = Ez|n+1

i,k+1/2 +
∆t

εi,k+1/2


ri+1/2Hφ|

n+1/2
i+1/2,k+1/2 − ri−1/2Hφ|

n+1/2
i−1/2,k+1/2

ri∆z


−

∆t

2εi+1/2,k

[
Jz|n+(1/2)

(i,k+1) + Jz|n+(1/2)
(i,k)

]
.

(2.30)

On the axis of cylindrical symmetry (r = 0), the azimuthally symmetric

Ez component can be written as (Inan and Marshall, 2011)

Ez|n+1
0,k+1/2 = Ez|n+1

0,k+1/2 +
4∆t

ε0,k+1/2∆r
Hφ|

n+1/2
1/2,k+1/2. (2.31)
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Finally, the Ohm’s modified equation 2.12 is discretized as (Lee and

Kalluri, 1999)



Jr|n+1/2

i,k

Jφ|
n+1/2
i,k

Jz|n+1/2
i,k


 = A(∆t)



Jr|n−1/2

i,k

Jφ|
n−1/2
i,k

Jz|n−1/2
i,k


+

εi,k
2
ω2
p|ni,kK(∆t)



Er|ni+1/2,k + Er|ni−1/2,k

0
Ez|ni,k+1/2 + Er|ni,k−1/2.




(2.32)

As in the case of the halo model, we have developed this method in

several Fortran subroutines, compiling them to create Python modules. The

code is parallelized with a shared-memory approach based on Open MP. We

run each parallelized simulation using 12 CPUs.

2.3.2 Three-dimensional model

In this section we extend the previous two-dimensional model of elves in

cylindrical coordinates to a three-dimensional model in Cartesian coordi-

nates. Maxwell equations (2.10) and (2.11) are now solved in Cartesian

coordinates discretizing the spatial derivatives in a Cartesian grid. The

characteristic cells that are part of this grid are shown in figure 2.3.

This three dimensional model counts with some advantages in relation

with the previous two-dimensional approach. In this case, the coordinate

system does not imply any symmetry assumptions. Therefore, the lightning

channel can be located in any position and with any inclination, allowing

us for simulating the case of elves triggered by tilted lightning channels.

The inclusion of a tilted background magnetic field is also possible as a

consequence of the absence of symmetrical assumptions. The electron gyro

frequency (ωb = eB0/me) can now depend on a vectorial magnetic field B

generated by the inner core of each planet, if existent. The inclusion in the

model of this background magnetic field influences electromagnetic wave

propagation, resulting in non-symmetrical elves emissions.
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Figure 2.3: Yee cell in the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system

showing the discretization of the spatial derivatives. The space in discretized

in a grid formed by a given number of cells. This sketch is taken from Inan and

Marshall (2011). In this spatial discretization, we locate the components of

the current density vector J in entire subindex points (i, j, k) (Lee and Kalluri,

1999).

In this case, we write the components of the Maxwell equations (2.10)

and (2.11) in a 3-D Cartesian system following Lee and Kalluri (1999); Inan

and Marshall (2011) as:

∂Hx

∂t
= − 1

µ0

[
∂Ez
∂y
− ∂Ey

∂z

]
(2.33)

∂Hy

∂t
= − 1

µ0

[
∂Ex
∂z
− ∂Ez

∂x

]
(2.34)

∂Hz

∂t
= − 1

µ0

[
∂Ey
∂x
− ∂Ex

∂y

]
(2.35)

∂Ex
∂t

=
1

ε0

[
∂Hz

∂y
− ∂Hy

∂z
− Jx

]
(2.36)

∂Ey
∂t

=
1

ε0

[
∂Hx

∂z
− ∂Hz

∂y
− Jy

]
(2.37)
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∂Ez
∂t

=
1

ε0

[
∂Hy

∂x
− ∂Hx

∂y
− Jz

]
, (2.38)

while the Ohm’s modified equation (2.12) in this system is (Lee and

Kalluri, 1999)



dJx
dt
dJy
dt
dJz
dt


 = Ω



Jx
Jyi
Jz


+ ε0ω

2
p



Ex
Ey
Ez,


 (2.39)

where Ω is given by Lee and Kalluri (1999) as

Ω =



−ν −ωbz ωby
ωbz −ν ωbx
ωby ωbx −ν


 . (2.40)

Following the same scheme than in the previous two-dimensional case,

we write the discretized form of Maxwell equations as (Lee and Kalluri,

1999; Inan and Marshall, 2011)

Hx|n+1
i,j+1/2,k+1/2 = Hx|n+1

i,j+1/2,k+1/2 −
∆t

µi,j+1/2,k+1/2[
Ez|ni,j+1,k+1/2 − Ez|

n
i,j,k+1/2

∆y
−
Ey|ni,j+1/2,k+1 − Ey|

n
i,j+1/2,k

∆z

] (2.41)

Hy|n+1
i+1/2,j,k+1/2 = Hy|n+1

i+1/2,j,k+1/2 −
∆t

µi+1/2,j,k+1/2[
Ex|ni+1/2,j+1,k − Ex|

n
i+1/2,j,k

∆z
−
Ez|ni+1,jk+1/2 − Ez|

n
i,j,k+1/2

∆x

] (2.42)

Hz|n+1
i+1/2,j+1/2,k = Hz|n+1

i+1/2,j+1/2,k −
∆t

µi+1/2,j+1/2,k[
Ey|ni+1,j+1/2,k − Ey|

n
i,j+1/2,k

∆x
−
Ex|ni+1/2,j+1,k − Ex|

n
i+1/2,j,k

∆y

] (2.43)
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Ex|n+1
i+1/2,j,k = Ex|n+1

i+1/2,j,k +
∆t

εi+1/2,j,k
Hz|n+1/2

i+1/2,j+1/2,k −Hz|n+1/2
i+1/2,j−1/2,k

∆y
−
Hy|n+1/2

i+1/2,j,k+1/2 −Hy|n+1/2
i+1/2,j,k−1/2

∆z




− ∆t

2εi+1/2,j,k

[
Jx|n+1/2

i+1,j,k + Jx|n+1/2
i,j,k

]

(2.44)

Ey|n+1
i,j+1/2,k = Ey|n+1

i,j+1/2,k +
∆t

εi,j+1/2,k
Hx|n+1/2

i,j+1/2,k+1/2 −Hx|n+1/2
i,j+1/2,k−1/2

∆z
−
Hz|n+1/2

i+1/2,j+1/2,k −Hz|n+1/2
i−1/2,j+1/2,k

∆x




− ∆t

2εi+1/2,j,k

[
Jy|n+1/2

i,j+1,k + Jy|n+1/2
i,j,k

]

(2.45)

Ez|n+1
i,j,k+1/2 = Ez|n+1

i,j,k+1/2 +
∆t

εi,j,k+1/2
Hy|n+1/2

i+1/2,j,k+1/2 −Hy|n+1/2
i−1/2,j,k+1/2

∆x
−
Hx|n+1/2

i,j+1/2,k+1/2 −Hx|n+1/2
i,j−1/2,k+1/2

∆y




− ∆t

2εi+1/2,j,k

[
Jz|n+1/2

i,j+1,k + Jz|n+1/2
i,j,k

]
,

(2.46)

and the discretized form of the Ohm’s modified equation as (Lee and

Kalluri, 1999)



Jx|n+1/2

i,j,k

Jy|n+1/2
i,j,k

Jz|n+1/2
i,j,k


 = A(∆t)



Jx|n−1/2

i,j,k

Jy|n−1/2
i,j,k

Jz|n−1/2
i,j,k


+

εi,j,k
2
ω2
p|ni,kK(∆t)



Ex|ni+1/2,j,k + Ex|ni−1/2,j,k

Ey|ni,j,+1/2k + Ery
n
i,j−1/2,k

Ez|ni,j,k+1/2 + Er|ni,j,k−1/2.




(2.47)
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The rest of the model assumptions remain similar as in the two-dimensional

case, i.e., the boundary conditions and the coupling with the chemical

scheme.
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Chapter 3

Electrical phenomena in the

atmosphere of the Earth

3.1 Transient Luminous Events: Halos and elves

3.1.1 Introduction

Transient Luminous Events (TLEs) are fast optical emissions produced by

upper atmospheric discharges, as explained in section 1.2. Their optical

emissions can provide useful information about the lower ionosphere, while

the cascade of chemical reactions that are triggered after their inception

can influence the atmospheric chemistry. As seen in section 1.2, there ex-

ist several types of TLEs ocurring at different altitudes and with different

shapes and sizes. This diversity is in part due to the nature of the different

components of the electromagnetic field.

In this section we investigate some characteristics of terrestrial halos and

elves, two kind of TLEs described in subsections 1.2.1 and 1.2.5. We have

developed two self-consistent electrodynamical models coupled to a set of

kinetic reactions to simulate the inception and evolution of halos and elves,

predicting their local chemical impact and optical emissions. These elec-

trodynamical models are detailed in section 2.2 and 2.3, while the detailed

chemical scheme is listed in Appendix A.1.
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3.1.2 Electric breakdown in the mesosphere

Figure 3.1: Distribution of electrical charges in a cloud during the inception

of a -CG lightning discharge. The negative charge -60 C is removed from the

cloud. Sketch taken from Pasko et al. (2012).

Figure 3.1 shows the charge distribution in a cloud during the development

of a -CG lightning discharge. The discharge channel can be seen from the

mesosphere as an electric dipole current I(t) flowing between two electri-

cally charged regions. Each of these clouds of charge are enveloped by an

electrical charge of opposite sign. In the case of cloud discharges, the regions

that define the dipole are the positive and negative charged layers of clouds.

On the contrary, the electric current that forms a cloud-to-ground discharge

takes place between an electrical charged layer on the clouds (-60 C charged

region of figure 3.1) and the ground, which can be approximated as a per-

fect electric conductor (PEC). In this case, the two regions with opposite

net electric charge are the charged cloud at an altitude h and its mirror

charge at a distance h below the ground. As the lightning discharge pro-

ceeds, the charges that forms the dipole are removed. However, the electric

charges that enveloped the main charge remain in the cloud, resulting in

an positively charged cloud after the removal of the -60 C charged region of
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figure 3.1. The total charge accumulated by lightning after a time t′ from

the beginning of a lightning discharge can be expressed as

Q(t) =

∫ t′

0
I(t)dt. (3.1)

Following the example illustrated in figure 3.1, the total charged accu-

mulated in the clouds at the end of the discharge would have a value of

+60 C.

The Charge Moment Change (CMC) produced by a lightning discharge

is oftenly employed to parameterize the strength of the discharge. The CMC

produced by a lightning discharge channel with a longitude h can be then

defined as M(t) = hQ(t) in the case of cloud discharges and M(t) = hQ(t)
2

in the case of CG discharges.

The electric field produced by a lightning discharge at an altitude z can

be written as the field created by a radiating dipole following the analytical

expression given by Jackson (1962) as

E(z, t) =
1

πε0

(
1

(z − zp)3
M(t) +

1

c(z − zp)2

d

dt
M(t) +

sin(α)

2c2(z − zp)
d2

dt2
M(t)

)
,

(3.2)

where zp is the altitude of the dipole that forms the lightning discharge

and α is the angle between the direction of the dipole and the direction of

wave propagation .

First, second and third terms of equation (3.2) correspond to the quasi-

electrostatic, induction and radiation fields produced by the discharge, re-

spectively. Different time and spatial dependence of these fields and their

interaction with the mesospheric ionized layer lead to the production of

different TLEs. In this section, we focus on the cases of halos and elves.

Halos are disc-shaped emissions with a diameter of more than 100 km

taking place at altitudes between 75 and 85 km and lasting less than 10 ms.

This type of TLE is often accompanied by a sprite (Pasko et al., 1996,

2012), another type of TLE described in subsection 1.2.5. However, they
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can exceptionally appear as a single event (Kuo et al., 2013). Halos are

usually associated with cloud-to-ground lightning discharges (Barrington-

Leigh et al., 2001; Bering et al., 2002, 2004b,a; Frey et al., 2007), as the

CMC of CG lightning is often larger than the CMC of cloud discharges

(Rakov and Uman, 2003).

The physical mechanism behind the optical emissions of halos is meso-

spheric glow discharges. When the quasielectrostatic field produced by light-

ning discharges (first term of equation (3.2)) is applied to the low-density

mesospheric air, free electrons can be accelerated. These electrons interact

with nitrogen and oxygen molecules by means of two main chemical pro-

cesses; collisional ionization and attachment. Ionization creates an electron

and a positive ion, while attachment produces the removal of one electron

and the creation of a negative ion (Barrington-Leigh et al., 2001; Wescott

et al., 2001; Bering et al., 2002; Moudry et al., 2003). These ionizations and

attachment reactions are written as

e+N2 → e+ e+N ,
2+ (3.3a)

e+O2 → e+ e+O+
2 , (3.3b)

e+O2 → O +O−. (3.3c)

In addition, electrons released by associative detachment of O− by N2

can contribute to halo and sprite inception (Luque and Gordillo-Vázquez,

2011). This mechanism seems to by the main process behind the ignition

of delayed sprites (Luque and Gordillo-Vázquez, 2011):

O− +N2 → N2O + e. (3.4)
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Figure 3.2: Total ionization and attachment rates as a function of the reduced

electric field with the chemical scheme detailed in Appendix A.1. These rates

have been calculated with BOLSIG+ (Hagelaar and Pitchford, 2005) in air.

However, the rates of these four reactions are highly dependent on the

reduced electric field E/N , defined as the value of the applied electric field

over the air density. Attachment process dominates over collisional ioniza-

tion for low reduced electric fields, while the situation changes when the field

exceeds the “breakdown field”, defined as the reduced electric field at which

ionization rate overtakes attachment. On Earth, this breakdown field has a

value of about 110 Td. Figure 3.2 shows the electric-field dependence of the

total ionization and attachment rates. The total ionization and attachment

rates, ki and ka, have been obtained as

ki = 0.78ki,N2 + 0.22ki,O2 (3.5)
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and

ka = 0.22ka,O2 , (3.6)

where ki,N2 , ki,O2 and ka,O2 are the rates of reactions 3.3. The coefficients

0.78 and 0.22 correspond to the proportion of N2 and O2 in air, respectively.

Halos are triggered when ionization overpasses attachment and the excited

species produce a cascade of chemical reactions that lead to the emission of

photons.

After the halo ignition, the field-induced currents in the lower ionosphere

tend to screen the electric field. The air conductivity, defined as σ = eµeNe

with µe being the electron mobility, depends on altitude according to the

electron concentration Ne. This quantity can be used to estimate the halo

duration at different altitudes according to the Maxwell relaxation time

τm = e/σ. We plot in figure 3.3 the Maxwell relaxation time dependence

with altitude together with the effective ionization time at different reduced

electric fields. The effective ionization time τi,eff is defined as the inverse

of the difference between the ionization and the attachment frequencies, νi

and νa, respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Maxwell relaxation and effective ionization times at different

reduced electric field under the chemical scheme detailed in Appendix A.1.

As previously mentioned, halos are often followed by a sprite, a more

luminous TLE formed by a complex structure of streamers. Sprite inception

occurs near the center of the halo, where atmospheric instabilities tend to

concentrate the ionization front in the head of a streamer (Luque and Ebert,

2009).

Optical emissions from halos are mainly distributed in the first and sec-

ond positive systems of molecular neutral nitrogen (1PS N2 and 2PS N2), the

first negative system of the molecular nitrogen ion (N2
+-1NS), the Meinel

band of the molecular nitrogen ion (Meinel N2
+) and the Lyman-Birge-

Hopfield (LBH) band of the molecular neutral nitrogen. There exist some

early reports of noisy halo spectra, as the one reported by Wescott et al.

(2001) and later on analyzed by Gordillo-Vázquez et al. (2011). On the con-

trary, the higher brigthness of sprites have enabled to measure their optical
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spectra. One of the firsts spectra of sprites was recorded by Hampton et al.

(1996) with a spectral resolution of about 10 nm. Later on Kanmae et al.

(2007) recorded the spectrum of a sprite in the first positive system of the

N2 with a spectral resolution of 3 nm and a temporal resolution of 3 ms.

The spectra of halos are expected to be quite similar to the spectra of halos

(Gordillo-Vázquez et al., 2011, 2012).

During the last decade, the local chemical impact and optical signatures

from halos have been modeled using different approaches. Some of them

have implemented zero-dimensional or one-dimensional models to predict

the chemical impact and optical emissions of halos and sprites at differ-

ent altitudes (Sentman et al., 2008; Gordillo-Vázquez, 2008, 2010; Gordillo-

Vázquez et al., 2012; Parra-Rojas et al., 2013a; Winkler and Nothold, 2014;

Parra-Rojas et al., 2015). Some authors have also implemented two-dimensional

models in cylindrically symmetrical coordinates to study the electrodynam-

ical features of halos (Kuo et al., 2007; Luque and Ebert, 2009).

In addition to the efforts in the study of both the chemical impact and

optical signature of halos, possible ways to measure the quasielectrostatic

field of this type of TLE have also received attention. In this regard, Bennett

and Harrison (2013) measured the electrostatic field from thunderstorms,

reporting a reversal in the electric field polarity and a violation of the cubic

decay law. Bennett (2014) proposed the influence of the halo-driven quasi-

electrostatic field as a possible reason behind these unexpected observations.

Elves are very fast optical emissions produced by the interaction be-

tween lower ionospheric electrons and lightning-emitted electromagnetic

pulses (EMP) lasting less than 1 ms, as explained in subsection 1.2.5.

The magnitude of these pulses is given by the radiation component of the

electromagnetic field (third term of equation 3.2). The pass of these pulses

through the lower ionosphere heats free electrons, triggering collisional reac-

tions that lead to optical emissions (Inan et al., 1997; Moudry et al., 2003).

Elves are usually seen as ring-shaped optical emissions at about 88 km

of altitude with a radial extension of more than 200 km (Boeck et al., 1992;
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Chang et al., 2010; Adachi et al., 2016; van der Velde and Montanyà, 2016b).

The shape of the elves is a consequence of the radiation emission pattern

of the electric dipole that defines the lightning discharge (third term of

equation 3.2).

The main optical emissions produced by elves are located in the first and

second positive systems of the molecular neutral nitrogen (1PS N2 and the

2PS N2), the first negative system of the molecular nitrogen ion (N2
+-1NS),

Meinel band of the molecular nitrogen ion (Meinel N2
+) and the Lyman-

Birge-Hopfield (LBH) band of the molecular neutral nitrogen, as in the case

of halos. However, the propagation velocity of the radiated pulse that heats

ionospheric electrons leads to a duration of the elves of about 1 ms, shorter

than optical emissions produced by halos.

Ground-based observations (van der Velde et al., 2011; van der Velde

and Montanyà, 2016b) and space missions, such as ISUAL (Chang et al.,

2010) and JEM-GLIMS (Adachi et al., 2016), have greatly contributed to the

knowledge of elves. The global occurrence of elves can be larger than one per

second (Chern et al., 2014), being the most frequent TLE. Apart of revealing

some characteristics of their parent lightning, elves can also be used as an

“ionospheric sounding” capable of providing valuable information about the

lower ionosphere. For instance, visible spatial oscillations in elves can be

an indicator of the structure of gravity waves (van der Velde et al., 2011).

They are also related with the so-called LOREs, an acronym for LOng

Recovery Early VLF events (Gordillo-Vázquez et al., 2016). In addition,

very recent investigations on the so-called elves “doublet” points to very

impulsive discharge sources that could be related with lightning inception

mechanisms or with the production of TGFs (Cummer et al., 2014; Lyu

et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017).

Models of elves are usually based on electromagnetic wave propagation

through the atmosphere (Inan et al., 1991; Taranenko et al., 1993; Kuo

et al., 2007; Marshall et al., 2010). These kind of approaches are useful to

predict the shape of the optical emissions produced by this kind of TLE.
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3.1.3 Description of models

3.1.3.1 Simulations of halos an elves

We have developed two different two-dimensional electrodynamical models

coupled with an extensive set of chemical reactions. These approaches allow

us to simulate the temporal evolution of an entire halo or an elve, quan-

tifying their local chemical impact and predicting their emission spectra.

The electrodynamical models employed here are particularizations of the

general models described in section 2.2 for the case of halos and in sub-

section 2.3.1 for the case of elves, while the chemical reaction set coupled

with the electrodynamical models is listed in Appendix A.1. This kinetic

scheme is formed by 136 species interacting through more than 1000 chem-

ical reactions, some of which are activated in the presence of an applied

electric field. In addition, this scheme includes the effect of cosmic rays in

the lower ionosphere, as well as the electron and ion mobility dependence

on the applied electric field. The proposed set of reactions detailed in Ap-

pendix A.1 is an upgraded collection of processes used by other authors to

simulate TLEs (Gordillo-Vázquez, 2008; Sentman et al., 2008; Parra-Rojas

et al., 2013a, 2015). Let us now classify the types of reactions included in

this model and highlight the upgrades with respect to previous models:

1. Electron impact excitation of neutral species given by

e+A→ e+A∗, (3.7)

and ionization given by

e+A→ 2e+A+, (3.8)

where the species A can be N2, O2, N, O, NO, N2O, O3 or CO2. The

species A∗ can be electronically and/or vibrationally excited in the

case of N2, while only electron excitation is considered for the rest of
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species. A+ stands for the positive ion of the molecule or atom A. The

cross sections used to calculate these reaction rates are referenced in

the Appendix A.1.

2. Electron attachment processes, among which the most important is

the electron driven dissociative attachment of O2 molecules,

e+O2 → O +O−. (3.9)

This attachment reaction dominates electron-ionization processes of

N2 and O2 for reduced electric fields below the breakdown value.

When the breakdown field is reached, ionization becomes larger than

attachment, triggering a cascade of reactions that, ultimately, lead

to the observation of TLEs. The cross sections and reaction rates

used to compute the effect of these reactions are referenced in the

Appendix A.1.

3. Electron detachment processes. As previously studied by Luque and

Gordillo-Vázquez (2011), some detachment processes like associative

detachment of O− by N2 can dominate the production of electrons

even for electric fields below the breakdown value. We consider the

electric-field dependent rates of electron detachment from negative

ions by N2 and O2 reported by Pancheshnyi (2013). Furthermore,

we also include electron detachment from O− interacting with other

important species, such as CO and NO (Biondi et al., 1971; Kossyi

et al., 1992). However, according to Moruzzi et al. (1968), the electric

field dependence of O− + CO and O− + NO detachment rates is

negligible.

4. Electron-ion and ion-ion recombination processes, contributing to re-

move charge carriers (Gordillo-Vázquez, 2008; Sentman et al., 2008;

Parra-Rojas et al., 2013a, 2015).
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5. Vibrational redistribution, energy pooling, Vibrational-Translational

(VT) and Vibrational-Vibrational (VV) processes involving electron-

ically and vibrationally excited molecules of N2 (Gordillo-Vázquez,

2010).

6. Active state chemistry (Gordillo-Vázquez, 2008; Sentman et al., 2008;

Parra-Rojas et al., 2013a, 2015).

7. Positive and negative ion chemistry, in addition to ground state chem-

istry. These reactions contribute to the enhancement of some neutral

species (Gordillo-Vázquez, 2008; Sentman et al., 2008; Parra-Rojas

et al., 2013a, 2015).

8. Odd hydrogen and odd nitrogen reactions (Sentman et al., 2008).

9. Radiative decay, electronic quenching and vibrational quenching. These

three processes compete to de-excitate molecules and atoms. Most im-

portant quenching reactions include N2 and O2. The most of the ra-

diative decay constants and electronic and vibrational quenching rates

used in this work are taken from Gordillo-Vázquez (2010); Parra-Rojas

et al. (2015). However, to the best of our knowledge, the electronic

quenching rate of N2(E3Σ+
g ) by N2 or O2 is not described in the liter-

ature. This process can be important to describe the Vibrational Dis-

tribution Function (VDF) of the electro-vibrationally excited molecule

N2(C3Πu, v). As an approximation of the electronic quenching rate of

N2(E3Σ+
g ) we set its value equal to the quenching rate of the molecule

N2(C3Πu, v = 0).

Some of the proposed chemical reaction rates depend on the reduced

electric field. This dependence, as well as the mobility dependence on

the electric field, is obtained by solving off-line the steady-state Boltzmann

equation for air using the software package BOLSIG+ (Hagelaar and Pitch-

ford, 2005).
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The initial conditions of the atmosphere before the onset of the discharge

must be in chemical and electrical equilibrium in order to obtain reliable

results. To ensure that, we perform a chemical relaxation method that

couples the set of chemical reactions with the cosmic rays. Firstly, we

use the air density profile from the US Standard Atmosphere (United States

Committee on Extension to the Standard Atmosphere, 1976) and the electron

density proposed by Hu et al. (2007). Then we calculate the evolution of

the chemical species simulating 6.5 seconds under the presence of cosmic

ray ionization (Thomas, 1974) by solving the continuity equation of each

species. The concentrations of the most abundant species (N2, O2, CO,

CO2 and H2O) are assumed to take their ambient values for each altitude.

We plot in figure 3.4 the obtained equilibrium profile.
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Figure 3.4: Most important species at equilibrium conditions. Dashed lines

correspond to most abundant species. The H2O concentration is set constant

to 1.6×109 cm−3.
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The developed electrodynamical model for halos takes as input a light-

ning discharge and calculates the quasielectrostatic field between the ground

and the lower ionosphere. Apart from the lightning-created electric field,

the model also computes the induced current in the mesosphere and the

electric field produced by the separation of electrons and ions. For these

purposes, the model includes a Poisson equation solver (FISHPACK (Sweet,

1977)) together with the diffusion-advection equation for electrons and ions

(Montijn et al., 2006).

Let us describe now the particularization of the general model described

in section 2.2 for the case of terrestrial halos. We set as input of the electric

field a CG lightning discharge with a channel extension of 7 km. We assume

that the accumulated charge by the stroke in the cloud is confined within

a sphere of radius 0.5 km at 7 km of altitude (Maggio et al., 2009). The

variation in time of the charge follows the bi-exponential function (Rakov

and Uman, 2003)

dQ(t)

dt
= I(t) =

Qmax

τ1 − τ2
(exp(−t/τ1)− exp(−t/τ2)) , (3.10)

where Qmax is the opposite sign total charge lowered to the ground and

where τ1 = 1 ms and τ2 = 0.1 ms are, respectively, the total discharge time

and the rise time of the discharge current.

The Poisson solver domain consists in a cylindrical box with an altitude

of 97 km and a radius of 300 km, while the chemistry is solved exclusively for

altitudes above 50 km and for radial distances below 250 km . This domain

is discretized in a cylindrical grid with a spatial resolution given by the

spatial steps ∆z = 100 m in the horizontal direction and ∆r = 500 m in the

radial direction. We set an adaptive time step ∆t that remains always less

than 3 × 10−6 seconds. The electrodynamical model is solved step-by-step

and coupled with the kinetic scheme detailed in Appendix A.1. Continuity

equations of chemical species are solved for all the species listed in the

kinetic scheme (Appendix A.1), while the transport equations are solved for
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all the charged particles. We set as output of the model the value of the

electric field, the charged particles fluxes and the density of each species in

the entire simulation domain every 30 µs.

In the case of the elve model, the Poisson equation is not adequate

to compute the electromagnetic pulses (EMP) that trigger the elves. The

developed electrodynamical model, detailed in subsection 2.3.1, solves the

Maxwell equations of the electromagnetic field using a self-consistent Finite-

Difference Time Domain (FDTD) scheme of electromagnetic wave propa-

gation. The cylindrically symmetrical simulation domain is discretized ac-

cording to the Yee algorithm (Yee, 1966) with different space steps for each

type of discharge, while the time step is set to 10 ns. Both the space and the

time discretization must satisfy the conditions listed in subsection 2.3.1 in

order to preserve the stability. The induced currents in the lower ionosphere

are calculated using a modified Ohm’s equation for altitudes above 50 km,

where the conductivity of the atmosphere is not negligible. At elves altitude

near 88 km, the electron conductivity is orders of magnitude higher than

the ion conductivity, hence we neglect the induced ion current.

We set different lightning-discharges as source of the EMPs in order to

compare the elves triggered by each discharge. On the one hand, we study

elves produced by vertical CG lightning discharges with different CMCs.

On the other hand, we investigate elves produced by some types of vertical

cloud discharges, such as CIDs and EIPs, described in section 1.1. Let

us enumerate the characteristic of each type of discharge and the domain

discretization:

1. Four different vertical cloud-to-ground lightning discharges are consid-

ered whose electric current follows the bi-exponential function given by

equation 3.10 with a risetime of 40 µs and a total duration of the stroke

of 400 µs (Rakov and Uman, 2003). As an extremely weak discharge,

we set another CG lightning with a rise time and a total discharge

time of 100 µs and 1000 µs, respectively. The channel longitudes are
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set to 7 km, while the maximum transferred charges are in each case

50.0 C, 115.0 C, 142 C and 230 C as an extreme case. These discharges

produce CMCs of 560 C km, 800 C km, 1000 C km and 1600 C km in

each case. The current peaks of each of these lightning discharges are

154 kA, 220 kA, 276 kA and 440 kA, respectively. The extremely low

case has a peak current of 90 kA and a CMC of 560 C km. Accord-

ing to Barrington-Leigh and Inan (1999), the lightning peak current

threshold for the production of elves is about 60 kA, while the detec-

tion threshold of the ISUAL instrument is 80 kA (Kuo et al., 2007;

Chern et al., 2014). For all the cases of CG lightning discharges, our

model domain is a cylindrical mesh with 97 km of altitude and a radius

of 550 km. The space is discretized in horizontal steps of ∆r = 0.5 km

and vertical steps of ∆z = 0.1 km. We include 20-cell-wide absorbing

boundaries in the upper and horizontal extremes of the domain.

2. Two different cloud discharges. We simulate elves produced by a CID

and an EIP with a similar channel of 1 km length. The CID, located

at 18 km of altitude, consists in an impulsive electrical discharge with

a characteristic time of several microseconds, shorter than the typical

time of CG lightning discharges. We use the Modified Transmission

Line Exponential Increasing (MTLEI) model proposed by Watson and

Marshall (2007) for downward positive discharges, with a peak current

of about 400 kA (Cummer et al., 2014; Lyu et al., 2015; Liu et al.,

2017). The other discharge, the EIP, consists in a negative current

source located at 13 km of altitude with a channel longitude of 1 km.

The function that defines the temporal dependence of the current is

taken from Liu et al. (2017), who simulated EIP-driven elves produced

by a current with a peak of about 500 kA. As Liu et al. (2017) claims,

this current could produce TGFs detectable by Fermi (Briggs et al.,

2010; Cummer et al., 2014; Lyu et al., 2015). Both the CID and the

EIP are simulated in a cylindrical domain with a radius of 250 km
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and an altitude of 97 km. Both the vertical and the horizontal spatial

steps are set to 0.1 km.

After setting up the lightning discharge, the model starts to calculate

the electromagnetic field in the computational domain and the mesospheric

induced currents step by step, coupling the electrodynamical scheme with

the set of kinetic reactions collected in Appendix A.1. As in the case of

halos, the evolution of the concentration of each species is computed step-

by-step by solving their continuity equations. In this case, we set as output

of the model the value of the electromagnetic field, the mesospheric induced

charges and the density of each species in the entire simulation domain every

5 µs.

The output of both the halo and the elves models allow us to follow

the electrodynamical and chemical temporal evolution of halos and elves,

computing their local chemical impact and predicting their optical emissions

as follows:

1. The calculation of the species production of halos and elves is per-

formed by comparing the total molecules of each species before the

TLE onset and at a given time later. To obtain these quantities, we

integrate the species density over the domain.

2. Knowledge of the charged particles fluxes and/or induced mesospheric

currents together with the TLE duration allows us to estimate the

energy deposited in the mesosphere by halos and elves. We compute

this energy as the product of these induced current, the electric field

and the total time of the event. We compute this quantity in all the

cells of the computation domain and then calculate the total energy

deposited in the cylindrically symmetrical TLE.

3. Optical emissions from halos and elves are obtained from the spatial

density distribution of each emitting species ni(~r). Emitting species

are those that suffer radiative decay emitting photons according to
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the radiative decay constant of de-excitation Ai. The value of these

constants are given in the set of reactions collected in Appendix A.1

for each emitting species (mainly N2(B3Πg, v = 0,...,6), N2(C3Πu, v

= 0,...,4), N2(a1 Πg, v = 0,...,15), NO(A2Σ+), O2(A3Π+
u ), O2(b1Π+

g ),

O2(a1∆g), O(1S), O(1D), O(3P), O(5P) and some vibrationally excited

states of CO2). The total number of photons emitted by each of these

species can be calculated integrating in volume as

I =

∫
AiNi(~r)dV. (3.11)

The synthetic emission spectra of halos and elves can be calculated

from the emitted photons within each spectral line. In addition, the

effect of optical transmittance of the atmosphere must be applied to

this emission spectra in order to predict the observed spectra at a

given distance from the event. We compute the air transmittance of

the atmosphere using the software MODTRAN 5 (Berk et al., 2005).

As can be seen in figure 2 of Gordillo-Vázquez et al. (2012), the air

transmittance dependence on the light frequency is irregular. We use

a tool written in Python programming language previously described

in Parra-Rojas et al. (2013b) to obtain the rovibronic bands of the

1PG N2 system. This program is based in the calculation of the decay

constant of each rovibrational level following the method described

in Kovacs (1969) for triplet transitions. Afterwards, the obtained

transmittance for different altitudes can be applied to the emitted

spectra to derive the predicted observed optical signature of halos and

elves as would be seen from ground-based spectrographs like GRASSP

(Passas et al., 2016).

3.1.4 Results and discussion

In this section we detail and discuss the results of the simulation of terres-

trial halos and elves. As we explained in the previous subsection 3.1.3, we
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simulate halos and elves using the two-dimensional electrodynamical mod-

els detailed in sections 2.2 and 2.3.1, respectively. Both model are coupled

with the chemical scheme listed in Appendix A.1.

We analyze the obtained electric fields and their influence on the meso-

spheric conductivity in subsection 3.1.4.1, emphasizing the analysis of the

quasielectrostatic field created by halos at ground level. The calculated lo-

cal chemical impact of halos and elves in the upper atmosphere is discussed

in subsection 3.1.4.2, while their optical signature is analyzed in subsec-

tion 3.1.4.3.

3.1.4.1 Electromagnetic fields and conductivity in the lower iono-

sphere

The electromagnetic fields created by lightning discharges and the changes

that they produce in the mesosphere are the main driver of the evolution

of halos and elves. The computed electric fields and their interactions with

the upper atmosphere are pesented in this section.

The electromagnetic fields created by lightning discharges and the changes

that they produce in the mesosphere are the main driven of the evolution

of halos and elves. The computed electric fields and their interactions with

the upper atmosphere are presented in this section.

We start the analysis with the case of halos triggered by vertical CG

lightning discharges. Upper six panels of figure 3.5 show some snapshots of

the reduced electric field produced by CG lightning discharges with different

total CMCs, while the lower six panels show the enhancement of electrons

related to these electric fields. As can ne seen in the figure, reduced electric

fields higher than the breakdown value of 110 Td trigger the production of

free electrons as a consequence of ionization. This breakdown field value

is reached in the case of the two most energetic discharges. It can also be

seen in figure 3.5 how the enhancement of electrons contributes to screen

the reduced electric field after several milliseconds.
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Figure 3.5: Snapshots showing the reduced electric field and the electron

concentration in the upper atmosphere 1 ms and 3 ms after the onset of three

vertical CG lightning discharges. The lightning channel is always located at

r = 0 and between the ground and an altitude of 7 km. Each column show

results for lightning discharges with different CMCs.

We follow the analysis of the reduced electric field created by lightning

discharges plotting in figure 3.6 the case of elves. In this figure, we show the

reduced electric field as well as the density of the emitting species N2(C3Πu,

v = 0) several milliseconds after the onset of two different vertically oriented

CG lightning discharges. Both the pulse emitted by the temporal derivative

of the lightning discharge current and the quasielectrostatic field produced

by the charge accumulation in te cloud can be distinguished. The high

value of the EMP heats electrons, producing electronic excitation from the

ground electronic state of N2 molecules to N2(C3Πu, v = 0). The elves can

be appreciated in the last two rows of figure 3.6 at around 88 km of altitude,

where the density of N2(C3Πu, v = 0) will produce toroid-shaped optical

emissions in the 337 nm spectral line by radiative decay.
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Figure 3.6: Snapshots of the reduced electric fields and densities of N2(C3Πu,

v = 0) in the upper atmosphere produced by two different vertically oriented

CG lightning discharges. The CMC value of each discharge is 560 C km and 800

C km. The lightning discharge that triggers these electric fields start at 0 ms.

Finally, we simulate elves produced by other types of discharges. In this

case, we set as lightning discharges a CID and an EIP, very impulsive dis-

charges with characteristic times of microseconds and with a channel length

of 1 km. Figure 3.7 shows the same quantities that in the previous case

together with the Er and Ez components of the electric field triggered by

both a CID and an EIP. As previously studied by other authors, such as

Marshall et al. (2015) and Liu et al. (2017), the EMP produced by CIDs

and EIPs can trigger a succession of two elves or elve “doublet” as a conse-

quence of the primary wave ground-reflexion. This fact can be appreciated

in figure 3.7, where the consecutive pulses are seen both in the Er and in
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the Ez components of the electric field. In addition, this figure also shows

how each pulse is formed by two sub-pulses with different polarization, due

to the fast sign reversal of the derivative of the electric current at the source

(Watson and Marshall, 2007; Liu et al., 2017). The delay between the con-

secutive elves at a given distance from the center is different in the case of

CIDs and EIPs as a consequence of the different altitudes of the current

sources.
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Figure 3.7: Snapshots of the reduced electric field, Er and Ez electric field

components and the density of N2(C3Πu, v = 0) in the upper atmosphere pro-

duced by CIDs and EIPs. The lightning discharge that triggers these electric

fields start at 0 ms.
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3.1.4.2 Chemical impact of halos and elves

In this section,we discuss the local chemical impact of single halos and elves

and estimate their possible global influence in the atmosphere of the Earth.

In this section, we discuss the local chemical impact of single halos and

elves and estimate their global impact in the atmosphere of the Earth. It

can be seen that the main chemical effect of halos is focused at altitudes

around 75 km. Furthermore, this effect has an horizontal influence up to 20

km from the center of the halo.

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 summarize the density variation of some of the main

neutrals and ions in the atmosphere of the Earth 3 ms after the onset of a

halo. The density of some initial ground state neutrals suffers an enhance-

ment in the center of the halo. The atomic nitrogen N increases by about

300 %, followed by other species like O, N2O, NO2, and NO, with increases

with respect to their ambient values of ∼ 0.7 %, ∼ 0.2 %, ∼ 0.1 % and

∼ 0.01 %, respectively.

The main processes that contribute to enhance the densities of N and O

are the collisions of electrons with N2 and O2, respectively. The enhance-

ment of the N2O density is due to associative detachment of O− by N2,

while the increase of the NO density is influenced by the processes that

involve N(2D) and O2. Finally, NO interacts with molecules containing O

atoms to create NO2.
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Figure 3.8: Variation (with respect to ambient values) of the density of

some neutrals in the atmosphere of the Earth 3 ms after the beginning of a

CG lightning discharge with a CMC of 560 C km. We show the total number

of molecules created by the halo in the lower right corner of each subplot.

Let us analyze now the evolution of the halo 3 ms after its onset. Some

of the chemical reactions listed in Appendix A.1 have characteristic times

of the order of seconds. Therefore, a simulation of at least one second is

necessary to estimate in certain detail the local chemical impact of halos.

However, sprites often appear several milliseconds after the onset of the

halo. Hence, it is necessary to analyze the capability of our model to deal

with the possible inception of a sprite.
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Figure 3.9: Density (with respect to ambient values) variation of some ions

in the atmosphere of the Earth 3 ms after the onset of a CG lightning discharge

with a CMC of 560 C km. We show the total number of molecules created by

the halo in the lower right corner of each subplot.

Figure 3.10 shows the temporal evolution of the N2(C3Πu(v = 0)) den-

sity and the reduced electric field in a vertical column above two different

discharges. For the weakest discharge, with a CMC of 140 C km, optical

emissions due to N2(C3Πu(v = 0)) disappear around 4 ms after the begin-

ning of the discharge, while the reduced electric field is too low to produce

emissions or ionization below 75 km of altitude. However, for higher CMCs

the reduced electric field is above the breakdown value at altitudes below 75

km. In that region, the lack of electrons entails a Maxwell relaxation time

of tens of milliseconds, resulting in a long lasting halo that disagrees with

observations. Probably, a sprite would appear in this situation, screening
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the electric field below 75 km of altitude. However, our model is not capable

of describing the evolution of sprite streamers.
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Figure 3.10: Temporal evolution of the density of the emitting species

N2(C3Πu(v = 0)) (top panels) and the reduced electric field (bottom panels)

in a vertical column above the lightning discharge. Panels in the first and

second column correspond to two different lightning discharges with CMCs of

140 C km and 560 C km, respectively.

Although we cannot extent the previous simulation from 3 ms to one

second, we propose a different and realistic approach to obtain the chemical

impact of a halo one second after its onset. This approach is based on

observations reported by Kuo et al. (2013) where some very luminous halos

were triggered by lightning discharges with large CMCs, greater than 800 C

km, without sprite inception. In this section we model halos produced by a

lightning discharge that accumulates 80 C of charge during one millisecond,
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followed by another discharge that removes the accumulated charge in the

next five milliseconds. This approach allows us to avoid sprite inception.

In addition, the hypothesis whereby the charge on clouds is removed would

explain the exceptional single halos reported by Kuo et al. (2013).

After the cloud charge removal, the only net charge in the atmosphere

would be the halo-induced charge in the mesosphere. According to our

simulation, these charges would produce a maximum reduced electric field

of 13 Td, quite lower than the breakdown field. We neglect the effect of

this field and deactivate the Poisson solver and the transport of charged

particles in order to accelerate the numerical calculations. In addition, we

decrease the spatial resolution. This allows us to extend the simulation in

time to predict the chemical influence of lightning discharges in the lower

ionosphere up to the scale of seconds.

After the cloud charge removal, the only net charge present in the at-

mosphere would be the halo-induced charge in the mesosphere. According

to our simulation, these charges would produce a maximum reduced electric

field of 13 Td, quite lower than the breakdown field. We neglect the effect of

this field and deactivate both the Poisson solver and the transport of charged

particle in order to accelerate computation. In addition, we decrease the

spatial resolution. This allows us to extend the simulation to predict the

chemical influence of lightning discharges in the lower ionosphere up to the

scale of seconds.

The most important variations in the density of neutrals during 1 second

are plotted in figure 3.11. Although the relative increase of ground neutrals

with respect to background densities shown in figure 3.4 is always below

0.1 %, it is interesting to note and quantify the enhancements of some

important species, such as N, N2O and NO. The increase of these species

in the center of the halo is of the order of ∼ 600 %, ∼ 0.2 % and ∼ 0.1 %,

respectively.
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Figure 3.11: Variation of the density of some neutrals in the atmosphere of

the Earth 1 second after the beginning of a CG lightning discharge producing

a CMC of 560 C km producing a bright halo. We show the total number of

molecules created by the halo in the lower right corner of each subplot.

Let us now estimate the energy deposited in the mesosphere by a halo

using these results. Given both the computed temporal evolution of the

flux of electrons in the mesosphere and the electric field produced by the

lightning discharge, the power deposited in the mesosphere can be calcu-

lated as the product of these two quantities and the total volume of the

halo. Therefore, the total deposited energy can be estimated knowing the

duration of the event. This calculation leads us to estimate that the total

amount of energy deposited in the mesosphere by a halo is about 106 J.

Therefore, the production rate of NO by a halo can be approximated in
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terms of energy as 1016 molecules of NO/J, one order of magnitude lower

than the production rate of NO by lightning, estimated in 1017 molecules

of NO/J (Price et al., 1997). The ISUAL instrument observations estimated

that the annual occurrence of TLEs is of the order of 1.2×107 (Chern et al.,

2014). The 6% of the observed TLEs by ISUAL were halos. The computed

production of NO molecules by a halo together with the observation of halo

occurrence by ISUAL allow us to estimate the total amount of NO created

by halos in 2×10−7 teragrams of nitrogen per year (Tg N/y). This value is

quite below the estimated globsl production of NO by lightning discharges,

estimated between 5 and 9 Tg N/y (Schumann and Huntrieser, 2007; Nault

et al., 2017).

The global chemical impact of elves can also be estimated following this

same approach. We analyze the elves triggered by CG lightning discharges

withcurrent peaks are 90 kA, 110 kA and 220 kA. A lightning with a current

peak of 90 kA lightning can produce an elve slightly above the ISUAL detec-

tion threshold, estimated in parent lightning discharges with peak currents

about 80 kA (Kuo et al., 2007; Chern et al., 2014). The simulated elves

triggered by CG lightning discharges with a current peaks of 90 kA, 110 kA

and 220 kA create about 4×1016, 5×1016 NO and 2×1021 molecules, re-

spectively. We also compute (following the method described in section ??)

the total amount of energy deposited in the mesosphere by these two elves,

obtaining 7×105 J, 106 J and 107 J, respectively. According to these quan-

tities, the production rate of NO by elves can be given in terms of energy

as 5×1010 molecules of NO/J and 2×1014 molecules of NO/J, between 6

and 2 orders of magnitude below the production rate of halos. According

to ISUAL observations, 74% of annually observed TLEs are elves (Chern

et al., 2014). The results of our elve simulations together with the observa-

tion of elves by ISUAL allow us to estimate that the total global amount of

NO created by elves is between 8×10−12 Tg N / y and 5×10−7 Tg N / y.

This quantity is between 12 and 7 orders of magnitude lower than the esti-
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mated global annual production of NO by lightning discharges, between 5

and 9 Tg N / y (Schumann and Huntrieser, 2007; Nault et al., 2017).

It is worth analyzing the temporal evolution of electrons up to 1 second

after the onset of a halo. Figure 3.12 shows the evolution of the density of

electrons and O− in the atmosphere of the Earth. It can be seen how the ion

O− is transformed into electrons between 15 ms and 1 s after the onset of

the halo. The main chemical process that contributes to this transformation

is the associative detachment reaction

O− + CO → e+ CO2, (3.12)

that exceeds other associative detachment processes when the applied

electric field is zero. However, at the very initial moment when the halo

develops and the electric field is high, the rate of this reaction does not

change, since it does not depend on the electric field (Moruzzi et al., 1968).
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Figure 3.12: Evolution of the density of electrons and O− in the atmosphere

of the Earth during 1 second after the onset of a CG lightning discharge with

a CMC of 560 C km producing a bright halo. The first and the last rows show

the initial and final profiles, respectively. The second, third and fourth rows

show the increase in the density at different times since the beginning of the

lightning discharge.
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3.1.4.3 Optical signature of halos and elves

We continue the analysis of the evolution of simulated halos and elves by

computing their optical emissions. The electric field that triggers these types

of TLEs lead to the production of several electronically and ro-vibrationally

excited species. An important part of these excited species can lose the

gained energy by emitting photons according to the radiative decay pro-

cesses shown in Appendix A.1. In this section, we apply the scheme pro-

posed in subsection 3.1.3 to estimate the optical emissions of halos and elves

computing the amount of emitted photons from the calculated concentration

of emitting species. We also predict what would be the observed spectra of

these TLEs at several distances from the source.
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Figure 3.13: Temporal evolution of the total emitted photons per second (for

the main spectral bands) from halos. This figure shows results for two halos

triggered by two CG lightning discharges with total CMCs of, respectively,

350 C km and 560 C km. As can be seen in the legend box, some lines have been

multiplied by different factors in an effort to plot all of them together. LBH,

SP, FP and FN correspond to the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield band, second positive,

first positive and first negative systems of molecular nitrogen, respectively.
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Figure 3.14: Temporal evolution of the total emitted photons per second

(for the main spectral bands) from elves. This figure shows results for two elves

triggered by two CG lightning discharges producing total CMCs of 560 C km

(154 kA) and 800 C km (220 kA). As in figure 3.13, some lines have been

multiplied by different factors in an effort to plot all of them together. LBH,

SP, FP and FN correspond to the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield band, second positive,

first positive and first negative systems of the molecular nitrogen, respectively.
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Figure 3.15: Temporal evolution of the total emitted photons per second

(for the main spectral bands) from elves produced by CIDs and EIPs. As in

figure 3.13, some lines have been multiplied by different factors in an effort

to plot all of them together. LBH, SP, FP and FN correspond to Lyman-

Birge-Hopfield band, second positive, first positive and first negative systems

of molecular nitrogen, respectively.

Let us start the analysis of the optical emissions of halos and elves by

calculating the total amount of emitted photons in different spectral bands.

Figure 3.13 shows the temporal evolution of the emitted photons (within the

main spectral bands) by two halos, while figures 3.14 and 3.15 correspond

to the emissions in the same spectral bands due to elves triggered by CG

and cloud lightning discharges, respectively. Let us analyze the common

features of the optical emissions from each species for these simulated halos

and elves:
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1. Optical emissions from excited states of molecular nitrogen: The first

positive system of the molecular nitrogen dominates over other spec-

tral bands, followed by the second positive system of the same molecule.

The intensity of the LBH band is comparable to the intensity of the

second positive system. The number of emitted photons per second

in the first negative system are around 3 orders of magnitude lower

than optical emissions of the first positive system. It is interesting to

note that the temporal position of each intensity peak is different as a

consequence of the different lifetimes of each of the emitting species.

2. Optical emissions from excited states of molecular oxygen: We ob-

tain emitted photons from molecular oxygen in several spectral bands.

These optical emissions are distributed between the infrared atmo-

spheric system (924 - 1580 nm), the Herzberg I system (243 - 448 nm),

the atmospheric system (538 - 997 nm) and the Noxon system (∼1911 nm).

As can be seen in the plots, emissions from molecular oxygen are al-

ways between 1 and 6 orders of magnitude lower than emissions from

the first positive system of molecular nitrogen.

3. Optical emissions from excited states of atomic oxygen and nitric ox-

ide: The figures also show the temporal emissions produced by radia-

tive decay of electronically excited states of atomic oxygen (O) and

nitric oxide (NO). In particular, our calculations indicate that some

weak emissions corresponding to 227 nm, 557 nm, 630 nm, 777 nm

and 844 nm would be produced by halos. However, these emissions

would possibly be too weak to be detected by current instruments.

Despite these common features, there are some obvious differences be-

tween the transient optical emissions due to halos, CG lightning-driven elves

and CIDs and EIPs driven elves. The relative importance of the first nega-

tive system of N2 is higher in the case of elves. In addition, the double peak
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in the calculated optical emissions of elves produced by CIDs and EIPs indi-

cates the existence of an elve “doublet”, as also recently reported by several

authors (Marshall et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017). These two double emission

peaks are produced by the EMP shown in figure 3.7.

The computation of the concentration of each vibrational level in N2(B3Πg,

v = 0,...,6), N2(C3Πu, v = 0,...,4) and N2(a1Πg, v = 0,...,15) allows us to

build the Vibrational Distribution Function (VDF) of these electronically

excited species. Therefore, we can also derive synthetic emission spectra

of halos and elves with vibrational resolution in the mentioned bands. We

plot in figure 3.16, 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19 the calculated spectra of halos and

elves corresponding to different spectral bands triggered by different types

of lightning discharges. Furthermore, we plot in these figures the predicted

observed spectra at different observer altitudes (3 km and 275 m) and at an

horizontal distance of 350 km from the halo. The software MODTRAN 5

(Berk et al., 2005) has been used to calculate the optical transmittance of

the atmosphere needed to derive the predicted observed spectra. In the

case of a spacecraft observing from its orbit, the recorded spectra would be

similar to the emitted spectra at the source, given the low attenuation of

light in the atmosphere at altitudes above 80 km of altitude.
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Figure 3.16: Calculated spectra of halos for different spectral bands. The

first and the second rows show different moments of the emission spectra at

the source, while the third row shows the predicted observed spectra at 3 km

(red solid line) and 275 m (green dashed line) over the sea and at an horizontal

distance of 350 km (between the halo and the observer). We plot the inten-

sity of the bands in arbitrary units, normalizing each subplot to the stronger

transition in each band. The numbers in the boxes correspond to photons per

second in the case of emisson spectra, and photons per second and squared

meters in the case of the predicted observed spectra.
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Figure 3.17: Calculated spectra of elves produced by a CG lightning dis-

charge of 1000 C km (276 kA) for different bands. The first and the second

rows show the emission spectraat the source, while the third row shows the

predicted observed spectra at 3 km (red solid line) and 275 m (green dashed

line) over the sea and at an horizontal distance of 350 km. We plot the inten-

sity of the bands in arbitrary units, normalizing each subplot to the stronger

transition in each band. The numbers in the boxes correspond to photons per

second in the case of emisson spectra, and photons per second and squared

meters in the case of the predicted observed spectra.
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Figure 3.18: Calculated spectra of elves produced by a CID for different

bands. The first and the second rows show the emission spectra at the source,

while the third row shows the observed spectra at 275 m (red solid line) and 3

km (green dashed line) over the sea and at an horizontal distance of 350 km.

We plot the intensity of the bands in arbitrary units, normalizing each subplot

to the stronger transition in each band. The numbers in the boxes correspond

to photons per second in the case of emisson spectra, and photons per second

and squared meters in the case of the predicted observed spectra.
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Figure 3.19: Calculated spectra of elves produced by an EIP for different

bands. The first and the second rows show the emission spectra at the source,

while the third row shows the observed spectra at 275 m (red solid line) and 3

km (green dashed line) over the sea and at an horizontal distance of 350 km.

We plot the intensity of the bands in arbitrary units, normalizing each subplot

to the stronger transition in each band. The numbers in the boxes correspond

to photons per second in the case of emisson spectra, and photons per second

and squared meters in the case of the predicted observed spectra.

The predicted observed halo spectra plotted in figure 3.16 can be com-

pared with the ones previously calculated by Gordillo-Vázquez et al. (2011,

2012). It can be seen how the first and second positive systems, as well as

the LBH systems of the molecular nitrogen are in good agreement with halo
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spectra shown in Gordillo-Vázquez et al. (2011, 2012).

Finally, it is worth comparing the predicted observed spectra of the

different simulated halos and elves. Finding some characteristical differences

in these spectra could provide empirical methods to determine the type

of discharge producing the observed TLEs. Some slight differences can be

appreciated between the spectra of halos and each different type of lightning-

driven elve (figures 3.16, 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19). However, these differences can

be attributed to the influence of the reduced electric field in the ionosphere

rather than to the type of discharge. This is shown in figure 3.20, where

we plot in detail the observed spectral bands corresponding to the FP and

the SP systems of N2 of each TLE, i.e., the spectra of a halo, several CG

lightning-driven elves, a CID-driven elve and an EIP-driven elve.

Observed halos are very noisy as a consequence of their low luminosity,

as the one recorded shown in Wescott et al. (2001) and later on analyzed by

Gordillo-Vázquez et al. (2011). However, we can compare our results with

the optical sprite spectrum observed by Kanmae et al. (2007), also plotted

in figure 3.20. The sprite region observed by Kanmae et al. (2007) was

located at an altitude between 84 and 86 km, while the observation point

was located in a mountain at an altitude of about 3 km and at an horizontal

distance of 350 km from the TLE. It can be seen that the predicted spectra

of the FP system of N2 agrees with reported observations.
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Figure 3.20: Calculated spectra of the (A) first positive system of N2 and

(B) second positive system N2 for halos and elves produced by different at-

mospheric discharges as seen by an observer located at an altitude of 3 km

and a horizontal distance of 350 km. The magenta circles correspond to the

sprite spectrum observed by Kanmae et al. (2007). The observation of this

sprite was performed from an altitude of 3.25 km and at horizontal distance

of 350 km, and the observed region of the sprite was between 84 and 86 km

of altitude. The normalization of the spectra of the FP and the SP systems

of the N2 spectra were done with respect to the (2,0) and the (0,1) transi-

tions, respectively. We have selected the spectra at the moment of maximum

emission of each TLE.

3.1.4.4 Quasielectrostatic field created by a halo

In this section, we present the influence of the simulated halos in the net

quasielectrostatic field created by thunderstorms. These results were pre-
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sented in Pérez-Invernón et al. (2016a).

The quasielectrostatic field created by the charge accumulated in a thun-

derstorm decays with the third power of the distance to the source. However,

Bennett and Harrison (2013) reported the detection of lightning-produced

electrostatic fields at distances of up to about 300 km from a thunderstorm,

suggesting a possible violation of the expected cubic decay law and causing

a change in the field polarity. Bennett (2014) proposed the influence of the

halo-triggered quasielectrostatic field as the reason behind the observed vi-

olation of the cubic decay law he reported the year before. As we discussed

in the previous section, halos can trigger the formation of a disk of charge

in the lower boundary of the ionosphere. Bennett (2014) modeled this disk-

shaped charge accumulation to explain the violation of the cubic decay law

and the reverse in the polarity of the measured electrostatic field. We use

our self-consistent electrodynamic model of halos (section 2.2) coupled with

a simplify set of chemical reactions to investigate how the electric charge

accumulates in the lower ionosphere. Our model also computes the influence

of the halo in the total electrostatic field produced by the thunderstorm. We

conclude that the charge accumulated by the halo is not responsible for the

violation of neither the cubic decay law nor the polarity reversal reported

by Bennett and Harrison (2013).

As in the previous section, we model a halo triggered by a CG lightning

discharge with different CMCs and a channel longitude of 7 km. However, in

this chemically simplified version of our model we only consider the following

basic kinetic scheme:

As in the previous section, we model a halo triggered by a CG lightning

discharge with different CMCs and a channel longitude of 7 km. However,

in this chemically simplified model we only use the following chemical:
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e + N2 −−→ N +
2 + 2 e, (3.13a)

e + O2 −−→ O +
2 + 2 e, (3.13b)

e + O2 −−→ O + O−, (3.13c)

O− + N2 −−→ N2O + e, (3.13d)

whose rates depends on the reduced electric field, as pointed out in Ap-

pendix A.1. These reactions are the most important mechanisms underlying

the creation of net charge by a halo.

We analyze the influence of halos in the total quasielectrostatic field

produced in thunderstroms in two different scenarios. On the one hand, we

consider a weak CG lightning discharge with Qmax = 25 C (and a CMC of

175 C km) where the ionosphere is mostly undisturbed. On the other hand,

we set a stronger CG lightning discharge with Qmax = 80 C (and a CMC of

560 C km).

Let us now analyze the quasielectrostatic field computed by the model

and its comparison with the analytical field produced by the accumulation

of charge in the clouds. We calculate this analytical field approximating the

charge as a point and both the ground and the ionosphere as two perfect

electrical conductors. We assume that both of them are at the same po-

tential, although the voltage difference between ground and ionosphere is

about 250 kV (Rycroft et al., 2000). This approximation is mainly justified

by the roughly exponential increase of the conductivity in the atmosphere

for increasing altitude. This exponential profile causes the potential drop

to be almost completely concentrated at low altitude so changes around

the ionosphere have a negligible effect on the electric field caused by this

potential bias. In addition, in the observations by Bennett (2014) the DC

bias was filtered out by a 1 Hz high-pass filter. Under these assumptions,

the electric field can be calculated by summing an infinite series of image

charges. We illustrate the configuration of charges in figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21: Sequence of mirror charges as a consequence of a charge located

between two perfect conductors of electricity. Charge +Q1 corresponds to the

electrical charge accumulated by a lightning stroke on clouds at altitude h.

Both -Q2 and -Q3 are the mirror charges of +Q1 with respect to the ground

an the ionosphere, respectively. The charge +Q4 corresponds to the mirror

charge of -Q2 with respect to the ionosphere. This sequence of mirror charges

respect to ground and ionosphere layers can be extended to an infinite number

of charges.

For the vertical component of the electric field at ground level (z= 0) at

an horizontal distance r from the thundercloud we find

Ez(r) = − Q

2πε0

∞∑

n=−∞

h+ 2nL

[(h+ 2nL)2 + r2]3/2
, (3.14)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, Q is the total charge in the thunder-

cloud, located at an altitude h above ground, and L is the ground-ionosphere
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separation. This separation can be set to 90 km in the absence of a halo.

However, when a halo lowers down the ionosphere accumulating charge be-

low it, the L parameter is reduced down to 70 km.
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Figure 3.22: Vertical component of the electric field at ground level divided

by its causative charge Q. We show two evaluations of equation (3.14) (dashed

lines) where the ionosphere is represented by a planar, perfect conductor placed

at L = 90 km and L = 70 km as well as the outcome of two simulations

(coincident solid lines). For the simulations, we plot the electric field 10 ms

after the start of the discharge. We also provide an arbitrarily placed reference

line to illustrate the slope of a r−3 decay (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016a).

In figure 3.22 we compare the numerically simulated electric field at

ground level divided by the total charge lowered to the ground together with

two analytical approximations given by equation (3.14). We see that the

curve is close to that predicted by the analytical expression for L = 70 km.

The collapse of the two simulation profiles in figure 3.22 indicates that to

a good approximation, our results are linear with the driving charge Qmax.

However, there are some factors that break this linearity:
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1. The dependence of the electron mobility with the electric field. Since

electrons are more mobile for low fields (µ ∝ 1
E/N ), the dielectric

relaxation of the ionosphere is somewhat faster if the perturbing field is

weaker. As we argued above, the relaxation of the ionosphere reduces

the ground electric field, so we expect this factor to reduce the E/Qmax

ratio for weak discharges (175 C km).

2. Changes in the electron density due to the chemical scheme (3.13).

A higher electron density accelerates screening and lowers the iono-

sphere’s edge, whereas a lower electron density slows down the screen-

ing. Referring again to our previous statements, this implies that a

stronger ionization decreases E/Qmax whereas attachment increases

it.

In the upper panels of figure 3.23 we represent the space charge density

induced in the lower ionosphere by each of the two discharges. The weak

discharge (175 C km) produces a layer of negative charge around 75 km of

altitude, which marks the effective altitude of the ionosphere for this case.

However, the strong discharge 560 C km creates a bulge in the ionosphere

that descends to about 70 km within 30 km from the axis containing the par-

ent discharge. We calculate the accumulated charge in the lower ionosphere

by integrating the space charge. We obtain Qi = −2.56 C and Qi = −8.15 C

for the weak and the strong discharges, respectively.

In the lower panel of figure 3.23 we compare the ratios E/Qmax from our

modeled discharges for a range of distances and times. Initially (t≤6 ms),

the effect of the field-dependent mobility dominates and the field is relatively

smaller for the weak discharge. However as ionization lowers down the

edge of the ionosphere (t≥8 ms) we see that for relatively short distances

(r≤40 km) the field becomes relatively weaker for the strong discharge. Far

from the discharge the electric fields in the ionosphere are not strong enough

for promoting ionization so the effects of attachment and field-dependent

mobility dominate, so E/Qmax is higher for the strong discharge.
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Figure 3.23: In the upper panels we can see the space charge density induced

in the lower ionosphere by the thundercloud charge Qmax produced by (a) a

weak discharge of hQmax = 175 C km and (b) a strong discharge of hQmax =

560 C km causing a halo. The corresponding total accumulated charge in the

lower ionosphere calculated by spatial integration after 10 ms is (a) Qi =

−2.56 C and (b) Qi = −8.15 C. In the lower panel we plot the difference

between E/Qmax at ground level for two different discharges for different times.

We can see the influence of the halo in the first kilometers causing a sign change

in the difference (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016a).

Note however that these nonlinear effects are extremely small, amount-

ing to less than 3% of the total field. This effect is therefore probably

undetectable. We therefore believe that some other explanation is needed

for the observations reported by Bennett and Harrison (2013).
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3.2 Very Low Frequency wave propagation through

the Earth-ionosphere waveguide

3.2.1 Introduction

Lightning discharges radiate electromagnetic pulses in almost the complete

spectrum of frequencies. As introduced in section 1.1, part of the lower

frequency lightning-emitted radiation waves travel through the spherical

cavity formed by the Earth ground and the ionosphere (Helliwell, 1965).

This interaction between the radiated pulses and the propagation media

enables the detection of Extremely Low Frequency (ELF), Very Low Fre-

quency (VLF) and Low Frequency (LF) pulses at large distances from the

source, providing useful information about the electrical phenomena that

trigger the pulses. Most of the Lightning Location Systems (LLS) take

measurements of global lightning-emitted pulses in the range of the lower

frequencies (Nag et al., 2015).

The ionosphere is not a perfect conductor, since the electron and ion

density gradient existing in the lower border of the ionosphere increases the

atmospheric conductivity progressively. This conductivity gradient causes

wave distortions in the pulses across their way from the source to the detec-

tion system. In addition, the superposition of the reflected waves causes

both transverse and longitudinal resonances, altering the original signal

(Nickolaenko and Hayakawa, 2002). The frequency dependence of the wave

amplitude and phase distorsion is known as the transfer function of the

curved Earth-ionosphere waveguide. The knowledge of this distorsion pat-

tern is essential to recover the original form of the emitted signal.

In this section, we calculate the transfer function of the curved Earth-

ionosphere waveguide (EIWG) using the Stanford Full Wave Method (FWM)

for stratified media of Lehtinen and Inan (2008). This model does not sim-

ulate wave propagation through the entire planet. Therefore, the effect of

the longitudinal Schumann resonances in the propagating wave is not de-

scribed. We restrict our calculations to frequencies higher than 500 Hz. At
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such high frequencies, we avoid dealing with longitudinal resonances caused

by the spherical caviry.

The Matlab implemented FWM model, described in Lehtinen and Inan

(2008), Lehtinen and Inan (2009) and Lehtinen et al. (2010), solves the

Maxwell equations and calculates all the electromagnetic field components

in the frequency domain for a wave generated in and propagating through

a stratified medium in the presence of a background magnetic field. The

method departs from the knowledge of the electromagnetic field value in a

plane. The electromagnetic field components are then separated into per-

pendicular and parallel parts with respect to that plane in order to apply

the Clemmow and Heading (CH) equation (Clemmow and Heading, 1954).

This equation is used to derive the evolution of the electromagnetic field

in the vertical direction. As the propagation media is stratified, the FWM

uses the Booker equation for the vertical component of the refractive in-

dex in each layer (Budden, 1985). We refer to Lehtinen and Inan (2008,

2009); Lehtinen et al. (2010) for more details about the method, such as

the boundary conditions, the implementation of the source current or the

description of the method in different systems of coordinates. The simula-

tions using the FWM are carried out in a CSIC computer cluster in Madrid

called “Trueno”.

3.2.2 Transfer function of the Earth-ionosphere waveguide

The aim of this section is to calculate the EIWG transfer function for waves

with frequencies between 500 Hz and 20 kHz using the previously described

FWM (Lehtinen and Inan, 2008). This transfer function can be used to

analyze electrical events radiating VLF pulses located up to 4000 km away

from the detection point in any given direction. In the following calculations,

the source is assumed to be a vertical dipole with a current moment of 1 A·m
located at 13 km of altitude. We calculate the EIWG transfer function for

an observer located at ground level.
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As previously mentioned, the propagation of VLF waves through the

EIWG is highly influenced by the lower ionosphere. The electron and ion

density profiles in the ionosphere are one of the main factors that influence

this propagation. The ionospheric profile depends on the location of the

electrical event under analysis, as well as on the time and season when it

occurred. We will calculate the transfer function for pulses traveling under

extreme ionospherical conditions, i.e., summer night, summer day, winter

day and winter night. The EIWG transfer function under other conditions

can be interpolated using these four extreme cases. The ionospheric electron

and ion density profiles have been obtained from the International Reference

Ionosphere (Bilitza and Reinisch, 2008).

Figure 3.24: Inclination of the geomagnetic field in degrees in 2015. This

map has been developed by NOAA/NGDC and CIRES.

Other important factor that influences the propagation of electromag-

netic pulses is the geomagnetic field inclination. The current version of the

FWM does not allow us to calculate electromagnetic wave propagation with

a tilted geomagnetic field and at the same time considering the curvature

of the Earth. However, it is capable to include the Earth’s curvature ef-
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fect together with a vertically oriented geomagnetic field. We propose the

following method to calculate the EIWG transfer function from a given lo-

cation taking into account the effect of the Earth’s curvature and a tilted

geomagnetic field without the need of upgrading the FWM:

The procedure, schematized in figure 3.25, is formed by the following

steps:

  

B

Flat Earth

Flat Earth

B

Curved Earth

Curved Earth

B

B

2-D FWM 2-D FWM

3-D FWM

f(ω)?

f(ω)

Figure 3.25: Schematic procedure to obtain the EIWG transfer function of

a curved Earth with a tilted geomagnetic field using the FWM.

1. Calculation of the EIWG transfer function with a vertically oriented

geomagnetic field taking into account the curvature of the Earth. For

this, we use the 2-D FWM version.

2. Calculation of the EIWG transfer function with a vertically oriented

geomagnetic field for a flat Earth. Again, we use for this the 2-D
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FWM version.

3. Derivation of an approximated frequency dependent transform f(ω) to

turn the EIWG transfer function of the flat case into the case with

curvature. We describe this procedure below.

4. Calculation of the EIWG transfer function for the flat case with a

tilted geomagnetic field using the 3-D FWM version. The inclination

of the geomagnetic field is determined by the mean value between the

event and the detection point. Most of the electrical phenomena in

the atmosphere of the Earth take place in latitudes between 60◦N and

60◦S. In these calculations, we assume that the magnetic field has an

inclination of 45◦. This value is chosen as a representative inclination

of the geomagnetic field in the mid latitude regions (See figure 3.24).

The International Geomagnetic Reference Field (Thébault et al., 2015)

can be used to obtain the geomagnetic field through the propagation

path.

5. Application of the approximated transform deduced in step 3 to the

EIWG transfer function obtained in step 4 for a flat Earth with tilted

geomagnetic field to derive the final EIWG transfer function under

the effect of a realistic geomagnetic field.
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Figure 3.26: EIWG transfer functions at ground level in decibels for a

flat Earth (upper panel) and a curved Earth (lower panel). The horisontal

axis corresponds to the distance between the radiating source and the point

of detection. The values of the EIWG transfer functions are calculated for

frequencies between 500 Hz and 20 kHz with a frequency step of 500 Hz. Both

calculations have been performed using the 2-D FWM version under summer

day conditions and in the presence of a vertically oriented geomagnetic field.
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Let us now describe the deduction of the approximated equation that

transform the EIWG transfer function for a flat Earth into one for a curved

Earth. We show in figures 3.26 the EIWG transfer functions giving the

signal decay in decibels of curved and flat cases under the same ionospheric

conditions (summer day). Decibels are calculated as 20 multiplied by the

logarithm of the product between the square of the distance and the signal.

The main effects of considering the Earth’s curvature in the propagated

wave are a phase shift in the r direction and a change in the amplitude of the

peaks. We compare the two cases and propose an equation to transform the

flat case into the case with curvature based on the shift and on the change in

the peaks amplitudes. This function will depend on the distance and will be

different for each frequency. We plot in the upper row figure 3.27 the decay

of a signal of 16 kHz for both the flat and the curved Earth. In adidtion,

we plot in the lower row figure 3.27 the position of the signal peaks for the

flat and the curved case together with their differences in the amplitude.
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Figure 3.27: Panels in the upper row show the decay of a signal with 16 kHz

over the distance for a flat and a curved Earth, respectively. The background

magnetic field vertical to the ground in both cases. The left panel in the lower

row shows the positions of each signal peak for the flat and the curved case

after establishing a one-to-one correlation. The differences in amplitude of

each peak pair over the peak position is plotted in the right panel of the lower

row.

Given the spatial decay of a signal Sflat(r) calculated with the FWM at

a given frequency in a flat Earth, the corresponding decay of the signal in

the case with curvature Scurved(r) will have a shift in the direction r and

a change in amplitude, as seen in figure 3.27. We write the signal decay in

the curved case in terms of the decay of the signal in the flat case as

Scurved(r) = C(r) · Sflat (r + ∆ (r)) , (3.15)

where ∆(r) corresponds to a shift of the signal in the curved case with

respect to the signal in the flat case. This shift depends on the distance,
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i.e., the differences between the wave phase at a given distance from the

source of the signals corresponding to the flat and the curved cases is not

the same for all the distances. The term C(r) takes into account the change

in amplitudes, that also depends on the distance from the source. As we

describe in the next paragraphs, we obtain an approximation to ∆(r) and

C(r) by analyzing the position and the amplitude of the peaks, respectively.

The shift ∆(r) is applied to the signal of the flat case in order to change

its phase, finally coinciding with the phase of the signal of the curved case.

As we mentioned, we focus on the position of the peaks of both signals

(flat and curved) in order to obtain the phase shift. We denote the position

of the peaks in the curved and flat signals as rc and rf , respectively. We

obtain the form of the shift ∆(r) comparing the position of the peaks of two

signals calculated for a flat and a curved Earth with a vertically oriented

geomagnetic field and under the same ionospheric conditions. We collect

the data of the peak positions and fit them to a polynomial of grade two:

rc = a · rf . (3.16)

The adjust coefficient a is different for each frequency, as the position of

the peaks is frequency-dependent. The function that describes the change

in wave phase between the signals of the curved and flat cases is then given

by

∆(r) = r − a · r. (3.17)

The function that describes the change in peak amplitudes C(r) is cal-

culated from the ratio between the amplitudes Aif and Aic of the flat and

the curved cases, defined as

Ci =
Aicurved
Aiflat

. (3.18)
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We obtain the value of the ratio Ci for each pair of peaks and fit them to

obtain the r dependence of the factor C:

C(r) = α · exp

(
− r

r0

)
+ β (3.19)

where α, β and r0 are different for each frequency. The factor r0 corresponds

to the approximate distance where the signal decay dependence with the

distance changes from the form r−1 to r−1/2. We can then write the final

form of the signal of the curved case in terms of the signal of the flat case

as

Scurved(r) =

(
α · exp

(
− r

r0

)
+ β

)
· Sflat (r + (r − a · r)) . (3.20)

The values of the obtained fitting coefficients for different frequencies of

the signals are shown in table 3.1.
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Frequency [kHz] a α β r0

0.5 1 -0.0055 1.0108 18500

1 1.0046 -0.0127 1.0177 37000

1.5 0.9641 0.2511 0.7986 55500

2 0.9564 -0.1210 1.1021 74000

2.5 1.0150 -0.0938 1.0885 92500

3 0.9496 0.0072 0.9999 111000

3.5 0.9316 0.0438 0.9670 129500

4 0.9738 -0.1717 1.1732 148000

4.5 0.8845 -0.3923 1.3055 166500

5 1.0485 -0.1014 1.0797 185000

5.5 0.9942 0.1015 0.9149 203500

6 0.9923 0.0647 0.9422 222000

6.5 0.9841 0.0724 0.9332 240500

7 0.9843 0.0815 0.9232 259000

7.5 0.9797 0.0963 0.9078 277500

8 1.0002 0.0965 0.9079 296000

8.5 0.9792 0.1207 0.8911 314500

9 0.9498 0.1514 0.8546 333000

9.5 0.9790 0.1797 0.8284 351500

10 0.6307 0.0495 0.9366 370000

10.5 0.9627 0.2427 0.7656 388500

11 0.9581 0.2679 0.7413 407000

11.5 0.9440 0.2951 0.7244 425500

12 0.9451 0.3269 0.6963 444000

12.5 0.9388 0.3303 0.6785 462500

13 0.9488 0.3530 0.6650 481000

13.5 0.9420 0.3783 0.6362 499500

14 0.9395 0.4057 0.6123 518000

14.5 0.9310 0.4278 0.5866 536500

15 0.9367 0.4786 0.5458 555000

15.5 0.8833 0.4499 0.5066 573500

16 0.8989 0.4590 0.5172 592000

16.5 0.9480 0.5578 0.4773 610500

17 0.9369 0.5676 0.4967 629000

17.5 0.9529 0.5955 0.5184 647500

18 0.9349 0.6306 0.4465 666000

18.5 0.9270 0.6473 0.4239 684500

19 0.9426 0.6370 0.4702 703000

19.5 0.9345 0.6187 0.4820 721500

20 0.9555 0.5977 0.4549 740000

Table 3.1: Coefficients of the transform equation (3.20). This equation trans-

forms the EIWG transfer function for a flat Earth to the case with curvature.
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The method can be checked comparing the FWM-calculated signal in

a case with curvature and vertically oriented geomagnetic field with the

transformed signal of a previously calculated flat case. Figure 3.28 shows

an example of the application of this procedure to a signal calculated in a flat

Earth with a frequency of 16 kHz and a vertically oriented geomagnetic field

to obtain the corrected signal ,that includes the effect of the curvature. We

also plot in this figure the FWM-calculated signal in a Earth with curvature

and a vertical geomagnetic field. It can be seen that the tendency of the

corrected field agrees with the field calculated in the case with curvature.

Figure 3.28: Electric field at ground level for the flat case (blue), curved

case (green) and corrected case (red), for a frequency of 16 kHz and with a

vertical geomagnetic field. Both the blue and the green signals are calculated

with the 2-D FWM version, while the red signal is obtained after applying the

described transform method to the blue signal. The electric field is expressed

in Vm−1 units and is produced by a dipole current of 1 A·m
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Figure 3.29: Electric field at ground level for a propagating wave with a

frequency of 16 kHz in the flat case calculated with the 3-D FWM (upper

panel) and in the case with curvature after applying the transform method

(lower panel). The electric field is expressed in Vm−1 units and is produced

by a dipole current of 1 A·m located at 13 km of altitude and in the center of

the x-y coordinate system shown.
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Finally, we plot in figure 3.29 the electric field at ground level for a

flat Earth with a tilted magnetic field with a frequency of 16 kHz and its

transform to the case with curvature. The obtained transfer function have

been used in by Mezentsev et al. (2018) to investigate the pulses radiated

from regions where Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGFs) are produced.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of optical signals

emitted by TLEs

4.1 Introduction

Transient Luminous Events (TLEs) emit optical signals in a wide range of

frequencies. These signals contain valuable information about the physical

processes behind the inception and evolution of the emitting TLEs. The

development of methods to analyze the optical signals is necessary to extract

physical information.

Halos, elves and sprites can be detected from ground, planes, balloons,

or from space-based instruments. The observation from ground is useful to

determine some of their features, such as the complexity of the sprites. How-

ever, the atmosphere can alter or absorb the emitted optical signals, espe-

cially the part of the spectrum corresponding to the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield

(LBH) band of the N2.

As these TLEs are produced in the upper atmosphere where the air

density is low, the emitted light can travel from the source to space-based

detectors without suffering significant absorption. This is one of the main

reasons that motivated the launch of some missions to investigate the optical

emissions produced by TLEs from space.

Since the first observation of an elve from spacecraft was accomplished

by the Space Shuttle (Boeck et al., 1992), other missions such as ISUAL
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(NSPO) (Chern et al., 2003) and GLIMS (JAXA) (Sato et al., 2015; Adachi

et al., 2016) have reported TLE observations from space. The results pro-

vided by these missions have contributed substantially to the characteri-

zation and estimation of the global occurrence rates of different types of

TLEs.

However, there are still several open questions about the inception and

evolution of these events. For instance, their relation with the parent light-

ning or with other lightning induced events such as the Terrestrial Gamma-

ray Flashes (TGFs). Future space missions as the “Atmosphere-Space In-

teractions Monitor” (ASIM) (ESA) (Neubert et al., 2006) and the “Tool

for the Analysis of RAdiations from lightNIngs and Sprites” (TARANIS)

(CNES) (Blanc et al., 2007) will probably shed light on these questions.

These missions will record optical signals emitted by thunderstorms during

the next years (2018-2022). As we will detail in this chapter, ASIM and

TARANIS will be equipped with several photometers and cameras that will

be able to collect photons emitted by TLEs. The analysis of the signals

detected by these instruments will require specific algorithms.

In this chapter, we present some methods developed to derive the re-

duced electric field inside a TLE from the knowledge of its emitted optical

signals. As a first validation of these methods, we apply them to the pre-

dicted (synthetic) optical signatures of halos and elves obtained in chapter 3

from models. This procedure allows us to compare the inferred value of the

reduced electric field with the value computed by the halo and elve models.

Afterward, we test the developed methods with several optical signatures

of elves reported by the ISUAL and GLIMS spacecraft.

4.2 Methods for the analysis of light emissions

from TLEs

4.2.1 Deduction of the reduced electric field

Some authors have used the recorded intensity ratios of some spectral bands

to estimate the electric field that produces molecular excitation in air dis-

charges (Paris et al., 2005; Celestin and Pasko, 2010; Bonaventura et al.,
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2011; Holder et al., 2016). These works were based on the analysis of the

optical emissions from the first negative system and second positive system

of molecular nitrogen.

The aim of this section is to develop an optical diagnostic method to

extract the reduced electric field from the observation of light emitted by

TLEs in the lower ionosphere. We explore the possibility of using this pro-

cedure to analyze the recorded optical emissions from TLEs to be recorded

by future spacecraft such as ASIM or TARANIS.

Let us define I(t) as the temporal evolution of an observed intensity

at a particular wavelength or interval of wavelengths. The density of the

emitting species, Ns(t), can be estimated from the decay constant A′ of the

transitions that produce photons in the considered wavelength as

Ns(t) =
I(t)

A′
. (4.1)

Using the continuity equation of the emitting species, the temporal pro-

duction rate S(t) of the considered species can be obtained as

S(t) =
dNs(t)

dt
+A×Ns(t) +Q×Ns(t)×N − C ×N ′(t) +O(t), (4.2)

where A is the total radiative decay constant in s−1, Q represent to all

the quenching rate constants by air molecules of the considered species in

cm−3s−1 and N is the density of air in cm−3. N ′(t), in cm−3, accounts for

the density of all the species that populates the species Ns(t) by radiative

cascade with rate constants C, in s−1. Finally, the term O(t) in cm−3s−1 in-

cludes the rest of loss processes, such as intersystem processes or vibrational

redistribution, that is usually negligible compared to quenching.

We use equations (4.1) and (4.2) to obtain the ratios of production of

two different species 1 and 2 at a fixed time ti as S1(ti)
S2(ti)

in a first approach.

We use this quantity and the theoretical electric field dependent ratio of

productions of species 1 and 2 by electron impact, given by ν1(E/N)
ν2(E/N) , to

estimate the reduced electric field that satisfies the equation

S1(ti)

S2(ti)
' ν1(E/N)

ν2(E/N)
. (4.3)
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The values of νi(E/N) for all the considered species are calculated using

BOLSIG+ for air (Hagelaar and Pitchford, 2005).

This approximation assumes an electric field homogeneously distributed

in space. However, halo and elve emissions are produced by an inhomo-

geneous electric field that varies in the scale of kilometers. We propose a

method to improve this first approach and account for the spatial distribu-

tion of the electric field.

We define the function H
(
E′

N

)
as the number of electrons under the

influence of a reduced electric field larger than E/N and weighted by the

air density N

H

(
E′

N

)
=

∫
d~rN(~r)ne(~r)Θ

(
E

N
(~r)− E′

N

)
, (4.4)

where ne(~r) and E
N (~r) are, respectively, the electron density and the

reduced electric field spatial distributions. The symbol Θ corresponds to

the step function, being 1 if E/N > E′/N or 0 in any other case. The

function defined by equation 4.4 is monotonic and decreasing. In addition,

we know that N
(
Emax
N

)
= 0 by definition. Therefore, we can assume that

this function can be approximated by a linear equation as

H

(
E′

N

)
' α

(
Emax
N

(~r)− E′

N

)
. (4.5)

The total excitation of species i by electron impact can be written as

νi =

∫ Emax
N

0
d

(
E′

N

) ∣∣∣∣∣
dH

d
(
E′

N

)
∣∣∣∣∣ ki
(
E′

N

)
, (4.6)

where ki

(
E′

N

)
is the coefficient of excitation by electron impact of species

i, again calculated using BOLSIG+ (Hagelaar and Pitchford, 2005).

From the derivative of equation (4.5), equation (4.6) can be expressed

as

νi = α

∫ Emax
N

0
d

(
E′

N

)
ki

(
E′

N

)
, (4.7)
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and the ratio of production of two species by electron impact S1(E/N)
S2(E/N)

can be finally written as

S1(E/N)

S2(E/N)
'

∫ Emax
N

0 d
(
E′

N

)
k1

(
E′

N

)

∫ Emax
N

0 d
(
E′

N

)
k2

(
E′

N

) . (4.8)

Equation (4.2) allows us to calculate species production by electron im-

pact from observed intensities, while equation (4.8) gives the theoretical

reduced electric field dependence of these productions. We can then use

these two equations to estimate the maximum reduced electric field under-

lying halo and elve optical emissions.

4.2.2 Treatment of the signal emitted by an elve

As we discussed in chapter 3, elves are fast ring-shaped optical emissions

with an extension of hundreds of kilometers triggered by lightning-radiated

electromagnetic pulses.

The characteristic time of elves is shorter than 1 ms, while their lat-

eral extension is of the order of 300 km. The relation between the short

time and the large spatial extension entails that an observer would receive

simultaneously photons from the elve that were not emitted at the same

time. Therefore, the method developed in the previous section to infer the

reduced electric field cannot be directly applied to the case of an optical

signal observed from an elve.

In this section, we develop an inversion method to deduce the tempo-

ral evolution of the source optical emissions of an elve knowing the signal

observed by a spacecraft (direct method). Firstly, we use the emissions of

a modelled elve to calculate the observed signal as seen from a spacecraft.

Then, we describe an inversion method to recover the emission source.

4.2.2.1 Observed signal

The aim of this section is to develop an approximate procedure to calculate

the observed signal of an elve from spacecraft given the temporal profile of

emitted photons. Using a cylindrically symmetrical two-dimensional coordi-

nate system, the elve center is located right above the lightning discharge, at
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Figure 4.1: Geometry for calculating the observed signal from ASIM. The

elve and the spacecraft are located at altitudes h0 and h1 from the ground,

respectively. I(t) and i(t) are the temporal evolution of the observed and emit-

ted intensities, respectively. The center of the elve, denoted as O, is located

at an horizontal distance l from ASIM. R(t) corresponds to the temporal de-

pendence of the elve radius, that is radially symmetrical. The blue line (s)

represents the path of an observed photon emitted from the elve at a point

given by (R, θ).
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an altitude h0. Let’s suppose that the spacecraft is located at an altitude h1

and horizontally separated from the elve center by a distance l, as illustrated

in figure 4.1. We can calculate the emitted photons per second i(t) using the

elve model described in subsection 3.1.4.2 for a given lightning discharge.

It is important to note that the maximum emissions are ring-shaped with

a radius that increases in time according to R(t) =
√

(c2t2 + 2th0c), where

c is the velocity of light. Then, the distance s(t) between an elve emitting

point and the spacecraft is given by

s(t) =

√
(h1 − h0)2 + (l +R(t) cos(θ))2 +R2(t) sin2(θ), (4.9)

where θ is the angle between the r-axis and the emitting point. We can

now calculate the observed signal at a time τ

Î(τ) =
Aph
4π

∫ τ

−∞
i(t)R(t)dt

∫ π

−π
s−2(t)δ

[
τ −

(
t+

s(t)

c

)]
dθ, (4.10)

where Aph is the area of the detector photometer.

Firstly, we calculate the angular integration, given by

K(τ, t) =

∫ π

−π
s−2(t)δ

[
τ −

(
t+

s(t)

c

)]
dθ, (4.11)

For this purpose, we can use the Dirac delta function property

∫
f(x)δ(G(x))dx =

∑

i

f(xi)

|G′(xi)|
(4.12)

where xi are the zeros of G(x). In our case we have the function of θ

G(θ) = τ −
(
t+

s(t)

c

)
. (4.13)

Solving G(θ) = 0 we obtain

θ = ± arccos

(
−(h1 − h0)2 + l2 +R2(t)− c2(τ − t)2

2R(t)l

)
, (4.14)

while the derivative of equation 4.13 is

G′(θ) = − R(t)l

c2(τ − t)
sin(θ). (4.15)
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We can combine the four last equations and replace s→ c(τ− t) to solve

the angular integration

K(τ, t) =
2

R(t)l(τ − t) sin(θ)
. (4.16)

Finally, we can replace (4.16) in equation (4.10) and integrate in time

to obtain the observed signal. We distinguish between two possible cases:

1. If the center of the elve is located just below the spacecraft, the hori-

zontal distance l is equal to zero. In this particular case the integrand

of equation (4.11) does not depend on the angle θ, and can be analyt-

ically expressed as

K(τ, t) = 2πs−2(t)δ

[
τ −

(
t+

s(t)

c

)]
. (4.17)

As a consequence, the integration given by equation (4.10) can be

solved analytically using the Dirac’s delta function properties to obtain

the observed signal I(τ).

2. In a more general case, there exists a non-zero horizontal distance

l between the elve center and the spacecraft, therefore the integra-

tion (4.10) must be numerically solved. It is important to integrate

carefully over the angle θ near the singularities contained in equa-

tion (4.14), which will referred as tinf and tsup. The value of tinf and

tsup can be obtained by setting cos θ = ±1 in equation (4.14) and

solving for t, that is,

±1 =
(h1 − h0)2 + l2 +R2(t)− c2(τ − t)2

2R(t)l
. (4.18)
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Figure 4.2: Value of the kernel (equation (4.16)) for an arbitrary value of

τ . There are two vertical asymptotes in tinf and tsup as a consequence of the

singularities of equation (4.14).

The kernel, represented by equation (4.16), contains integrable singu-

larities at tinf and tsup as a consequence of the singularities of equa-

tion (4.14). We can visualize the temporal dependence of the kernel

for an arbitrary value of τ in figure 4.2.

The integration will be then performed assuming a piecewise-constant

emitted intensity as (see figure 4.3)

Î(τ) =
Aph
4π

∫ τ

−∞
K(τ, t)i(t)dt '

Aph
4π

∑

j

ij

∫ min(tsup,tj+ 1
2

)

max(tinf ,tj− 1
2

)
K(τ, t)dt

(4.19)

Elves are extensive structures of light with radius of more than 200 km,

therefore it is possible that some emitted photons are out of the photometer
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Figure 4.3: Piecewise-constant i(t).

field of view (FOV). Assuming a circular photometer aperture with a given

FOV angle and knowing the horizontal and vertical separation between the

elve and the photometer, we can calculate the maximum distance s0 between

an elve emitting point and the photometer as

s0 = (h1 − h0) cos−1

(
FOV

2

)
, (4.20)

We can then calculate the observed intensity excluding the photons that

come from distances greater than s0 using the Heaviside function Θ. Equa-

tion (4.10) becomes

Î(τ) =
Aph
4π

∫ τ

−∞
i(t)R(t)dt

∫ π

−π
s−2(t)δ

[
τ −

(
t+

s(t)

c

)]
Θ(s(t)− s0)dθ.

(4.21)

This method is valid if the emissions are concentrated on a thin ring.

However, the molecules excited by the lightning-radiated pulse do not decay

instantaneously. These emitting species decay according to a radiative decay

constant ν. Therefore, the elve would be seen as a ring with a thickness and
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Figure 4.4: Approximation of an elve as a succession of thin rings. I(t)

corresponds to the signal observed from ASIM, while Î(t) would be the ob-

served signal observed if all the emissions were focused in an instantenous and,

consequently, thin ring.

a radial brightness dependency determined by the radiative decay constant

of each species. We can then approximate the elve as a sequence of thin

rings that emit with different intensities (see figure 4.4), resulting in an

observed intensity I(τ) that can be calculated as the convolution of each

ring intensity with its corresponding decay function as

I(τ) =

∫ τ

0
exp(−νt)Î(τ − t)dt, (4.22)

Finally, the atmospheric absorption at each wavelength can be applied

to the observed signal I(τ) in case it is necessary.

4.2.2.2 Inversion of the signal

Following our notation, the observed optical signal from a spacecraft would

be denoted by I(τ). In this section we describe a procedure to invert this

signal and obtain the emitting source i(t) that defines the elve. Firstly, we

deconvolve the total signal I(τ) to obtain an individual ring-shaped source

Î(τ) using the Wiener deconvolution in the frequency domain. We assume
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a signal-to-noise ratio

SNR(t) =

√
I(τ)∆t

∆t
, (4.23)

where ∆t is the integration time of the observed signal. Now define the

Fourier transform of the signal-to-noise ratio as

SNRf (f) = F[SNR]. (4.24)

As we explained before, the thickness of the ring-shaped emissions is a

consequence of the radiative decay constant (ν) of the emitting species. We

calculate the Fourier transform of this decay as

Df (f) = F[exp(−νt)], (4.25)

finally, we define the Fourier transform of the observed signal as

If (f) = F[I(τ)], (4.26)

We can obtain the observed signal of each individual ring-shaped source

in the frequency domain (Îf (f)) using the Wiener deconvolution as

Îf (f) =
If (f)

Df (f)

[
|Df (f)|2

|Df (f)|2 + SNRf (f)−1

]
, (4.27)

Finally, we ca obtain Î(τ) as the inverse Fourier transform of Îf (f)

Î(τ) = F−1[If (f)], (4.28)

The following step of this inversion process is more complex and has to be

accomplished numerically, since the goal is to obtain the function i(t) from

the integral equation (4.21). The resolution of this kind of equation, known

as Fredholm integral equation of the first kind, is a common problem in

mathematics. We use the numerical method proposed by Hanson (1971) to

solve the equation using singular values.

Following the notation used in Hanson (1971), the kernel k(si, tj) of our

integral equation is given by equation (4.16), where the quantities sj and

tj correspond to times of observation and emissions, respectively. In our
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case, the experimentally sampled function g(si) is determined by the emit-

ted photons per second from one ring, obtained after applying the Wiener

deconvolution to the observed data I(τ) according to equation (4.27).

Let us describe the method proposed by Hanson (1971) to solve a Fred-

holm integral equation of the first kind and its application to our particular

case. We write the integral equation (4.21) as a linear system given by

KF = G, (4.29)

where G is a vector of size m containing the observed signal, F is an

unknown vector of size n corresponding to the emitted signal at the source,

and K is a m× n matrix representing the kernel k(si, tj). We assume that

the measurements gi have some random error εi as

gi = ĝi + εi, (4.30)

where Var(εi) = σ2
i and ĝi represents the hypothetical measurments

without error. In our case, we assume that the error follows a Poisson

distribution and set

σi =

√
gi∆t

∆t
, (4.31)

where ∆t is theintegration time of the signal.

Assuming a Gaussian noise we want to find the F that maximizes the

likelihood

L = α

m∏

i=1

exp

(
−

((KF )i −Gi)
2

σ2
i

)
, (4.32)

where α is a normalization factor. This is the same as minimizing

− log (L) =
m∑

i=1

((KF )i −Gi)
2

σ2
i

= |ΣKF − ΣG|2 , (4.33)

where

Σ =



σ−1

1 0 0

0 σ−1
2 0

0 0 ...


 . (4.34)
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In principle we can just minimize (4.33) using least squares but in some

cases we would be overfitting the noise in G. We want an estimate of the

“extra” error that we allow in (4.33) to avoid strong oscillations in F . For

this we use the Singular-Value Decomposition (SVD):

ΣK = U

[
S

0

]
V T , (4.35)

where U and V are orthogonal( UTU = I and V TV = I) and

[
S

0

]
=




S1 0 0 0 ...

0 S2 0 0 ...

... ... ... ... ...

0 0 0 ... Sn

0 0 0 ... 0



V T , (4.36)

results in a matrix n×m.

To see how the SVD is useful we note that

1. |ΣKF − ΣG| =

∣∣∣∣∣

[
S

0

]
V TF − UTΣG

∣∣∣∣∣

2. The column vectors of U and V form basis in Rm and Rn, respectively.

That is, calling these vectors ui and vi we have

uiuj = δij (4.37)

vivj = δij (4.38)

so we can decompose

F = x1v1 + x2v2 + ... (4.39)

ΣG = e1u1 + e2u2 + ... (4.40)
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this is,

UTΣG =




e1

e2

...

em



, (4.41)

V TF =




x1

x2

...

xn



. (4.42)

But then we have the following vector with m components

[
S

0

]
V TF =




s1x1

s2x2

...

snxn

0

...




. (4.43)

Combining equations (4.41), (4.42) and (4.43),

[
S

0

]
V TF − UTΣG =




(s1x1 − e1)

(s2x2 − e2)

...

(snxn − en)

en+1

...

em




, (4.44)

and the norm that we want to “minimize” is

|ΣKF − ΣG|2 =
m∑

i=1

(sixi − ei)2 +
m∑

i=n+1

e2
i . (4.45)
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We minimize this by setting xi = ei/si. But, as said above, we do not

want to minimize this “too much”, we accept an error

|ΣKF − ΣG|2 ' Var(|ΣG|) =
Var(g1)

σ2
1

+
Var(g2)

σ2
2

+ ... = m. (4.46)

So we set as many xi = 0 as we can by dropping first those with the

smallest si because they are responsible of the largest oscillations in

F . Once we have all the xi we use equation (4.39) to get F .

4.3 Results

The methods described above can be applyed to the modelled optical emis-

sions of elves and halos as well as to the optical signals recorded by space-

craft. This section is divided into two parts. In subsection 4.3.1 we apply

the analysis methods to the modelled optical emissions of halos and elves.

This approach allows us to compare the inferred reduced electric field with

the self-consistently calculated field given by the models.

Then, we discuss in subsection 4.3.2 the possibility of applying the de-

veloped porcedures to signals reported by ISUAL and GLIMS as well as to

the future observations taken by ASIM and TARANIS.

4.3.1 Analysis of the signals obtained with the halo and elve

models

4.3.1.1 Reduced electric field in halos

Spacecraft devoted to the observation of TLEs are often equipped with

photometers collecting photons in the lines 760 nm, 337 nm and 394 nm

as well as in the spectral (LBH) band between about 150 nm and about

280 nm. In this section, we discuss the possibility of using the observed

optical emissions comprised in these wavelengths to deduce the reduced

electric field inside a halo with a CMC of 560 C km simulated in chapter 3.

The halo model allows us to obtain, among others, the temporal evolu-

tion of the optical emissions in the 760 nm, 337 nm and 394 nm lines from
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the First Positive, the Second Positive Systems of N2 and from the First

Negative Systems of N+
2 . The model also computes the optical emissions

in the LBH band between 130 nm and 280 nm. We denote the intensi-

ties of these optical emissions as IFPS(t), ISPS(t), IFNS(t) and ILBH(t),

respectively. We can then use equations 4.1 and 4.2 to deduce the temporal

production rate of these emitting species using the kinetic rates collected in

Appendix A.1. However, in the case of halos, the use of the observed LBH

band to deduce the production rate of all the molecules emitting in these

wavelengths is not possible as a consequence of their quenching rates. As

halos are descending events, we cannot use a fixed altitude to estimate the

quenching rates of the molecules emitting in the LBH band. In addition,

we cannot neglect these quenching rates, as the quenching altitudes of some

of them are located above the halo, that is, at altitudes above 80 km (see

figure 4.5). Therefore, we cannot use the observed intensity of the LBH

band in order to deduce the reduced electric field inside halos.

After obtaining the production rate ratios of the emitting species from

their corresponding observed optical emissions, we particularize equation (4.8)

to the case of the considered emitting species to obtain the theoretical re-

duced electric field dependence of these ratios. To obtain these theoretical

production rates, we have to include in equation (4.8) the production rates

(denoted as k) of each species. Let us discuss the particularities of the the-

oretical production rate of each emitting species depending on the spectral

line or band where the emission is produced:

1. Emissions in the 394 nm line are produced by the radiative decay

process N+
2 (B2 Σ+

u , v = 0)→ N2
+(X1Σ+

g , v = 0) + hν. Therefore, the

theoretical production rate of the molecule N+
2 (B2 Σ+

u ) has to be used

in equation (4.8) before comparing with the production deduced from

the observed 394 nm line. Following the kinetical scheme proposed

in Appendix A.1, the only process that contributes to populate this

state is the electron impact ionization of N2 molecules. Therefore, we

use the rate of the reaction e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + e + N+

2 (B2

Σ+
u , v = 0) in cm−3s−1 to calculate the theoretical production of N+

2

(B2 Σ+
u , v = 0) in equation (4.8).
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Figure 4.5: Difference between the quenching and the radiative decay rates

of each vibrational state N2(a1 Πg , v = 0, ..., 12) for different altitudes in

cm−3s−1 multiplied by a scale factor. The altitude at which the quenching

rate is similar to the radiative decay rate is called the quenching altitude. The

quenching of each state can be neglected for altitudes significantly above the

quenching altitude. These rates have been calculated using the Appendix??.

2. Emissions in the 337 nm line are produced by the radiative decay

process N2(C3 Πu , v = 0) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) + hν. Following the

previous case, the theoretical production rate of the molecule N2(C3

Πu , v = 0) has to be used in equation (4.8) before comparing with

the production deduced from the observed 337 nm line. According

to Appendix A.1, there are two processes that contribute to populate

this states, the excitation impact of electron with N2 molecules and

the radiative decay process N2(E3 Σ+
g ) → N2(C3 Πu , v = 0) + hν.

We can consider this radiative decay process as instantaneous, as its

characteristic time is much shorter than the halo lifetime. Therefore,

we use the rate of the reaction e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)→ e + e + N2(C3
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Πu , v = 0) together with the rate of the reaction e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v =

0) → e + N2(E3 Σ+
g ) to calculate the theoretical production of N2(X1

Σ+
g , v = 0) in equation (4.8). However, as the N2(E3 Σ+

g ) molecules

can also radiativelly decay to other states (N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) and

N2(B3 Πg , v = 0), we multiply the rate of the process e + N2(X1

Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N2(E3 Σ+

g ) by the portion of N2(E3 Σ+
g ) molecules

that would decay to the state N2(B3 Πg , v = 0). This portion can be

calculated using the radiative decay constants of the three processes

that contribute to de-excitate the N2(E3 Σ+
g ) molecules, as at halos

altitudes the quenching of N2(E3 Σ+
g ) is negligible.

3. Emissions in the 760 nm line are produced by the radiative decay

process N2(B3 Πg , v = 3) → N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 1) + hν. Therefore,

the theoretical production rate of the molecule N2(B3 Πg , v = 3) has

to be used in equation (4.8) before comparing with the production

deduced from the observed 760 nm line. Apart from the excitation

impact of electron with N2 molecules, the radiative decay of N2(C3

Πu , v = 0...4) molecules can also contribute to populate the state

N2(B3 Πg , v = 3). Again, we can consider these radiative decay

processes as instantaneous, as their characteristic time is lower than

the halo lifetime. Therefore, we use the rate of the reaction e + N2(X1

Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N2(B3 Πg , v = 3) together with the rate of the

electron impact processes that populate the N2(C3 Πu , v = 0...4)

states to calculate the theoretical production of N2(B3 Πg , v = 3)

in equation (4.8). As in the previous case, we have to multiply these

rates by the portion of N2(C3 Πu , v = 0, ..., 4) molecules that decay

to the particular state N2(B3 Πg , v = 3).

Finally, we can calculate the reduced electric field necessary to match the

observed and theoretical ratios of production at each time. The results are

plotted in figure 4.6 together with the maximum reduced electric field given

by the simulation. The comparison between the derived electric fields from

optical line intensity ratios with the electric field given by the model allows

us to test the accuracy of the proposed methods for the optical diagnosis of

halos using ASIM optical data.
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Figure 4.6: Temporal evolution of the maximum reduced electric field in-

side a halo. The blue line corresponds to the maximum reduced electric field

according to the halo model. The rest of the lines correspond to the inferred

reduced electric field using the ratios of the observed First and Second Positive

Systems of N2 and the First Negative Systems of N+
2 following subsection 4.2.1.
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4.3.1.2 Reduced electric field in elves

Let us now apply the previous electric field deduction method to the elves

simulated in chapter 3 and triggered by a lightning stroke with a current

peak current of 220 kA. As in the case of the halo model, the elve model al-

lows us to calculate the intensities of the optical emissions IFPS(t), ISPS(t),

IFNS(t) and ILBH(t).

Again, the first step to derive the reduced electric field inside the TLE is

to use equations 4.1 and 4.2 to deduce the temporal production rate of these

emitting species using the kinetic rates collected in Appendix A.1. Elves

are always produced at altitudes of about 88 km, where the quenching of

all the states emitting in the LBH band is less important than the radiative

decay (see figure 4.5). Therefore, we can now neglect in our calculations

the quenching of all these species at a fixed altitude of 88 km and use the

intensities observed in the LBH band to deduce the reduced electric field.

The second step is to particularize equation (4.8) to the case of the

considered emitting species to obtain the theoretical reduced electric field

dependence of their ratios. We use the same steps enumerated in sec-

tion 4.3.1.1 to deduce the theoretical production rate of each emitting

species with the following exceptions:

1. We do not include the radiative decay process N2(E3 Σ+
g ) → N2(C3

Πu , v = 0) + hν in the calculation of the theoretical production of

N2(C3 Πu , v = 0) molecules, as we cannot consider now this reaction

as instantaneous. The characteristic time of this process is about

0.6 ms, similar to the characteristic time of elve emissions.

2. Emissions in the LBH band are produced by the radiative decay pro-

cesses N2(a1 Πg , v = 0, ..., 15) → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0, ..., 8)+ hν.

Therefore, the theoretical production rates of the molecules N2(a1 Πg

, v = 0, ..., 15) have to be used in equation (4.8) before comparing with

the production deduced from the observed LBH band. Apart from the

excitation impact of electron with N2 molecules, the radiative decay of

N2(w1 ∆u) molecules can also contribute to populate the states N2(a1

Πg , v = 0, ..., 15). However, we cannot now consider this reaction as
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Figure 4.7: Temporal evolution of the maximum reduced electric field pro-

ducing an elve. The blue line corresponds to the maximum reduced electric

field according to the elve model. The rest of the lines correspond to the

inferred reduced electric field using the ratios of the observed First Positive

System, Second Positive System, First Negative System and LBH band of the

N2 following subsection 4.2.1.

instantaneous, as its characteristic time is about 6.5 ms, quite similar

to the elve lifetime. Therefore, we use the rate of the reactions e +

N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)→ e + N2(a1 Πg , v = 0, ..., 15) to calculate the

theoretical production of N2(a1 Πg , v = 0, ..., 15) in equation (4.8).

As in the case of halos, the next step would be to calculate the reduced

electric field necessary to match the observed and theoretical ratio of pro-

duction at each time. The results are plotted in figure 4.7 together with the

maximum reduced electric field given by the simulation. The comparison

between the deduced electric fields with the electric field given by the model

allows us to test the accuracy of these methods for elves
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Figure 4.8: Optical emissions in different wavelengths of an elve simulated in

chapter 3 and triggered by a lightning with a current peak current of 220 kA.

4.3.1.3 Emitting source of elves

In the previous section we have deduced the reduced electric field of halos

and elves considering that the observed emissions and the emitting source

follow the same temporal evolution. However, as we discussed before, this

assumption is not true for the case of elves. Therefore, it is necessary to

invert the observed signal in order to obtain the emitting source before

deducing the reduced electric field in the elve. In this section, we apply the

methods described in subsection 4.2.2.1 to calculate how a spacecraft would

observe a simulated elve optical emission. Afterward, we invert this signal

following the process detailed in subsection 4.2.2.2 to recover the emitting

source.

We use as source of the optical emissions the elve simulated in chapter 3

and triggered by a lightning stroke with a current peak current of 220 kA.

We plot in figure 4.8 the emitting source that we will treat in this section.

The method developed in subsection 4.2.2.1 to calculate the signal ob-

served by a spacecraft receives as input the optical emissions of a thin ring-

shaped elve. We convolve the emissions shown in figure 4.8 with their cor-

responding decay function (see subsection 4.2.2.1) to obtain the observed

emissions due to an instantaneous and thin ring.

Let us now follow the method of subsection 4.2.2.1 to calculate the signal
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Figure 4.9: Optical emissions in different wavelengths of an elve simulated in

chapter 3 and triggered by a lightning with a current peak current of 220 kA

convolved with their corresponding decay function.

observed from a spacecraft. We assume that the observation instrument is

located at an altitude of 410 km and at a horizontal distance from the center

of the elve of 80 km. In addition, we assume that the photometer has a Field

Of View (FOV) of 55◦, a sampling rate of 20 kHz and a circular aperture

with a total area of 0.04 m−2. We plot in figure 4.10 the calculated received

signals.

The inversion method described in subsection 4.2.2.2 can be directly

applied to the received signals in order to recover the emitting sources.

However, before applying the inversion method, we turn to a more realistic

case adding some artificial noise to the received signals as follows. We denote

as Si the i−nth point of a received signal and as Smax the maximum value

of the signal. Then, we define a parameter g that will control the noise:

g =
a

Smax
, (4.47)

where a is an arbitrary number that controls the noise. Afterward, we

use this parameter (g) to generate the random number b with a Poisson

distribution with mean value gSi. Finally, the Si value of the signal is
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Figure 4.10: Received signals from an elve at a spacecraft located at an

altitude of 410 km and at a horizontal distance from the center of the elve

of 80 km. We have assumed that the photometer has a FOV of 55◦, an

observation frequency of 20 kHz and a circular aperture with a total area of

0.04 m−2.

modified to be

S′i =
b

g
. (4.48)

Setting the a parameter to 50, we obtain the signal with noise shown in

figure 4.11.

We can now apply the inversion method developed in subsection 4.2.2.2

to the received signals with noise in order to compare with the signals given

by the models. We plot the results in figure 4.12.

Let us now determine the influence of the FOV in the inversion of the

signal. We consider the same observation configuration with larger FOV of

90◦. We plot the results in figure 4.13.

Comparison of figures 4.12 and 4.13 shows that the use of a larger FOV

allows us to obtain the temporal evolution of the source up to larger times.

The underlying reason is that a photometer with larger FOV would collect

photons emitted by the elves for larger times than a photometer with a

smaller FOV, reporting more information about the evolution of the elve.
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Figure 4.11: Signals of figure4.10 (solid line) and signals after adding an

artificial noise (dots).
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Figure 4.12: Result of inverting the signals plotted in figure 4.10 (Orange

points). We also plot the emitted signal given by the FDTD elve model (blue

line).
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Figure 4.13: Same as figure 4.12, but considering a larger FOV of 90◦.
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4.3.2 Analysis of signals recorded from space

In this section we analyze the particularities listed in table 4.1 of the pho-

tometers integrated in ISUAL, GLIMS, ASIM and TARANIS for the inves-

tigation of TLEs. In addition, we apply the inversion method described in

subsection 4.2.2.2 to one LBH signal emitted by an elve and detected by

GLIMS.

Mission Photometer FOV Frequency Inclination

SP1: 150 - 290 nm 22 deg (H) × 3.6 deg (V) 10 kHz Limb

SP2: 337 nm 22 deg (H) × 3.6 deg (V) 10 kHz Limb

SP3: 391 nm 22 deg (H) × 3.6 deg (V) 10 kHz Limb

ISUAL SP4: 624 - 750 nm 22 deg (H) × 3.6 deg (V) 10 kHz Limb

SP5: 777.4 nm 22 deg (H) × 3.6 deg (V) 10 kHz Limb

SP6: 250 - 390 nm 22 deg (H) × 3.6 deg (V) 10 kHz Limb

AP1 (16 CH): 370 - 450 nm 22 deg (H) × 3.6 deg (V) 0.2, 2 or 20 kHz Limb

AP2 (16 CH): 530 - 650 nm 22 deg (H) × 3.6 deg (V) 0.2, 2 or 20 kHz Limb

PH1: 150 - 280 nm 42.7◦ 20 kHz Nadir

PH2: 332 - 342 nm 42.7◦ 20 kHz Nadir

GLIMS PH3: 755 - 766 nm 42.7◦ 20 kHz Nadir

PH4: 599 - 900 nm 80.8◦ 20 kHz Nadir

PH5: 310 - 321 nm 42.7◦ 20 kHz Nadir

PH6: 386 - 397 nm 42.7◦ 20 kHz Nadir

PH1: 145 - 230 nm 61.4◦ 100 kHz Nadir

ASIM PH2: 337 nm 61.4◦ 100 kHz Nadir

PH3: 777.4 nm 61.4◦ 100 kHz Nadir

PH1: 145 - 280 nm 55◦ 20 kHz Nadir

TARANIS PH2: 337 nm 55◦ 20 kHz Nadir

PH3: 762 nm 55◦ 20 kHz Nadir

PH4: 600 - 800 nm 100◦ 20 kHz Nadir

Table 4.1: Optical characteristic of the photometers onboard ISUAL (Chern

et al., 2003), GLIMS (Sato et al., 2015; Adachi et al., 2016), ASIM (Neu-

bert et al., 2006) and TARANIS (Blanc et al., 2007) It is also indicated the

observation mode of each photometer.

The photons emitted by TLEs can travel from the source to the pho-

tometer without suffering an important atmospheric absorption. However,

the signal of TLEs observed in the nadir can be contaminated by the pho-

tons emitted by the parent-lightning discharge. An exception to this are the

emissions of the LBH, as the photons emitted by lightning in these short

wavelengths are totally absorbed by the atmosphere (Mende et al., 2005).

For this reason, the signals detected in the FPS, SPS or FN cannot be an-

alyzed following our inversion methods unless the parent lightning is out of

the FOV.

The reported signals from TLEs taking place behind the limb would not

be contaminated by the photons emitted by the lightning stroke. If the
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Figure 4.14: Image data obtained by the broadband 768 nm - 830 nm filter

(LSI-1) (first row) and by the narrowband 760 nm 775 nm filter (LSI-2)

(second row) for an event reported by GLIMS at a time of 16.28.04 (UT) on

December 13, 2012. The temporal separation between each frame is about

33 ms.

absorption of the atmosphere is used to correct the observed signals, it is

then possible to apply of our inversion methods to the analysis of data.

4.3.2.1 Deduction of the source of an elve reported by GLIMS

We apply the inversion method described in subsection 4.2.2.2 to the LBH

signal of an elve reported by GLIMS and provided by the JEM-GLIMS

science team. The signal of this elve was recorded by GLIMS at 16.28.04

(UT) on December 13, 2012. At the moment of the detection, the instrument

was located at 422 km of altitude.

Figure 4.14 shows the event recorded by the optical camera Lightning

and Sprite Imager (LSI) onboard GLIMS. This camera has a FOV of 28.3◦

and is equipped with two frequency filters, a broadband (768 nm - 830 nm)

filter (LSI-1) and a narrowband (760 nm - 775 nm) filter (LSI-2).

The second frame of figure 4.14 corresponds to the moment in which

a photon in the LBH band reached the photometer. Therefore, the flash
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Figure 4.15: Photometer data for an event reported by GLIMS at a time of

16.28.04 (UT) on December 13, 2012. The characteristics of each photometer

are shown in table 4.1.
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observed in the second frame would probably be the parent lightning of the

elve. The reported photometer data associated with this event is shown in

figure 4.15. In this figure, the detection of LBH photons (PH1) is clearly

located at t = 0 ms, together with a burst of photons with other wavelengths

(PH2 - PH6).

Before applying the inversion method (subsection 4.2.2.2) to this LBH

signal, we have to deduce the horizontal separation between the photometers

and the center of the elve (l). For this purpose, we use the camera data

shown in figure 4.14. The altitude of GLIMS at the moment of the elve

detection is known to be 422 km, while we can assume that the elve took

place at an altitude of 88 km. In addition, we know that the FOV of the

camera is 28.3◦. Therefore, the camera can observe a square with a lateral

dimension of 168 km in the plane of the elve (at 88 km of altitude). If we

assume that the parent-lightning is located just below the center of the elve,

we can use this information together with the number of pixels between the

center of the camera FOV and the parent-lightning of figure 4.14 to calculate

the horizontal separation between the elve center and the photometer. In

this case, this separation is 55 km.

We also need to estimate the moment at which the source started its

emissions in relation with the moment of detection of the first photon (tE).

That is, the difference between the time of the elve detection and the time

of the elve onset. The deduction of this time is not direct, as the radius of

the elve expands faster than light as can be demonstrated using the scheme

plotted figure 4.16.

We can calculate the expansion of the elve radius during a time τ = τ2 -

τ1 knowing that the pulse radiated by the lightning discharge travels at the

speed of light and that the difference of altitudes between the elve and the

lightning is h0 − hlightning. At the moment τ1, the distance r1 between the

intersection of the wavefront and the lightning is given by

r1 = cτ1, (4.49)

then we can write the distance A, corresponding to the radius of the
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Figure 4.16: Expansion of the elve wavefront and the elve radius during a

time of τ = τ2 - τ1. Lightning and elve are located at altitudes of hlightning

and h0, respectively. The elve wavefront propagates at the velocity of light.

elve at a time of τ1, as

A =
√
c2τ2

1 − (h0 − hlightning)2. (4.50)

If now we call B the radius of the elve at a time τ2 > τ1, we can calculate

the expansion of the elve radius during the time τ2 − τ1 as

B −A =
√
c2τ2

1 − (h0 − hlightning)2 −
√
c2τ2

2 − (h0 − hlightning)2 > d,

(4.51)

while the elve wavefront would have advanced a distance of only d =

c(τ2 − τ1). We plot in figure 4.17 the advance of the wavefront and the

radius of the elve during 0.1 ms for different times after the onset of the

parent lightning. It can be clearly seen that the radius of the elve expands

faster than the wavefront, which travels at the speed of light.

Therefore, the first observed photon would be the one that travels the

minimum path from the source to the photometer. We can calculate the

time of flight of that photon by minimizing equation (4.9), obtaining the

minimum optical path (smin). The time at which s(t) = smin is the time
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Figure 4.17: The horizontal axis corresponds to the time since the beginning

of the parent lightning. In the vertical axis we plot the advance of the wavefront

and the radius of the elve during 0.1 ms before the corresponding time plotted

in the horizontal axis.

after the elve onset at which the photon was emitted (tmin). The time

of flight of that photon is then given by smin
c . We can finally estimate

the moment at which the source started its emissions in relation with the

moment of detection of the first photon as the sum of the time of flight of

the first detected photon and the time at which it was emitted as

tE =
smin
c

+ tmin. (4.52)

The last step before applying the inversion method is to convert the de-

tected signal (figure 4.15) from W/m2 to ph/s. To do that, we use multiply

the signal by the area of the detector of radius 12 mm. We also divide by the

signal by the energy of the received photons. The photons received by the

photometer PH1 have wavelengths between 150 nm and 280 nm. As most

of the photons emitted by the elve have wavelengths closer to 150 nm rather

than to 280 nm (chapter 3), we calculate this energy as the corresponding

energy of a photon with a wavelength of 180 nm. The observed signal in
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Figure 4.18: Photons received by GLIMS in the 150 nm - 280 nm band from

an elve.

ph/s is shown in figure 4.18.

As we explained in subsection 4.2.2.2, the first step of the inversion

procedure is to apply a Wiener deconvolution to the observed signal to

obtain the signal of a thin ring. We show in figure 4.19 the signal after

applying the Wiener deconvolution.

Then, we can apply the Hanson method to the signal of figure 4.19 in

order to obtain the temporal evolution of the emitted signal by a thin ring.

We plot the source in figure 4.20.

However, the obtained emitting source corresponds to the source of a

thin ring. Therefore, we can obtain the res eal emitting source by con-

voluting the obtained emitting source of an instantaneous thin ring with

its corresponding decay function. The final emitting source is shown in

figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.19: Signal plotted in figure 4.18 after the application of the Wiener

deconvolution in order to approximate the elve as a thin ring.
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Figure 4.20: Emitting source for an instantaneous thin ring.
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Figure 4.21: Source plotted in figure 4.20 after the convolution with the

corresponding decay function in order to obtain the emitting source. This

source emits photons with wavelengths between 150 nm and 280 nm.

We can now use the FDTD elve model developed in chapter 3 to explore

the current peak of the parent lightning that would produce an elve with

an emitting source similar to the one shown in figure 4.21. We plot a

comparison between the obtained result and a simulated emitting source in

figure 4.22 for a CG lightning discharge with current peak of 83 kA. After

comparing both curves, we can conclude that the analyzed elve detected

by GLIMS was triggered by a CG lightning discharges with a current peak

slightly below 83 kA.
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Figure 4.22: Comparison between the source intensity derived using the in-

version method and the simulated intensity emitted by an elve triggered by

a CG lightning discharge with current peak of 83 kA. The simulated emit-

ted intensity has been calculated using the FDTD elve model developed in

chapter 3.

4.3.2.2 Remarks about the possibility of applying the inversion

method to signals reported by other space missions

In the last section we have applied the inversion method described in subsec-

tion 4.2.2.2 to an elve signal reported by GLIMS in a range of wavelengths

between 150 nm and 280 nm. We mentioned that, in general, it is not possi-

ble to apply this method to the optical signals detected in other frequencies,

as the lightning would contaminate them. However, the detection of an elve

whose parent lightning is out of the photometer FOV could be analyzed with

our method providing that the position of the lightning stroke is known. A

lightning detection network (local or global) could provide this information.

In the case of ASIM and TARANIS, the FOV of the photometers and the

optical cameras are the same. Therefore, if an elve is detected without its

parent-lightning, the picture of the elve taken by the optical cameras could

be useful to estimate the position of the elve center and the lightning. In the
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case of ASIM, the photometers and the optical cameras will be part of the

Modular Multispectral Imagin Array (MMIA). The cameras record at 12 fps.

However, the weak intensity of elves observed at the nadir difficults their

detection by the cameras. If the optical cameras of ASIM and TARANIS

are not sensible enough to distinguish the shape of the elves, some detection

network, as in the case of GLIMS, must give the position of the lightning

stroke.

The case of ISUAL is different, as it is capable of reporting elves taking

place behind the limb without the contamination of the parent lightning.

However, our inversion method is highly dependent of the elve position.

Kuo et al. (2007) developed a procedure to obtain the distance between

ISUAL and the elve center using the optical cameras. However, we think

that this procedure is not accurate enough to be used together with our

inversion method. Therefore, a lightning detection network must probably

give the position of the elve center, determined by the location of the parent

lightning.
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Chapter 5

Signature of possible

lightning from the Venusian

atmosphere

5.1 Introduction

Venus is a terrestrial-like planet with a dense atmosphere mainly composed

by carbon dioxide, nitrogen and traces of other gases, as atomic oxygen

or carbon monoxide. Despite its proximity to the Earth, some features of

the Venusian atmosphere remain unknown. It is for example the case of

the long standingcontroversy regarding the existence of lightning in Venus.

As explained in subsection 1.3.2, some electromagnetic signals reported by

orbiters suggest that lightning discharges can take place on Venus. However,

the lack of unambiguous optical detection keep the existence of Venusian

lightning unclear.

The Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) and the Venus Express (VEX) space-

craft reported some of the most solid electromagnetic signatures supporting

the possible existence of lightning in Venus. The nature of the pulses re-

ported by these spacecraft has been discussed by some authors (Scarf et al.,

1980; Huba, 1992; Huba and Rowland, 1993; Strangeway et al., 1993; Strange-

way, 1995; Cole and Hoegy, 1997; Strangeway, 2003; Russell et al., 2013),

but the controversy remains. However, as we explained in subsection 1.3.2,
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other spacecraft did not succeed in the search of electromagnetical or optical

Venusian lightning signatures.

Possible Venusian lightning are expected to take place in the cloud layer

between 40 km and 65 km of altitude. Pressure at such altitudes is between

1 bar and 50 mbar, similar to the pressure where terrestrial lightning take

place. The high altitude of the Venusian clouds together with the high pres-

sure at ground level would favor the inception of cloud lightning discharges

rather than CG lightning discharges (see figure 1.18). According to some

laboratory experiments with discharges in CO2, the oxygen atomic line O

777.6 nm would dominate the spectra of Venusian lightnings (Borucki et al.,

1996).

Another important factor to determine the detectability of Venusian

lightning is the optical energy that would be emitted by each stroke. Based

on optical bursts reported by the Soviet Veneras 9 and 10, Krasnopolsky

(1980) estimated that the total energy released by Venusian lightning ranges

between 8×108 J and 1010 J . These values are similar to the energy released

by terrestrial lightning discharges. In addition to the estimation of the total

energy released by Venusian strokes, laboratory experiments demonstrated

that the optical efficiency of hypothetical Venusian lightning would be very

similar to the efficiency of terrestrial lightning (Borucki and McKay, 1987).

However, the dense and opaque cloud layer of Venus could prevent lightning-

produced optical emissions to be seen from space (Yair et al., 2008).

Difficulties in the detection of Venusian lightning from space led Yair

et al. (2009) to propose the search of Venusian TLEs as an indirect evi-

dence of electrical discharges in the planet. Yair et al. (2009) investigated

the possibility of TLE inception in the lower ionosphere of Venus. Accord-

ing to their estimation, cloud discharges with CMCs about 500 C km could

trigger halos or sprites between 80 km and 90 km of altitude. One year

later, Dubrovin et al. (2010) conducted a laboratory experiment simulating

possible Venusian TLE glows at 65 km of altitude (about 50 mbar) of pres-

sure. Dubrovin et al. (2010) reported the detection of optical emissions in

the 300 - 400 nm and the 400 - 700 nm ranges, associated to the second

positive system (SPS) and the first positive system (FPS) of N2, as well as

in several CO transitions.
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The Japanese Akatsuki probe, currently orbiting the Venusian atmo-

sphere, is equipped with a high temporal resolution camera called Lightning

and Airglow Camera (LAC) capable of recording optical flashes from the

Venusian atmosphere in the 777 nm line. Another objective of the LAC

instrument is the investigation of the Venusian nightglow in the 557 nm

spectral line (Takahashi et al., 2008; Peralta et al., 2016).

The aim of this chapter is twofold. On the one hand, we present results

about modeling of possible TLEs in Venus and their detection as an indi-

rect evidence of the existence of Venusian lightning. For this purpose, we

simulate possible Venusian halos and elves using the halo and elve models

described in sections 2.2 and 2.3.2. According to our results, both hypothet-

ical Venusian halos and elves could emit light in the 557 nm line, one of the

spectral line in which the Akatsuki probe can observe the planet (Peralta

et al., 2016). These results are detailed in Pérez-Invernón et al. (2016b,

2017b). On the other hand, we model the lightning-produced whistler wave

propagation through the atmosphere of Venus using the FWM developed by

Lehtinen and Inan (2008) in order to compare our results with electromag-

netic pulses recorded by POV and VEX. We conclude that either the energy

released by Venusian lightning or their global occurrence is some orders of

magnitude greater than in the case of terrestrial lightning (Pérez-Invernón

et al., 2017a).

5.2 The atmosphere of Venus: Mesosphere and

ionospheric plasma conditions

The atmosphere of Venus is mainly composed by a mixture of CO2 and N2

with a 96.5/3.5 ratio. In addition, there exist important traces of other

species, such as CO or O. In this section, we focus on the description of

the Venusian upper atmospheric characteristics that are important for TLE

inception and for the propagation of lightning-produced electromagnetic

pulses up to orbiters.

Electron and ion density profiles are some of the most important char-

acteristics of the atmosphere regarding TLE inception and electromagnetic

wave propagation. The available measurements of the Venusian nighttime
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and daytime electron density at the lowest altitude were recorded by the

PVO mission at around 120 km (Taylor et al., 1979; Bauer et al., 1985),

while there exist some modeled profiles below 75 km of altitude Borucki

et al. (1982); Michael et al. (2009). The electron and ion composition of the

atmosphere between 75 km and 120 km of altitude remains unknown.

According to POV measurements taken above 120 km at nighttime con-

ditions, O+
2 is the main positive ion species between 120 km and 150 km,

while O+ is dominant at altitudes above 150 km (Taylor et al., 1979; Bauer

et al., 1985). Electrons are the most important negatively charged particle

species at these altitudes. The lack of measurements below 120 km forces

us to use models to estimate ion and electron atmospheric composition.

According to Borucki et al. (1982) and Michael et al. (2009), negative and

positive clusters are dominant charge carriers below 60 km of altitude, while

electrons and positive clusters are the main charged particles between 60 km

and 75 km.

5.2.1 Electric breakdown in the nightside lower ionosphere

of Venus

In this section we extend the investigation about the possibility of TLE

inception in Venus started by Yair et al. (2009) and discuss the atmospheric

conditions in the region where they could take place. Before that, it is

necessary a good knowledge of the composition of the lower ionosphere of

Venus.

Yair et al. (2009) estimated the ignition of Venusian sprites and halos

at altitudes between 80 km and 90 km. In order to investigate the inception

and evolution of TLEs at such altitudes we first need to know the ambient

nighttime electron density profile from the cloud deck (' 60 km) up to

the lower ionosphere (' 120 km). However, as we mentioned before, the

electron and ion composition of the atmosphere between 75 km and 120 km

of altitude remains unknown.

We have derived approximate electron and ion density profiles in equi-

librium (see below) for altitudes between 75 km and 120 km during daytime

conditions. For that purpose, we have developed a basic kinetic model solv-
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ing the continuity equation of each considered species for a long time up to

the equilibrium of the system. The inputs considered by the model are the

concentration of some minority neutrals (CO (Gilli et al., 2011), O2 and

O (Krasnopolsky, 2010)) together with the total gas density as a function

of the altitude from a Venus reference atmosphere (Lopez-Valverde et al.,

2007), considering CO2/N2 with a 96.5/3.5 ratio. We consider a constant

gas temperature of 210 K in the 75 - 120 km altitude range. As sources of

ionization, we have implemented ionization profiles from solar extreme ul-

traviolet (EUV) and X rays and galactic cosmic rays (Nordheim et al., 2015)

controlling the ionization of the atmosphere. The solar and cosmic galactic

ray ionizing radiation produce electrons and positive ions such as CO+
2 and

O+ and lighter (much less abundant) ions like H+ and He+ (Tsang et al.,

2015). The considered species and the set of chemical reactions are detailed

in Appendix A.2. We assume that the concentration of the most abundant

neutrals CO2, N2, O2, O and CO remains the same as their input values.

Solid lines in figure 5.1 shows the obtained daytime equilibrium profiles.

It is interesting to note that our daytime model solutions agree with, respec-

tively, available model results (Borucki et al., 1982; Michael et al., 2009) at

around 70 km (where solar radiation does not influence atmospheric ion-

ization) and with PVO daytime electron density measurements at around

120 km. It should be noted that the dominant positive ions are CO2
+ and

O2
+ (not O+) because, according to our model, once O+ is produced by the

photoionization processes considered (Nordheim et al., 2015) it is rapidly

converted into O2
+ through the reaction O+ + CO2 → CO + O2

+. In the

altitude range (70 - 125 km) investigated, where the concentration of CO2

prevails over that of O, our kinetic model predicts that O2
+ dominates over

O+ in agreement with nighttime PVO observations and the Venus Interna-

tional Reference Atmosphere (VIRA) (Bauer et al., 1985).

As terrestrial TLEs often take place at nighttime conditions when the

lower ionosphere is positioned at higher altitudes, we are interested in

the Venus nightside electron density profile. However, the solar-antisolar

circulation driven by day-night contrast in solar heating occurring above

' 110 km of altitude produces strong winds with speeds of ' 120 m s−1

(Bougher et al., 2006; Lellouch et al., 1997)) that can influence the nightside
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Figure 5.1: Ambient equilibrium daytime (solid lines) and nighttime (dashed

lines) concentrations of (a) neutrals CO2 (black line), N2 (green line), O2 (blue

line), O (red line) and CO (yellow line), (b) positive ions CO2
+ (black line),

O2
+ (blue line) and O+ (red line), and (c) electrons in the mesosphere of Venus

as a function of the altitude (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b).
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Figure 5.2: Total ionization and attachment rates for a Venusian atmosphere

as a function of the reduced electric field. These rates have been calculated

with BOLSIG+ (Hagelaar and Pitchford, 2005).

electron density profiles carrying electrons and ions from the dayside and

our model can not account for the wind effects. Thus, we stop our electron

density simulations at ' 105 km where solar ionization is negligible (Nord-

heim et al., 2015). At this altitude we perform linear interpolation up to

the PVO nightside electron density recordings at ' 120 km.

The obtained nighttime equilibrium profiles are shown in dashed lines in

figure 5.1. The maximum electron density in the nighttime profile between

75 km and 120 km is located at around 75 km influenced by the proximity

to the maximum of the galactic cosmic ray ionization taking place at 63 km

(Nordheim et al., 2015).

Now we are able to analyze the electrical breakdown in the Venusian

lower ionosphere following the same assumptions made for the terrestrial

case (in subsection 3.1.2). In the atmosphere of Venus, the most efficient

processes that could trigger TLE inception would be electron-impact ioniza-

tion of CO2 and N2 (e + CO2 / N2 → CO2
+ / N2

+ + 2e). These reactions

would compete with electron-driven dissociative attachment of CO2 (e +
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CO2 → CO− + O) and of CO (e + CO → O− + C) in the total budget

of electron production under the effect of an electric field. The breakdown

electric field is reached when the ionization rate is equal to the attachment

rate. We plot in figure 5.2 these quantities, noticing that the value of the

breakdown reduced electric field is about 74 Td.

Finally, we can also estimate both the electron mobility and the con-

ductivity in the Venusian lower ionosphere for nighttime conditions. The

electron mobility is obtained by calculating the electron energy distribution

function (Hagelaar and Pitchford, 2005) in a gas mixture with the propor-

tions of the Venus atmosphere and assuming a negligible (' 0 Td) ambient

reduced electric field. We plot these quantities in figure 5.3, where the mo-

bility is scaled up for the different pressures (altitudes) considered. These

calculated values of the mobility and conductivity of ambient nighttime elec-

trons show a growing trend with increasing altitudes and their lower bound

(70 - 80 km) values agree well with previous calculations by Michael et al.

(2009) in the absence of cloud particles and available only up to altitudes

of 70 km.

Let us now estimate the altitudes where Venusian TLEs could be trig-

gered. We plot in Figure 5.4 the Maxwell relaxation time and the effective

ionization time (inverse of the difference between total ionization and at-

tachment frequencies) for the nighttime electron density profile in the meso-

sphere of Venus calculated for three values of the reduced electric field close

to breakdown (E/N = 80 Td ' 1.1 Ek/N), for E/N = 148 Td = 2 Ek/N

and for Ek/N = 0 Td. We note that electric breakdown would occur less

than a millisecond after the application of the field and at altitudes between

' 95 km and ' 100 km.

5.2.2 Model of a cloud discharge in the atmosphere of Venus

The exploration of Venus performed by the Venus Express spacecraft pro-

vided detailed information about the characteristics of the Venusian clouds

(Markiewicz et al., 2007). The thick cloud layer that covers Venus is com-

posed by sulfuric acid, aerosols and SO2. The dynamic of these clouds is

determined by the influence of the strong horizontal winds that are charac-
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Figure 5.3: Electron mobility (solid line) and conductivity (dashed line)

(σ = eµeNe) of nighttime electrons in the mesosphere of Venus assuming

E/N = 0 Td(ambient conditions) (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b).

teristics in Venus together with vertical transport produced by convection.

Despite the lack of information about the accumulation of charge inside

Venusian clouds, we assume in our study that enough charge is accumu-

lated in order to trigger Venusian lightnings.

Let us now model the characteristics of a possible Venusian cloud dis-

charge as seen from the lower ionosphere. As we explained above, Venusian

lightning discharges would probably take place between or within clouds

in the 40 km - 65 km altitude range, inside a layer of sulfuric acid clouds.

These hypothetical cloud discharges would produce an electromagnetic field

that could have some effect in the lower ionosphere, as proposed by Yair

et al. (2009).

As in the case of the Earth, Venusian halos would be produced by the ef-

fect of lightning-driven quasielectrostatic fields in the lower ionosphere. Ter-

restrial halos are usually associated to CG lightning discharges, while Venu-

sian halos would be triggered by cloud discharges. This type of discharge

can be considered as an electric dipole (p) that induces negative electric
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Figure 5.4: Maxwell relaxation times for E/N = 0 (ambient conditions)

(dashed blue line), E/N = 80 Td (dashed green line) and E/N = 2 Ek/N

(dashed red line). Effective ionization times for E/N = 80 Td (solid green

line) and E/N = 2 Ek/N (solid red line). (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b).
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charge in the upper atmospheric layers immediately below the ionosphere.

The total quasielectrostatic field in the ionosphere is E = 0 = Ep + ES

where Ep and ES are the electric fields produced by, respectively, the dipole

p and a negative screening charge induced by the dipole below the iono-

sphere. As the cloud discharge proceeds, the induced subionospheric neg-

atively charged layer moves down towards lower mesospheric altitudes so

that when the original cloud discharge is gone, that is, when its equivalent

electric dipole is discharged, negative charge and its complementary positive

charge remain at mesospheric altitudes (between 40 km and 65 km) due to

the longer Maxwell relaxation times at lower Venusian altitudes where elec-

trical conductivity is smaller than at ionospheric altitudes (see figure 5.4).

The induced negative and positive charge layers at mesospheric altitudes

can be imagined as a new emerging electric dipole p′(t) = p(t)− p(0) (with

p′(t = 0) = 0 and p(t = 0) = p(0) 6= 0) that charges up as time progresses

and generates a quasielectrostatic field Ep(t)′ = Ep(t) − Ep(0). Our cloud

discharge lightning model here corresponds to the charging electric dipole.

The quasielectrostatic field produced by this dipole could trigger a halo.

Let us now describe the lightning discharge current that we use as input

of our halo and elve models. We consider that the center of the cloud

lightning discharge channel is located around 45 km above ground where

the ambient pressure is 1 bar, at cloud level altitudes. We also assume that

the charge centers are vertically separated by a distance a = 10 km, that is,

the cloud discharge takes place between aligned clouds at 40 km and 50 km

above the surface of Venus. Following Dubrovin et al. (2014a) we assume

that the charge is being accumulated in uniformly charged, non-overlapping

identical spheres. We set the radius of these spheres to R = 2.5 km, as in the

case of the Earth (Maggio et al., 2009). By considering that the total energy

released in a Venus cloud lightning discharge ranges between 8×108 J and

1010 J (Krasnopolsky, 1980) and 1011 J as an extreme case, the calculation

of the electrostatic energy stored by this configuration,

Up =
2Q2

T

4πε0

(
3

5R
− 1

2a

)
, (5.1)

allows to estimate that the total dissipated or accumulated charge QT ranges

between 15 C and 170 C. The total charge moment change (CMC) associated
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to these cloud discharges, defined as the product of the transmitted charge

and the cloud to ground distance or half the cloud to cloud distance (M =

QTa/2), ranges between 75 C km and 850 C km. We further assume that

the current flowing through the lightning channel follows a bi-exponential

function of the form

I(t) = I0 (exp(−t/τ1)− exp(−t/τ2)) , (5.2)

where τ2 is the rise time of the current wave, typically 10 times faster than

the overall duration of the stroke, represented by τ1. Considering recent

results on the average duration of ' 1 ms for cloud flashes on the Earth

(Gaopeng et al., 2010), we have considered that, for a hypothetical 10 km

length lightning channel on Venus, the total cloud lightning discharge du-

ration will be of the order of τ1 = 1 ms with a rising time τ2 ' 0.1 ×
τ1 = 0.1 ms in agreement with recordings of IC lightning times on Earth

(Rakov and Uman, 2003). Finally, the accumulated electric charge in our

Venus cloud lightning discharge model grows as

Q(t) =

∫ t

0
I(t′)dt′, (5.3)

so that Q(t = 0) = 0 and Q(t→∞) = QT .

We can estimate the capability of this kind of cloud discharge for trig-

gering halos and elves. As in the case of electromagnetic fields produced by

terrestrial lightning discharges (subsection 3.1.2), we can use equation 3.2

to calculate the quasielectrostatic, induction and radiation fields produced

by a Venusian discharge in the lower ionosphere. We plot the temporal evo-

lution of those field components in figure 5.5. According to the right panel,

the proposed cloud discharge would be able to produce reduced electric field

higher than the breakdown field, triggering Venusian TLEs. In addition, the

left panel shows that the radiation field component can be higher than the

quasielectrostatic field for times shorter than 0.1 ms. The importance of the

radiation field at short times near 100 km of altitude implies that Venusian

elves could be triggered by possible lightning.

The detection of these hypothetical TLEs would provide an indirect evi-

dence of the existence of Venusian lightning discharges. About this possibil-

ity, it is worth mentioning that the existence of lightning induced transient
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Figure 5.5: Time evolution of the applied electric field components due to

an in-cloud discharge with a released energy of 1010 J calculated according

to equation (3.2). The left panel shows the value of the field components

at 100 km vs time, while the right panel shows the maximum value of each

reduced electric field component at different altitudes for a discharge with a

characteristic time of 0.1 ms. We do not take into account the effect of the

ionosphere in this plots.
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airglow enhancements in the Earth was detected for the first time from the

space shuttle. On October 1990, the shuttle Discovery (on mission STS-41)

in orbit at 296 km to 327 km altitude recorded (in the 360 nm - 720 nm

range) a sequence of sudden brightening at the altitude of the airglow layer

in coincidence with lightning flashes (Boeck et al., 1992). The region of

enhanced luminosity was 10 km to 20 km thick and around 500 km in diam-

eter with a brightness of about twice that of the background airglow Boeck

et al. (1992). We now know that what space Shuttles recorded were the

fast (� 1 ms) transient optical emissions of the first and second positive

systems of N2 excited by elves (Fukunishi et al., 1996), (Israelevich et al.,

2004). Halos, due to the lightning-induced quasielectrostatic electric fields,

have characteristic scales of ' 100 km (shorter than elves) but last longer,

about ten times more or ' 1 ms.

5.2.3 Plasma conditions in the ionosphere of Venus

In this section we discuss the characteristics of the ionospheric plasma

that can interact with electromagnetic waves propagating from hypotheti-

cal Venusian lightning up to spacecraft. The electromagnetic measurements

taken by PVO and VEX spacecraft that could be possibly related to light-

ning events in Venus are within the ELF (defined as 300–3000 Hz) and VLF

(3 kHz–30 kHz) range of frequencies. On Earth, waves in this range of

frequencies can travel through the ionosphere and magnetosphere as right-

hand circularly polarized whistler-mode waves, following the geomagnetic

field lines or irregularities in the electron and ion density profiles. Dur-

ing propagation, they may also undergo amplification by interacting with

energetic charged particles in the plasma. In the Earth ionosphere, atten-

uation in this frequency range is usually low enough so that the waves are

detectable from spacecraft. A wave is called ducted when its propagation is

restricted to irregularities in the ionosphere with a layer or tube structure

where the refractive index gradient allows this region to behave as a cavity

that guides the radio signals. On the contrary, a wave is non-ducted when

there is no such guiding irregularity, so that the wave suffers attenuation due

to geometric divergence as the wave front expands. Figure 5.6 illustrates
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the different propagation of ducted and unducted whistler waves through

the atmosphere of the Earth.

Ducted waves are not subject to such geometric attenuation because the

wave front does not expand, being restricted to the transverse size of the

irregularity. We should note here, however, that the geometric attenuation

may also be small in the case of whistler waves in the Earth’s ionosphere and

magnetosphere, due to their propagation being restricted to the cone within

the Storey angle (Storey, 1953). Some studies suggest that the ducted wave

propagation mode is also possible on the Earth magnetosphere (Cerisier,

1974; Loi et al., 2015). For an introduction to whistler-mode propagation

through the ionosphere and its peculiarities in relation with other propa-

gation modes we refer to the textbooks by Helliwell (1965) and Budden

(1985).

In the case of Venus, the lack of an intrinsic magnetic field would pre-

vent whistler propagation through its ionosphere. However, the solar wind

interaction with its ionosphere induces a magnetic field of complex struc-

ture with values of the order of tens of nT (Marubashi et al., 1985). This

complex structure is illustrated in figure 5.7.

Whistler wave propagation through the ionosphere of Venus is deter-

mined by the background magnetic field and particle collision frequency

profiles. The attenuation mostly depends on electron-neutral, ion-neutral

and electron-ion collisions. Although electron-ion collision frequency is

greater than electron-neutral collisions above 140 km under typical Venus

ionospheric conditions, we have the opposite situation in ionospheric holes

(Huba, 1992; Huba and Rowland, 1993). For this reason, we have only in-

cluded electron-neutral and ion-neutral collisions in our scheme. Electron-

neutral and ion-neutral collision frequencies, denoted respectively as νe and

νi, depend on electron mobility Ke and ion mobility Ki as

νe,i =
e

Ke,ime,i
, (5.4)

where e and me are the electron charge and mass, respectively. We

obtain the mobility of electrons in the ionospheric plasma from BOLSIG+

(Hagelaar and Pitchford, 2005). In the case of ions, we calculate the mobility
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Figure 5.6: Representation of the propagation of ducted and unducted

whistler waves through the magnetosphere of the Earth. The direction of

the bakcground magnetic field is also represented. The unducted whistler

wave can be reflected when its frequency is equal to the local lower hybrid

resonance frequency.
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Figure 5.7: Structure of the magnetic field vector induced in the atmosphere

of Venus by solar winds in the X and Y directions. RV denotes distances in

terms of the planetary radius. Data are folded into a single +Z hemisphere.

Each panel represents a Z position range of ± 0.075 RV . These magnetic

fields have been obtained by PVO measurements near the solar maximum.

The vector labelled as 10 nT represenst a magnetic field vector with a module

of 10 nT. Adapted from Phillips et al. (1986).
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of each considered ion following Mcdaniel and Mason (1973) and Borucki

et al. (1982) as

Ki = 3.74× 1020 (Miξ)
−0.5 n−1

[
cm2V −1s−1

]
, (5.5)

where n is the number density of the atmosphere at a given altitude, ξ

is the polarizability of CO2, and Mi is the reduced mass of the ion, related

to the mass of each ion (mi) and the mass of CO2 molecules (mCO2), as

given by

Mi =
mimCO2

mi +mCO2

. (5.6)

Strangeway (1996) obtained that the collisional Joule dissipation can

be important in the lower ionosphere of Venus for electric field amplitudes

between 10 mV/m and 100 mV/m. However, the electric fields obtained

in our work are below these values. Therefore, we neglect the effect of the

collisional Joule dissipation.

According to the PVO measurements taken above 120 km altitude at

nighttime conditions, O+
2 is the main positive ion species between 120 km

and 150 km, while O+ is dominant at altitudes above 150 km (Taylor et al.,

1979; Bauer et al., 1985). Electrons are the most important negatively

charged particle species at these altitudes. The lack of measurements below

120 km forces us to use models to estimate ion and electron atmospheric

composition. According to Borucki et al. (1982) and Michael et al. (2009),

negative and positive clusters are dominant charge carriers below 60 km of

altitude, while electrons and positive clusters are the main charged particles

between 60 km and 75 km. We use here the calculated electron and ion

density profiles calculated by Pérez-Invernón et al. (2016b), where electrons,

O+
2 and CO+

2 ions are the dominant charged particles between the altitudes

75 km and 120 km.

Both the orientation and value of the background magnetic field are

crucial in the propagation of a wave through a plasma. Whistler mode

propagation is more feasible when the background magnetic field is parallel

to the wave propagation direction. On the other hand, this propagation is

prevented by a horizontal background magnetic field. Following this rea-
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soning, figure 5.7 shows that whistler wave propagation would only be pos-

sible at some concrete locations and moments depending on the momentary

configuration of the background magnetic field. According to PVO and

VEX measurements, the observation of whistler waves coincided with verti-

cal background magnetic field orientation and holes in the charged particle

density profiles (Taylor et al., 1979; Strangeway, 2003; Russell et al., 2013).

Let us now analyze the possibility of whistler wave propagation given

the characteristic of the Venusian ionospheric plasma. For that purpose,

we use the Clemmow-Mullay-Allis (CMA) diagram for a two-component

plasma (see figure 5.8)

This diagram demonstrates different plasma wave modes for a given

frequency ω, depending on the relation between that frequency, the elec-

tron gyrofrequency Ωe and electron plasma frequency ωpe determined by

the plasma. Namely, the diagram shows different regions in which ω is

smaller or greater than Ωe and ωpe, explaining the propagation mode of the

electromagnetic wave for each case.

For parameters relevant to our study the wave propagation is not very

affected by ions, as in the case of a background magnetic field of 10 nT

the lower hybrid frequency and the ion gyrofrequency are below 5 Hz and

2×102 Hz, respectively.

The Budden parameters (Budden, 1985) Y = Ωe/ω and X = ω2
pe/ω

2

serve as the ordinate and the abscissa of the diagram, and the values of the

parameters

R = 1−
ω2
pe

ω (ω − Ωe)
−

ω2
pi

ω(ω + Ωi)
, (5.7)

L = 1−
ω2
pe

ω (ω + Ωe)
−

ω2
pi

ω(ω − Ωi)
, (5.8)

P = 1−
ω2
pe + ω2

pi

ω2
, (5.9)

and

S =
R+ L

2
, (5.10)

described in Stix (1992), form the bounding surfaces that determine

regions where the wave changes its propagation mode. An electromagnetic
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Figure 5.8: Clemmow-Mullay-Allis (CMA) diagram for two-component (elec-

tron and ion) plasma. This diagram demonstrates different plasma wave modes

at given frequency ω, depending on electron gyrofrequency Ωe and electron

plasma frequency ωpe. Taken from (Stix, 1992, p. 27).
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wave propagates in whistler mode when its frequency is lower than the

plasma frequency (ω � ωpe) and has a value between the ion gyrofrequency

and the electron gyrofrequency (Ωi � ω � Ωe). These constrains are

represented in the CMA diagram by regions 7 and 8 (Stix, 1992, p. 27),

where the conditions

ω2
pe + ω2

pi

ω2
> 1 (5.11)

and

Ωe > ω (5.12)

are satisfied.

To analyze the case of whistler waves propagating through the Venusian

ionosphere we can assume an electron density peak of ne0 = 3×104 cm−3 at

nighttime conditions (Bauer et al., 1985) and O+ ions as the main positive

charged particle. We can calculate the electron plasma frequency ωpe, ion

plasma frequency ωpi, electron gyrofrequency Ωe and ion gyrofrequency Ωi

for a wave of frequency 100 Hz with different background magnetic fields.

We estimate that whistler-mode propagation conditions in regions 7 and 8

of the CMA diagram are satisfied by a wave of 100 Hz when the vertical

component of the background magnetic field is greater than 3.57 nT if the

electron density peaks at 3×104 cm−3. We also estimate that ωpe > 100 Hz

even in electron density holes with the electron density peak reduced up

to ∼8 orders of magnitude (i.e., a factor of ∼108), establishing this density

value as the lowest at which non-ducted whistler-mode propagation through

the Venusian atmosphere is possible. The upper electron density values for

a given background magnetic field, on the other hand, are constrained by

the condition that attenuation due to electron collisions is low enough for

the signals to be detectable.
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5.3 Optical signature of possible Venusian TLEs

5.3.1 Description of the models

Following the investigations by Yair et al. (2009), we have discussed in sub-

section 5.2.1 the possibility of halo and elve inception in the lower ionosphere

of Venus. In this section we use the models of halos and elves previously

described in sections 2.2 and 2.3.2 in order to simulate these types of TLEs

in Venus.

Let us start the description of the developed models of Venusian TLEs by

introducing the proposed kinetic scheme. We use a chemical scheme formed

by the species listed in table A.17 of Appendix A.2. These species interact

through the chemical reactions described in table ?? of Appendix A.2. Ac-

cording to the proposed scheme, the main source of ionization that drives

the inception and evolution of Venusian TLEs is the reaction e + CO2 →
CO+

2 + 2e. We include in this proposed chemical model electronic and

vibrational excitation of some molecules in the presence of an applied re-

duced electric field. Optical emissions of terrestrial TLEs are dominated by

some spectral features of the N2 molecule. Optical emissions from some N2

vibro-rotational band transitions could be possible in the case of the Venu-

sian atmosphere and have been included in our proposed kinetic scheme.

In particular, our model computes optical emissions from the LBH, SPS

and FPS of N2 radiating in the ultraviolet (150 - 250 nm), near ultraviolet-

blue (250 nm - 450 nm) and in the visible-near infrared (500 nm - 1.5 µm).

We have also included infrared emissions corresponding to the transition

N2(W 3∆u) → N2(B3Πg).

Despite the possibility of Venusian TLEs emitting light in the mentioned

optical transition, the lower concentration of N2 in this planetary atmo-

sphere suggest that optical emissions from other spectral molecular bands

or atomic lines could also be important. For this reason, we have included

electronic excitation of atomic oxygen to the states O(1S) and O(1D). The

O(1S) could be produced by electron impact of energetic electrons with CO2

through the process e + CO2 → O(1S) + CO + e, while the O(1D) would

be the product of the radiative deexcitation of O(1S). These two excited

species can emit photons by radiative decay in the green line at 557.7 nm
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and in the red line at 630 nm, respectively. It is interesting to note that

emissions in the 557.7 nm line occur in the Venusian nightside continuously

as a consequence of the atomic oxygen nightglow. Brightness of these nat-

ural emissions changes temporal and spatially between less than 10 R and

167 R (Slanger et al., 2006; Gray et al., 2014).

Finally, we include as a possible source of optical emissions the ra-

diative decay from some vibrational levels of CO2. These species can be

excited by electron impact. However, their densities at ambient condi-

tions (E/N ' 0 Td) are also important. We include as initial conditions

altitude-dependent profiles of eight vibrational levels of CO2 ((0001), (1000),

(0110), (0202), (0222), (0310), (0330) and (1110)) previously calculated

under steady-state nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium (N-LTE) (Lopez-

Valverde et al., 2007). The reduced kinetic scheme of our discharge model

includes electron-impact excitation of CO2, vibrational-vibrational (VV),

vibrational-translational (VT) processes and radiative deexcitation produc-

ing IR optical emissions. However, because of the differences between our

reduced kinetic scheme and the Non-LTE kinetics used to calculate ambi-

ent CO2(v) concentrations, our discharge model produces dNCO2(v)(E/N =

0)/dt = A(v) 6= 0. In order to have dNCO2(v)(E/N = 0)/dt = 0 we re-

formulate the continuity equations for the considered CO2(v) by subtracting

A(v) to each of them.

The rest of the details concerning this set of chemical reactions are de-

scribed in Appendix A.2. This kinetic scheme is coupled with two electrody-

namical models taking as inputs the atmosphere of Venus and a hypothetical

lightning discharge. As in the case of the Earth, we simulate halos and elves

using the models described in sections 2.2 and 2.3.2, respectively. Let us

now describe the peculiarities of the application of these two models to the

case of Venus.

For the case of halos, we use the two-dimensional model in cylindrically

symmetrical coordinates described in subsection 2.2. We define vertically

oriented cloud discharges described in section 5.2.2. In particular, we simu-

late halos triggered by three cloud discharges with total energy released of

8×108 J and 1010 J (Krasnopolsky, 1980) and 1011 J as an extreme case. The

channel length is set to 10 km. The spatial domain is composed by a fixed
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cylindrical grid with a radius of 250 km and a range of altitudes between

the ground and 125 km. As in the case of the Earth, both the ground and

the ionospheric layer are approximated as a PEC. We use Neumann type

boundary conditions at r = 250 km for the resolution of the Poisson equa-

tion. The advection-diffusion equations of the chemical species are solved

in a reduced computational domain between the horizontal distance range

from r = 0 km r = 200 km and for altitudes greater than z = 70 km, where

the concentration of charged particles becomes important. We impose Neu-

mann type boundary conditions at these domain limits. The time step is set

to 10 ns. Each parallelized simulation is run during a time of about 7 days

using 10 CPUs.

In the case of elve simulations, we use the three-dimensional model in

Cartesian coordinates described in subsection 2.3.2. The inclusion of a third

dimension allows us to simulate elves produced by tilted cloud lightning

discharges. As in the case of halos, we investigate elves produced by cloud

discharges described in subsection 5.2.2. However, in this case we define two

cloud discharges whose total energy released are 106 J and 107 J (similar

to terrestrial lightning) (Maggio et al., 2009), other two with energies of

1010 J and 2 × 1010 J (Krasnopolsky, 1980), and 1011 J as an extreme

case. We assume again that the channel lightning has a length of 10 km.

However, we now change the inclination of the lightning channel simulating

elves produced by vertical, horizontal and oblique (45◦) lightning discharges.

The spatial domain is formed by a three-dimensional mesh where the x and

y directions correspond to S-N and W-E directions, and z corresponds to

altitude. The lightning discharge is located in the center of the mesh, at an

altitude of 45 km. Horizontal distances are between -250 km and 250 km,

with a step of 1 km for the vertical and horizontal channel cases and 0.5 km

for the oblique channel case, while the altitude domain is between 0 km and

135 km, with a vertical step of 0.5 km. We include 15-cell-wide absorbing

boundaries. The continuity equation of the considered species as well as the

Ohm’s modified equation are exclusively solved where the electron density

is important, that is, at altitudes above 70 km (Borucki et al., 1982). The

lightning current density will be confined in a tube with a width of one cell.

Regarding the time step, we set it to 10 ns, ensuring that the constrains
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detailed in section 2.3.2 are satisfied, choosing a time step smaller than the

Maxwell relaxation time in the upper domain region, whose value is about

50 ns. We run each parallelized simulation during a time of about 5 days

using 10 CPUs.

5.3.2 Results

The previously developed models allow us to investigate the possible in-

ception of halos and elves in the atmosphere of Venus. In this section we

present the results of these two models. We discuss the characteristics of

the optical emission produced by hypothetical Venusian TLEs, focusing on

the predicted brightness in each spectral emission bands.

5.3.2.1 Venusian Halos

We explore the inception of halos in the Venusian atmosphere using the

halo model described in subsection 5.3.1. We show in figure 5.9 the reduced

electric field in the atmosphere of Venus produced by different lightning

discharges. The reduced electric field in the mesosphere reaches higher

values than the reduced electric (74 Td) for lightning energies above 1010 J.

In such situations, halos could be triggered.

If a halo is triggered, ionization would produce an enhancement in the

amount of free electrons in the mesosphere. This increase in the number of

electrons can be seen in figure 5.10, where we plot the electron density in the

atmosphere of Venus under the influence of different lightning discharges.

Both figures 5.9 and 5.10 indicates that Venusian halos could be triggered

at an altitude of about 100 km if a cloud discharge with 2 × 1010 J of energy

takes place in the troposphere.

The calculation of the density of emitting species allow us to compute

the total number of emitted photons in several spectral bands and lines.

Table 5.1 collects the total emitted photons 1 ms after the onset of the halo

in the most important spectral bands considered and for different parent

lightning energies.
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Figure 5.9: Time evolution of the reduced electric field E/N in the atmo-

sphere of Venus under different cloud lightning discharges with total released

energy of 1010 J, 2 × 1010 J and 1011 J. Four snapshots are shown for each en-

ergy. The discharge length of the cloud discharge channel in this case is 10 km,

and the radius of the spheres (acting as clouds) that contain the charges is set

to 2.5 km (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b). Note that the reduced breakdown

field in the Venusian atmosphere is ∼75 Td.
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Figure 5.10: Time evolution of the electron density in the atmosphere of

Venus under different cloud lightning discharges with total released energy

of 1010 J, 2 × 1010 J and 1011 J. Four snapshots are shown for each energy

(Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b).
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Transition Wavelength Emitted photons (1010 J, 2 × 1010 J, 1011 J )

O(1S) → O(1D) 557 nm 9.26 × 1016, 2.45 × 1020, 1.57 × 1022

N2(B3Πg (all v′)) → N2(A3Σ+
g (all v′′)) 550 nm - 1.2 µm 5.26 × 1017, 3.84 × 1020, 2.05 × 1022

N2(C3Πu (all v′)) → N2(B3Πg (all v′′)) 250 - 450 nm 4.24 × 1016, 9.74 × 1019, 5.57 × 1021

N2(W3∆u (v′ = 0)) → N2(X1Σ+
g (v′′ = 5)) 208 nm 1.27 × 1013, 7.10 × 1018, 1.13 × 1020

N2(W3∆u (v′ = 0)) → N2(B3Πg (v′′ = 0)) 136.10 µm 6.30 × 1013, 1.43 × 1018, 2.32 × 1019

N2(a1Πg (v′ = 0)) → N2(a′1Σ−u (v′′ = 0)) 8.25 µm 1.77 × 1016, 1.06 × 1019, 4.01 × 1020

N2(a1Πg (all v′)) → N2(X1Σ+
g (all v′′)) 120 - 280 nm 1.81 × 1017, 3.00 × 1019, 2.85 × 1021

Table 5.1: Total number of emitted photons for cloud lightnings with total

released energy of 1010 J, 2 × 1010 J and 1011 J one millisecond after the onset

of the halo (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b).

In addition, we plot in figures 5.11-5.14 the time-dependent total num-

ber of photons emitted per second from the entire transient glowing halo.

The shown optical emissions per second exhibit a sudden increase (up to

around 0.4 ms) when the reduced electric field reaches breakdown producing

a strong rise in the densities of excited species.

As can be seen in table 5.1, nighttime Venusian halos could emit an

important amount of photons in the atomic oxygen green line 557 nm. The

spectral line of these emissions coincide with the natural nightglow of Venus,

whose brightness varies temporally and spatially between 10 R and 167 R

(Slanger et al., 2006; Gray et al., 2014). We calculate the brightness of

the halo in the 557 nm line in order to compare it with the nightglow

brightness. The optical emission brightness (EB) at a given time in Rayleigh

(R) is calculated from the species densities through the classical expression

(Hunten et al., 1956):

EB(t) = 10−6

∫

L
V (l, t) dl (5.13)

where V (l, t) is the volume emission rate of each species (in photons cm−3s−1)

at a given time, and the integral is taken along the line of sight through the

emission volume over an effective column length L. The total number of

photons per second emitted at a given time (Ehν(t)) are calculated integrat-

ing V (l, t) over the whole volume domain taking into account the cylindrical

symmetry:

Ehν(t) =

∫

V
V (l, t) dV (5.14)

The resultant 557 nm brightness of the halo from its center to its outer

region is plotted in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.11: Total number of photons per second emitted by the entire

halo up to 1 ms due to the radiative decay O(1S) → O + hν (557 nm). The

considered cloud discharges release a total energy of 1010 J (top panel), 2

× 1010 J (middle panel) and 1011 J (bottom panel) (Pérez-Invernón et al.,

2016b).
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Figure 5.12: Total number of photons per second emitted by the entire halo

up to 1 ms due to the radiative decays N2(B3Πg (all v′)) → N2(A3Σ+
g (all

v′′)) + hν (550 nm - 1.2 µm) and N2(C3Πu (all v′)) → N2(B3Πg (all v′′))

+ hν (250 - 450 nm). The considered cloud discharges release a total energy

of 1010 J (top panel), 2 × 1010 J (middle panel) and 1011 J (bottom panel)

(Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b).
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Figure 5.13: Total number of photons per second emitted by the entire

halo up to 1 ms due to the radiative decays N2(W 3∆u (v′ = 0)) → N2(X1Σ+
g

(v′′ = 5)) + hν (208 nm) and N2(W 3∆u (v′ = 0)) → N2(B3Πg (v′′ = 0))

+ hν (136.10 µm). The considered cloud discharges release a total energy

of 1010 J (top panel), 2 × 1010 J (middle panel) and 1011 J (bottom panel)

(Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b).
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Figure 5.14: Total number of photons per second emitted by the entire halo

up to 1 ms due to the radiative decays N2(a1Πg (all v′))→ N2(X1Σ+
g (all v′′))

+ hν (120 - 280 nm) and N2(a1Πg(v′ = 0)) → N2(a′1Πg(v′′ = 0)) + hν (8.25

µm). The considered cloud discharges release a total energy of 1010 J (top

panel), 2 × 1010 J (middle panel) and 1011 J (bottom panel) (Pérez-Invernón

et al., 2016b).
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Figure 5.15: Emission brightness in Rayleigh from the radiative decay O(1S)

→O(1D) (557 nm) along different positions of the glowing disc and for different

times after the beginning of the IC discharge: 0.5 ms (black line), 0.75 ms (red

line) and 1 ms (blue line). The considered cloud discharges release a total

energy of 1010 J (top panel), 2 × 1010 J (middle panel) and 1011 J (bottom

panel) (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b).
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We can see in figure 5.15 that the maximum brightness occurs in the

center (r = 0 km) of the halo with the strongest optical emissions being due

to cloud discharges with total energies above 2 × 1010 J (middle panel). In

particular, the brightness of halos triggered by cloud discharges with 2 ×
1010 J of energy are of the same order than the Venusian natural nightglow.

Therefore, emissions in the 557 nm line could be detectable by spacecraft

orbiting the planet as an increase in the natural nightglow.

The produced O(1D) can also be a source of optical emissions. At halo

altitudes, where the total density is low, the radiative decay of O(1S) (see

Appendix A.2) dominates over collisional deactivation, causing an increase

in the concentration of O(1D) in a timescale of several hundreds of millisec-

onds. After formation, O(1D) will decay radiatively emitting photons in the

red line 630 nm in a longer timescale (' 200 s) than that of the glowing

halo. Although we do not extend our simulation up to the scale of a second,

we expect that emissions in the 630 nm line would occur.

Halo optical emissions from electronically excited states of N2 presented

in table 5.1 are also important. The strongest emissions are produced in

the optical range associated to the FPS and SPS of N2, while near infrared

and ultraviolet emissions are also possible due to N2(W 3∆u) and N2(a1Πg)

states.

Finally, we estimate optical emissions from the vibrational levels of CO2.

Figure 5.16 shows the time evolution of the CO2(001) density after the onset

of the cloud discharge. CO2(001) is the only vibrational level that increases

according to our results. As we clearly see in figure 5.16(c) the CO2(001)

density growth is weak and confined to a region where the total electric field

reaches values close to breakdown. The radiative de-excitation of CO2(001)

takes place ' 2 ms after being excited and emits light in the near infrared

(NIR) range at 4.26 µm.

5.3.2.2 Venusian Elves

In this section, we present the results of the Venusian elve model described

in subsection 5.3.1. This model does not compute the fluxes of ionospheric

electrons, but the induced current. These induced currents are adequate

to predict Venusian elves due to electron heating. However, this scheme is
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Figure 5.16: Time evolution of the CO2(001) density in the center of the

halo created by cloud lightning discharges with total released energy of (a)

1010 J, (b) 2 × 1010 J and (c) 1011 J (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b).
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less accurate in the simulation of halos, where fluxes of ionospheric elec-

trons are highly non-linear. Despite this limitation, this elve model is also

useful to predict the shape of halos triggered by different lightning channel

inclinations.

We investigate the effect of vertical, horizontal and oblique lightning on

the upper atmosphere of Venus taking advantage of the three dimensional

scheme. We choose lightning discharges with total released energies of 106 J,

107 J, 1010 J , 2 × 1010 J and 1011 J.

We plot in figure 5.17 the reduced electric field E/N produced in the

Venusian mesosphere by lightning with different channel inclinations and

total released energies. The lightning-radiated pulse can be seen in the

snapshots at 0.3 ms, while snapshots at 1 ms show the quasi-electrostatic

field component. Differences in the discharge emission pattern can be ap-

preciated comparing the three inclinations considered at different times. We

analyze this pattern for each inclination, as it will determine some optical

emission characteristics. We do not show the lower energetic cases of 106 J

and 107 J, as they produce negligible reduced electric fields below 3 Td.

It is worth to analyze the shape of the radiated pulses in each case, as

the shape of the elve would depend on them. The vertical channel emits

radiation in two lobes that expand from the channel center in the horizontal

direction, producing the pulses shown in figure 5.17, 0.3 ms after the vertical

lightning discharge initiation. Snapshots corresponding to the vertical case

at 1 ms show the reduced electric field due to the quasi-electrostatic field

component, with a maximum right in the vertical line above the discharge.

The situation is rather different when the lightning channel is horizontal.

The snapshots of figure 5.17 corresponding to the horizontal case at 0.3 ms

show that the discharge emits radiation in a lobe that expands in a vertical

plane, producing a reduced electric field higher than in the case of the

vertical channel. Snapshots corresponding to the horizontal case at 1 ms

show the quasi-electrostatic field produced by this channel with two lobes.

Each lobe is located in the vertical right above each charged region or dipole

extreme. Quasi-electrostatic fields produced by the horizontal discharge are

lower than those produced by the vertical discharge because dipolar fields

are higher on the dipole’s axis.
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Figure 5.17: Reduced electric field E/N in the atmosphere of Venus created

by lightnings with several inclinations. We show snapshots at two different

times after the beginning of the discharge with two total released energies: 2

× 1010 J and 1011 J. We plot results for three different channel inclinations

(Pérez-Invernón et al., 2017b).
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Finally, the last column of figure 5.17 shows the oblique discharge case,

where the lightning channel inclination is 45◦. We can see the radiated pulse

at 0.3 ms and the lobe due to the quasi-electrostatic field at 1 ms.

As in the previous section, we can calculate optical emissions from the

density of the main emitting species. Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 collect the

total number of photons emitted by the combination of a halo and an elve

together with their corresponding wavelengths and the total emitted optical

energy. We obtain the maximum number of emitted photons in the case of

the vertical discharge. This is due to the larger quasi-electrostatic field in

vertical discharges, as can be seen in figure 5.17. The total emitted photons

in the less energetic cases of 106 J and 107 J (typical of Earth-like lightning)

are zero or have values below our numerical precision.

Wavelength Vertical channel Horizontal channel Oblique channel

(Photons / Energy) (Photons / Energy) (Photons / Energy)

557 nm 7 × 1018 / 3 J 2 × 1016 / 7 × 10−3 J 6 × 1013 / 2 × 10−5 J

550 nm - 1.2 µm 2 × 1019 / 5 J 5 × 1016 / 1 × 10−2 J 7 × 1014 / 2 × 10−4 J

250 - 450 nm 3 × 1018 / 2 J 3 × 1014 / 2 × 10−4 J 5 × 1012 / 4 × 10−6 J

208 nm 5 × 1018 / 5 J 2 × 1016 / 2 × 10−2 J 2× 1014 / 2 × 10−4 J

136.10 µm 1 × 1018 / 1 × 10−3 J 5 × 1015 / 7 × 10−6 J 5× 1013 / 7 × 10−8 J

8.25 µm 6 × 1018 / 1 × 10−1 J 2 × 1016 / 5 × 10−4 J 2 × 1014 / 5 × 10−6 J

120 - 280 nm 2 × 1018 / 2 J 2 × 1016 / 2 × 10−2 J 2 × 1014 / 2 × 10−4 J

Table 5.2: Total number of emitted photons and approximate optical energy

released from the lower ionosphere for cloud lightning discharges on Venus with

total released energy of 1010 J (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2017b). Transitions are

as in table 5.10.

Wavelength Vertical channel Horizontal channel Oblique channel

(Photons / Energy) (Photons / Energy) (Photons / Energy)

557 nm 3 × 1020 / 1 × 102 J 4 × 1018 / 1 J 2 × 1017 / 7 × 10−2 J

550 nm - 1.2 µm 6 × 1020 / 1 × 102 J 1 × 1019 / 2 J 1 × 1018 / 2 × 10−1 J

250 - 450 nm 1 × 1020 / 6 × 102 J 6 × 1017 / 3 × 10−1 J 6 × 1016 / 3 × 10−2 J

208 nm 1 × 1020 / 1 × 102 J 3 × 1018 / 3 J 2 × 1017 / 2 × 10−1 J

136.10 µm 3 × 1019 / 4 × 10−2 J 6 × 1017 / 9 × 10−4 J 5 × 1016 / 7 × 10−5 J

8.25 µm 2 × 1020 / 5 J 2 × 1018 / 5 × 10−2 J 2 × 1017 / 5 × 10−3 J

120 - 280 nm 7 × 1019 / 7 × 101 J 3 × 1018 / 3 J 2 × 1017 / 2 × 10−1 J

Table 5.3: Total number of emitted photons and approximate optical energy

released from the lower ionosphere for cloud lightning discharges on Venus with

total released energy of 2 × 1010 J (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2017b). Transitions

are as in table 5.10.
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Wavelength Vertical channel Horizontal channel Oblique channel

(Photons / Energy) (Photons / Energy) (Photons / Energy)

557 nm 1 × 1022 / 4 × 103 J 2 × 1021 / 7 × 102 J 2 × 1021 / 7 × 102 J

550 nm - 1.2 µm 2 × 1022 / 5 × 103 J 4 × 1021 / 9 × 102 J 3 × 1021 / 7 × 102 J

250 - 450 nm 5 × 1021 / 3 × 103 J 8 × 1020 / 5 × 102 J 6 × 1020 / 3 × 102 J

208 nm 5 × 1021 / 5 × 103 J 8 × 1020 / 8 × 102 J 6 × 1020 / 7 × 102 J

136.10 µm 1 × 1021 / 1 J 2 × 1020 / 3 × 10−1 J 1 × 1020 / 2 × 10−1 J

8.25 µm 6 × 1021 / 1 × 102 J 7 × 1020 / 2 × 101 J 8 × 1020 / 2 × 101 J

120 - 280 nm 3 × 1021 / 3 × 103 J 8 × 1020 / 8 × 102 J 4 × 1020 / 4 × 102 J

Table 5.4: Total number of emitted photons and approximate optical energy

released from the lower ionosphere for cloud lightning discharges on Venus with

total released energy of 1011 J (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2017b). Transitions are

as in table 5.10.

We can also estimate the brightness of elves following the same approach

as in the previous section. We plot the column brightness in Rayleigh of

some of the simulated elves in figure 5.18 as would be seen at the nadir

from a spacecraft orbiting Venus. We show the column brightness of the

five most intense lines 0.3 ms after the onset of a lightning discharge with a

total released energy of 1011 J. These optical emissions are produced by the

radiation field component and their shape follows the reduced electric field

maxima plotted at 0.3 ms in figure 5.17. As they are produced by electro-

magnetic pulses, the physical mechanism underlying their generation is the

same as in terrestrial elves. As investigated by Marshall et al. (2010) for the

case of elves on Earth, we also find that the lightning channel inclination

influences the shapes of the elve-like mesospheric optical emission in Venus.

As we mentioned above, this model can also be useful to predict the

shape of Venusian halos produced by tilted lightning discharges. Figure 5.19

shows optical emission brightness from O(1S) and N2(B3Πg (all v′)) 1 ms

after the discharge initiation. These optical emissions are due to the quasi-

electrostatic component of the field, their shape matching the reduced elec-

tric field maxima plotted at 1 ms in figure 5.17. In the case of a vertical

channel, the brightness is similar to that previously obtained using the halo

model. The influence of the channel inclination can be clearly seen by com-

paring the three columns of figure 5.19, where the vertical and oblique cases

originate disc-form emissions, and the horizontal case produces two lobules

of light. In the particular case of the line (at 557 nm) emitted by the ra-

diative decay of O(1S), different shape emissions can be seen at 1 ms, as

its long relaxation time of 0.74 s mixes emissions caused by radiation and
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Figure 5.18: Main optical emission brightness, in Rayleigh, in the atmo-

sphere of Venus 0.3 ms after the initiation of a lightning discharge with a total

released energy of 1011 J. The plots show optical emissions produced by radia-

tive decay of O(1S) (557 nm), N2(B3Πg (all v′)) (550 nm - 1.2 µm), N2(C3Πu

(all v′)) (250 - 450 nm), N2(a1Πg (all v′)) (120 - 280 nm) and N2(a1Πg) (v′ =

0)) (8.25 µm). The shown optical emissions correspond to the nadir direc-

tion from an orbiting probe without considering atmospheric and geometric

attenuation (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2017b).
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quasi-electrostatic fields.

5.3.2.3 Comparison with previous measurements

As we mentioned in the introduction, some space missions have attempted

to detect transient optical signals from the Venusian atmosphere without

success. However, according to our results, if halos and elves exist in Venus,

they would emit light. We cross our results with the non-detection of light

by some spacecraft in an effort to estimate a upper limit of TLEs occurrence

in Venus:

1. Vega balloons (Sagdeev et al., 1986; Kremnev and the Vega Balloon

Science Team, 1987) were equipped with light sensors capable of de-

tecting light in a range of wavelengths between 400 nm and 1.1 µm.

Each balloon floated at cloud altitudes collecting data for approx-

imately 22.5 hours without discovering any source of illumination.

However, we cannot use these non-detections to establish an upper

limit in the TLEs rate, as measurements were short and local. Fur-

thermore, optical emissions from TLEs could suffer attenuation before

reaching the balloons.

2. Cassini optical measurements: The Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS)

onboard Cassini spacecraft can detect light between 200 nm and 1.1 µm

(Porco et al., 2004). During its second Venus flyby, this instrument

collected data for 12 minutes obtaining ”flat-field” calibration (Burton

et al., 2001). However, no detection of a source of light was reported.

The lack of information about these optical measurements together

with the short time of observation do not allow us to estimate any

TLE upper limit.

3. Venus Express (VEX) optical measurements: The VIRTIS instrument

onboard VEX was also equipped with a light detector for wavelengths

between 200 nm and 1.1 µm (Piccioni et al., 2007). As TLEs would

emit light from the upper atmosphere, their optical emissions would

not suffer a significant attenuation in its way up to the spacecraft.

Cardeśın Moinelo et al. (2016) performed a dedicated analysis of
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Figure 5.19: Some optical emission brightness, in Rayleigh, in the atmo-

sphere of Venus 1 ms after the initiation of lightning discharges with total

released energies of 2 × 1010 J and 1011 J and three inclinations. The di-

rection of the horizontal and oblique channels in the xy plane is of 45◦. The

shown optical emissions correspond to the radiative decay of O(1S) (557 nm)

and N2(B3Πg (all v′)) (550 nm - 1.2 µm). The optical emissions shown cor-

respond to the nadir direction from an orbiting probe without considering

atmospheric and geometric attenuation (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2017b).
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the optical data acquired by this detector in an effort to find lumi-

nous transient events on the Venus nightside. The data used in this

study were collected with different exposure times, from 0.2 s to 20 s.

Cardeśın Moinelo et al. (2016) did not probe the inexistence of tran-

sient optical emissions. However, their results indicate that either

TLEs are not frequent on Venus or the emitted light is too low to be

detected from the spacecraft altitude.

Several studies based on the analysis of electromagnetic signals (see for

example Russell et al. (1989)) estimated a rate of lightning on Venus of

about 100 flashes per second. According to the halo and elve model that we

have developed, lightning with a total energy released above 1010 J would

produce an observable TLE in the upper atmosphere of Venus. The analysis

performed by Cardeśın Moinelo et al. (2016) suggests that the rate of TLEs

is lower than 5 per second, which leads us to estimate that at least 95 % of

lightning would release a total energy below 1010 J.

5.3.2.4 Feasibility of detecting Venusian TLEs from present and

future orbiters

The predicted Venusian halos and elves would take place above the cloud

desk. Therefore, light emitted by these TLEs would travel to the outer

space without suffering atmospheric absorption and providing evidence of

Venusian lightning existence. In this section we discuss the feasibility of

detecting the simulated Venusian halos and elves from orbiters.

We focus on the possibility of detection of these TLEs by the Japanese

Akatsuki probe, currently orbiting Venus at distances from periapsis at

1000 km to apoapsis at 370000 km (Gibney, 2016). This spacecraft is

equipped with the Lightning and Airglow Camera (LAC) that could be

able to detect the transient green (557.7 nm) line produced by the radia-

tive decay of O(1S) (Takahashi et al., 2008). According to our models,

both Venusian halos and elves would emit light in the 557 nm spectral line.

Figures 5.15 and 5.19 show that, for highly energetic cloud discharges, the

halo brightness in the green line (557.7 nm) is larger than the maximum

natural atomic oxygen nightglow emission of 167 R (Slanger et al., 2006;
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Gray et al., 2014). This means that a camera with sufficiently high tempo-

ral resolution and sufficiently close to the planet could detect the predicted

557.7 nm transient increase above its ambient nightglow value.

Let us now estimate the total number of photons in the 557 nm line that

the LAC camera would receive at its periapsis. If we numerically integrate in

time (up to 1 ms) the total number of photons emitted per second we obtain

the total number of emitted photons up to the instant when the number

of photons emitted per second do not grow any further. From this time

on, we use the calculated number density of each emitting species at 1 ms

to analytically integrate it in time and derive the total number of emitted

photons from 1 ms to infinity. The sum of both (numerical and analytical)

integrals provides the total number of emitted photons. Afterwards, we

can calculate the fraction of emitted photons able to reach an hypothetical

detector with a diameter of 25 mm at a distance L from the halo, located

at around 1000 km of altitude:

Rhν
Ehν

=
πr2

4πL2
, (5.15)

where Rhν is the total number of photons that reach the camera, Ehν is

the number of photons emitted by the entire halo, and r is the radius of

the camera aperture. The total number of received photons in the 557 nm

spectral line for halos triggered by lightning discharges with released en-

ergies of 1010 J, 2 × 1010 J and 1011 J would be 4, 103 and 6.13× 105,

respectively. However, the LAC airglow observation mode only uses a sec-

tion of 1 x 8 pixels of the full (8 x 8 pixels) avalanche photodiode detector

(APD) (Takahashi et al., 2008). Therefore, we can conclude that the total

amount of photons that reaches the airglow detector section from the tran-

sient glowing discharge is 1/8 of the total number of photons received by

the full detector.

In addition to LAC, the Akatsuki spacecraft also carries cameras that

cover the UV range (258 and 360 nm) and the near-IR (1.0, 1.7, 2.0 and

2.3 µm) (Takahashi et al., 2008) covering the spectral range of optical emis-

sions associated to the electronic states N2(B3Πg), N2(C3Πu), N2(W 3∆u)

and N2(a1Πg). In this regard, it is important to note that the transient
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lightning-induced NIR optical emissions in the upper atmosphere of Venus

corresponding to the strong (high radiative decay constants) transitions

N2(W 3∆u(v′ = 3, 4)) → N2(B3Πg(v
′′ = 0)) centered around, respectively,

2.250 µm and 1.709 µm and N2(a1Πg(v
′ = 2, 3))→ N2(a′1Σ−u (v′′ = 0)) cen-

tered around, respectively, 2.214 µm and 1.632 µm are within the spectral

range of the NIR-IR2 camera of Akatsuki. However, vibrational kinetics is

not included in the present version of our model and, consequently, we can-

not precisely compute the concentrations of the vibrational levels underlying

the above-mentioned NIR transitions.

Optical emissions due to the increase in the density of CO2(001) might

not be detectable from space due to the strong ambient emission in the

4.26 µm spectral region (Lopez-Valverde et al., 2007). However, we speculate

that a probe located on the Venus surface (or close to it) could observe this

weak and local transient emission increase corresponding to the 4.26 µm

vibrational transition of CO2.

5.4 Electromagnetical signatures of possible Venu-

sian lightning: Whistler waves

5.4.1 Particularization of the model for the atmosphere of

Venus

We calculate the propagation of whistler waves through the ionosphere of

Venus using the Stanford Full Wave Method (StanfordFWM) described in

Lehtinen and Inan (2008), Lehtinen and Inan (2009) and Lehtinen et al.

(2010) and used in section 3.2. The standard FWM takes an electromag-

netic current as input and calculates the propagation of the radiated pulses

through the atmosphere of the Earth. In this case, we modify the standard

FWM changing the propagation media. We set the plasma characteristics

of the Venusian atmosphere described in subsection 5.2.3 and use as electro-

magnetic pulses a Venusian cloud discharge (see subsection 5.2.2 ). Finally,

we compare the electromagnetic wave that escapes from the planet with

measurements reported by PVO and VEX spacecraft. This comparison will

allow us to estimate some characteristics of the source from the detected sig-
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nals. The simulations using the FWM are carried out in a CSIC computer

cluster in Madrid called “Trueno”.

The FWM solves the Maxwell equations and calculates all the electro-

magnetic field components in the frequency domain for a wave generated

in and propagating through a stratified medium. Apart from the effect of

the plasma characteristic of the medium in the propagation of waves, the

method can also include the effect of a background magnetic field. There-

fore, we are capable of setting the characteristics of the Venusian ionosphere

in this method. As we explained in subsection 5.2.3, the characteristics of

the ionosphere of Venus can change in the presence of “ionospheric holes”.

These holes exhibit characteristics that favor the propagation of electromag-

netic waves. In particular, the density of the charged particles can be more

than 3 ordes of magnitude lower than the ambient density (Bauer et al.,

1985), while a vertically oriented magnetic field with values up to 40 nT

can appear. The characteristics of the holes are a direct consequence of the

interaction between the ionosphere and the solar wind (Marubashi et al.,

1985).

As the characteristics of the ionospheric holes seem to be variable, we

investigate whistler propagation at different ionospheric conditions. We per-

form different simulations using the FWM in order to determine the relation

between the holes characteristics and the wave propagation. For this pur-

pose, we calculate wave propagation from a cloud discharge through the

Venusian ionosphere for vertical background magnetic fields with magni-

tudes between 0 nT and 40 nT. We also reduce the charged particle density

between 0 and 8 orders with respect to the ambient value. This strategy

will allow us to determine the ideal hole characteristics that favor the prop-

agation of whistler waves through the atmosphere of Venus.

As we explained in section 3.2, the FWM can be applied to calculate

wave propagation in different coordinate systems. Since we are interested in

the whistler wave propagation in the presence of a vertical magnetic field,

we use a cylindrically symmetrical scheme. Finally, results are transformed

to a Cartesian coordinate system as we will explain below.

As we are exclusively interested in the propagation of waves in the up-

ward direction, we neglect the planetary curvature in our calculations. This
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approach is justified for frequencies above the Schumann resonances, that

would be produced at frequencies between 9 Hz and 24 Hz in the Venusian

atmosphere (Simões et al., 2008).

In the case of a horizontal discharge, the source has two spatial com-

ponents, denoted as Ix and Iy. Electromagnetic wave propagation from an

horizontal discharge channel can be modeled with FWM taking advantage

of the source expansion in axial harmonics, provided that the dielectric per-

mittivity is axisymmetric. We use the fact that the Fourier transform of

any function A(x, y) defined in the space coordinates x and y that depends

on the radial distance r as

A(x, y) = A(r) exp (i n φ) , (5.16)

where i is the imaginary unit and n is an integer, is

A(kx, ky) =
2π

in
An(k) exp (i n χ) , (5.17)

where the 2D Fourier transform is defined as

A(kx, ky) =

∫
exp (−i (kxx+ kyy))A(x, y) dx dy, (5.18)

and

A(x, y) =

∫
exp (i (kxx+ kyy))A(kx, ky)

dkx dky
(2π)2

, (5.19)

with the integrals having infinite limits. The polar coordinates used

above are

x = r cos(φ), y = r sin(φ) (5.20)

kx = k cos(χ), ky = k sin(χ), (5.21)

while An(k) is the Hankel transform of A(r), defined as

An(k) =

∫ ∞

0
A(r)Jn(kr)r dr (5.22)

A(r) =

∫ ∞

0
An(k)Jn(kr)k dk, (5.23)
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where Jn(kr) is the nth order Bessel function of the first kind.

The function A is a scalar, which can be any of the components of a

vector, e.g., Ix, Iy or Iz. However, the FWM takes as an input of the

source the values of Ix(k), Iy(k) and Iz(k) at χ = 0 (Lehtinen and Inan,

2008, 2009; Lehtinen et al., 2010). To calculate the fields we need to know

the angular dependence Ix(χ), Iy(χ) and Iz(χ). The input to the FWM

requires that the polar components of the current in (kx, ky, z)-space satisfy

(Ik, Iχ, Iz) ∼ exp(imχ). Then the polar components of the electromagnetic

fields in the (kx, ky, z)-space, will also have the same χ-dependence (due to

linearity and axial symmetry of the dielectric permittivity). These can be

then converted to fields in (x, y, z)-space at φ=0.

The geometrical scheme used in this model is shown in figure 5.20. It

can be summarized as follows:

1. Cylindrical coordinate system, where the r axis is parallel to the

ground and the axis of symmetry, denoted as z, points towards nadir.

We do not take into account the planetary curvature, as our purpose

is to calculate upward propagation from a stroke locally. Results are

transformed to Cartesian coordinates before plotting.

2. Background magnetic field vertical to the ground everywhere.

3. Two different lightning-channel inclinations, parallel and vertical to

the ground. The source is located in the z axis. The direction and

propagation of the emitted electromagnetic wave will be obtained for

each case.

Let us now describe the method to compare our results with reported

signals by PVO and VEX. The FWM allows us to obtain the electromag-

netic wave components at different altitudes and horizontal distances from

the source. However, we cannot directly compare our calculated fields with

the observations by PVO and VEX, as these spacecraft did not measure

electromagnetic field components, but the power spectral density within a

frequency band during a certain time interval (Scarf et al., 1980; Strange-

way, 2003; Russell et al., 2013). In this section, we will explain an approx-
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Figure 5.20: Geometrical scheme in cylindrical coordinates and ambient

concentration of electrons in the nightside of Venus (red line) (Borucki et al.,

1982; Bauer et al., 1985; Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b). Lightning channels

can be vertical (red) or horizontal (blue). We calculate lightning-produced

electromagnetic fields at detection levels (green dashed lines) to compare with

observations. The background magnetic field is vertical to ground everywhere

(Pérez-Invernón et al., 2017a).
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imate method to compare our results with the available measurements at

frequencies between 5 Hz and 100 Hz.

The FWM takes as input the ω-space current moment. We calculate it

as the Fourier transform of the equation (5.2) multiply by the length of the

dipole (L) as:

K(ω) = LI0

(
1

1
τ1
− iω

− 1
1
τ2
− iω

)
. (5.24)

We use the FWM to calculate the Cartesian electromagnetic field com-

ponents F(ω) = (Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, Hz) at a given altitude for a particular

frequency. The transfer functions can be defined as the ratio of absolute

values between each field component and the source:

Tj(ω) =
|Fj(w)|
|K(w)|

, (5.25)

where j denotes the electromagnetic field component.

To relate the experimentally observed power spectrum of electromag-

netic radiation to the power spectrum radiated by the source (equation 5.24),

we need to make some assumptions regarding the lightning temporal distri-

bution. The simplest approximation is to assume a constant rate ν of plan-

etary lightning strokes per second with similar characteristics, neglecting

stationallity and lightning occurrence correlation. Then the power spectral

density for each electromagnetic field component is

Sj(ω) = ν |Tj(w)|2 |K(w)|2 . (5.26)

Russell et al. (1989) obtained an approximate value for the rate ν of

80 flashes per second with a total released energy of 2 × 1010 J per flash.

We will normalize our computations to a value of ν=1 flash per second. By

scaling our results we can then obtain the rate that best agrees with the

measured power spectral density.

This way to calculate the power spectral density assumes an approximate

lightning flash rate value that is constant in time. However, both PVO and

VEX spacecraft recorded time variations of the power spectral density that
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can be due to several factors, as for example, a temporal dependence of the

lightning distribution or due to some instrumental aspects.

The Pioneer Venus Orbiter was equipped with the Orbiter Electric Field

Detector (OEFD), a plasma wave instrument with four band-pass chan-

nels centered at 100 Hz, 730 Hz, 5.4 kHz, and 30 kHz (Scarf et al., 1980;

Colin, 1980). This instrument had an antenna (Russell and Scarf, 1990)

that recorded electric field components on a plane, hence the changes of the

angle between the direction of the wave propagation and the plane of mea-

surement during the time of observation could entail a temporal variation

in the measured power spectral density. In this work, we will compare our

calculated power spectral density with PVO peak measurements at altitudes

of 130 km, 150 km (Strangeway, 2003) and 250 km (Scarf et al., 1980) in the

band-pass channel centered at 100 Hz, where whistler waves were observed.

The Venus Express instrumentation was different to that onboard PVO,

as it recorded magnetic field components instead of electric field compo-

nents. The VEX spacecraft was equipped with a magnetometer system

(MAG) consisting of two sensors for measuring the magnetic field magni-

tude and direction (Titov et al., 2006). We will calso ompare our power

spectral density calculations with the measurements taken by VEX during

nightside observations at 250 km altitude (Russell et al., 2013). Interest-

ingly, VEX recorded transverse right-handed guided waves were consistent

with whistler mode propagation.

5.4.2 Results: Characteristic of whistler waves traveling through

the Venusian ionosphere

We calculate the characteristics of a whistler wave propagating through

the ionosphere of Venus following the previous scheme based on the FWM.

We present the obtained results in this section. We divide the results in

two subsections, as the aim of these calculations is the comparison with

measurements of PVO and VEX. The first section is devoted to the power

spectral densities based on the electric field components of the wave, while

the second section presents the power spectral density based on the magnetic

field components. Finally, we calculate the Poynting flux of the signal and
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Figure 5.21: Maximum power spectral density (PSD) in (V/m)2Hz−1 cal-

culated from the Ex and Ey components at different altitudes and resulting

from a lightning rate of 1 stroke per second for horizontal discharges (first row)

and vertical discharges (second row). The x-axis represent the background

magnetic field and the y-axis corresponds to the ionospheric hole magnitude,

defined as the reduction of the electron density compared to the background

value (ne0) which peaks at around 3 × 104 cm−3. This definition of the x-axis

alludes explicitly to the holes detected by PVO. We plot results for background

magnetic fields greater than 1 nT (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2017a).

estimate the transfer function of the Venusian ionosphere.

5.4.2.1 Power spectral density based on the electric field

We will first analyze the power spectral density of the electric field com-

ponents at a frequency 100 Hz. We focus on this frequency in order to

compare with the power spectral density of the electric field reported by

PVO at 100 Hz.

Figure 5.21 shows the calculated power spectral density of the electric

field at different altitudes for horizontal and vertical lightning discharges
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with a rate of 1 stroke per second and a total released energy per stroke

of 2 × 1010 J. These calculations are performed for different background

magnetic field (vertical axis) and different reductions in the peak electron

and ion density (horizontal axis) in the charged particle density profiles (see

the figure caption for the definition).

The maximum power spectral densities measured by PVO at 100 Hz be-

tween 130 km and 250 km of altitudes were of the order of 10−4 (V/m)2Hz−1

(Scarf et al., 1980; Strangeway, 2003). The second row of figure 5.21 shows

the power spectral density for a flash per second. According to this figure,

a lightning rate of 100 flashes per second would produce a power spectral

density similar to the one reported by PVO if the background magnetic field

ranges between 5 nT and 40 nT and the electron and ion profile suffer a

reduction between 105 and 106. The expected power spectral density de-

creases steeply when the hole is less pronounced. It is interesting to note

that the calculated power spectral density at 250 km of altitude also de-

creases in the case of a depletion of 108 in electron density. This effect can

be due to the lack of electrons creating unfavorable conditions to whistler

mode propagation.

Figures 5.22 and 5.23 shows the electromagnetic field and Poynting vec-

tor components produced by a vertically and a horizontally oriented light-

ning discharge in the ionosphere of Venus, respectively. According to the

spatial distribution of the horizontal components of the electromagnetic field

(Ex and Ey), whistler mode propagation is possible at horizontal distances

between 10 km and 100 km from the source. The Poynting vector compo-

nents indicate the direction of the energy flux and the region of maximum

absorption. It can be seen that the maximum wave attenuation is pro-

duced at altitudes around 125 km. This altitude coincides with the largest

enhancement in the electron density, where the induced current in the iono-

sphere shields the electromagnetic field and influences the flux direction. In

the case of the horizontally oriented lightning discharge, the whistler wave

traverses the ionosphere traveling along a vertical column right above the

source. The vertical component of the Poynting vector exhibits negative

values at an horizontal distance of ∼50 km from the lightning discharge, in-

dicating a downwards flux of energy produced by the reflection of the wave
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Figure 5.22: Time averaged electromagnetic field and Poynting vector com-

ponents produced by a vertical discharge in the ionosphere of Venus under a

background magnetic field of 20 nT and a reduction of 5 orders of magnitude

in the electron and ion densities. The vertical lightning discharge is located

at 45 km of altitude and produces a wave with a frequency of 100 Hz. This

plot shows atmospheric regions above an altitude of 100 km (Pérez-Invernón

et al., 2017a).
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Figure 5.23: Time averaged electromagnetic field and Poynting vector com-

ponents produced by a horizontal discharge in the ionosphere of Venus under

a background magnetic field of 20 nT and a reduction of 5 orders of magnitude

in the electron and ion densities. In this case, The horizontal lightning dis-

charge is a dipole located at 45 km of altitude and contained in the plane x-z.

The source produces a wave with a frequency of 100 Hz. As in figure 5.22, this

plot shows atmospheric regions above an altitude of 100 km (Pérez-Invernón

et al., 2017a).
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in the lower ionosphere.

5.4.2.2 Power spectral density of the magnetic field

Let us now analyze the power spectral density from the calculated magnetic

field components in the range of frequencies between 5 Hz and 64 Hz, always

above the lower hybrid frequency. In this case, we choose these frequencies (

5 Hz - 64 Hz) in order to compare with the power spectral density reported

by VEX.

Figure 5.24a shows the maximum calculated power spectral density at

40 Hz and 250 km altitude for vertical lightning discharges assuming a

rate of 1 stroke per second and a total released energy per stroke of 2 ×
1010 J. Again, the result is calculated for different background magnetic

field values (vertical axis) and different reductions of the electron and ion

densities (horizontal axis) in the ionosphere of the planet.

In the case of the VEX spacecraft, power spectral measurements were

recorded using a magnetometer in the range of frequencies between 0 Hz and

64 Hz. We compare our calculations with measurements of transverse right-

handed guided waves recorded by VEX during its nightside observation on

June 9, 2006 (Russell et al., 2013). According to the data analysis performed

by Russell et al. (2013), the maximum power spectral densities at 40 Hz was

around 10−2 (nT)2Hz−1. However, the calculated power spectral density in

figure 5.24a suggests that a rate of around 100 flashes per second and a

reduction of 5 orders of magnitude in the electron and ion density would be

necessary to produce the VEX observed power spectral density. As in the

previous case, an increase in the charged particles density would produce

more wave attenuation.

Figure 5.24b shows the frequency dependence of the calculated spectral

density for different hole magnitudes and a background magnetic field of

15 nT, together with the VEX recorded spectrum in the nightside by VEX

(Russell et al., 2013). We see that different electron and ion densities cause

different frequency-dependent attenuation in the propagating wave. Venus

Express recorded radio signals for different atmospheric conditions (Rus-

sell et al., 2013), obtaining different spectra of the transverse right-handed

guided wave during daytime and nighttime conditions. The downward slope
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Figure 5.24: (left) Power spectral density at 250 km of altitude in (nT)2Hz−1

calculated at 40 Hz from the Bx and By components at different altitudes and

resulting from a lightning rate of 1 stroke per second for vertical discharges.

The axes are the same as in figure 5.21. We also plot results for background

magnetic fields greater than 1 nT. (right) Calculated power spectral density

for different frequencies and a fixed intermediate background magnetic field of

15 nT, where the numbers in the inset indicate the order of magnitude of the

reduction in the electron and ion density peak, ne0 . The spectrum recorded

in the nightside of Venus by VEX is also shown (dashed line) (Russell et al.,

2013). Results below 24 Hz could change with the inclusion of the planetary

curvature as a consequence of the Schumann resonances (Pérez-Invernón et al.,

2017a).
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exhibited by the spectra for hole magnitudes of 3, 4 and 5 are approximately

similar to the measurements taken by VEX in the Venusian nightside (Rus-

sell et al., 2013). If we compare the curves in figure 5.24b for different

electron densities (hole magnitude) and curves obtained by VEX for differ-

ent conditions, we see that the spectrum changes depending on the profile or

the presence of a hole. Venus Express was not equipped with an instrument

to measure plasma densities. However, our results and available VEX mea-

surements suggest that there exists a direct relation between the spectrum

of the wave and the profile of charged particles, with a flatter spectrum for

higher electron densities.

5.4.2.3 Transfer function of the Venusian ionosphere

The transfer function indicates the attenuation suffered by a wave travelling

through a planetary atmosphere at a given frequency. We can calculate

the attenuation in decibels for different Venusian atmospheric conditions

(background magnetic field and electron density) using the time-averaged

Poynting vector S = 1
2<(E ×H∗), where <(x) stands for the real part of

x. The attenuation is A = 10 log10

(
S
S0

)
, where S is the module of the

Poynting vector at 250 km of altitude, and S0 is the module of the Poynting

vector at a reference level (calculated at 75 km of altitude).

Figure 5.25 shows the calculated A for a 100 Hz electromagnetic wave

traversing the Venusian atmosphere altitudes from 75 km to 250 km for

holes magnitudes between 3 and 7. In the vertical axis, we plot background

magnetic fields greater than 3 nT. In the case of a background magnetic

field lower than this value or hole magnitudes smaller than 3 the transfer

function becomes almost zero.

It can be seen that an ionosphere without holes and background mag-

netic field produces the strongest attenuation. However, the existence of

holes together with background magnetic field enhances wave propagation.
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Figure 5.25: Attenuation of the electromagnetic signal (in dB) at 100 Hz

after traversing the Venusian ionosphere from 75 km to 250 km altitude under

a background magnetic field greater than 3 nT. The axes are the same as in

Figure 5.21. Here we plot values of the transfer function for different orders

of magnitude in the reduction of the electron and ion density peak (Pérez-

Invernón et al., 2017a).
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5.4.2.4 Remarks about the comparison between calculated and

reported signals

Although Very Low Frequency (VLF) waves recorded by Pioneer Venus

Orbiter (PVO) and Venus Express (VEX) suggest the existence of lightning

in Venus (Taylor et al., 1979; Scarf et al., 1980; Strangeway, 2003; Russell

et al., 2013), the source of these VLF signals is not completely clear since

the altitude where they are produced is not known.

We have calculated the whistler wave propagation of a lightning-produced

wave through the Venusian ionosphere in order to compare with observa-

tions. We have made realistic assumptions about the lightning characteris-

tics (Krasnopolsky, 1980; Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b) and the atmospheric

conditions (Borucki et al., 1982; Bauer et al., 1985; Marubashi et al., 1985;

Ho et al., 1991; Michael et al., 2009; Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b), on the

basis of which we obtained both the attenuation of whistler waves and the

expected time-averaged power spectral density as a function of a global

lightning rate. According to our results, unducted whistler-wave propaga-

tion is possible under the existence of local and temporal reductions in the

electron and ion density and an induced background magnetic field greater

than 4 nT and perpendicular to the wave propagation. These results are

consistent with previous studies (Huba and Rowland, 1993).

Comparison between the obtained results and the reported signals allow

us to estimate the global flash rate (lightning flashes per second) needed

to reproduce the observations in the presence of ionospheric holes. For

lightning with a total energy released of 2 × 1010 J (Krasnopolsky, 1980),

the required number of lightning per second is of the order of 100, as in

(Russell et al., 1989).

However, for other (more realistic) energies of the order of average ter-

restrial lightning with total energy released of 107 J, the needed number of

lightning per second must be as high as around 106. This unrealistic value

leads us to suggest that, if the observed signals are generated by lightning,

the average energy released by Venusian lightning is considerably greater

than the terrestrial lightning energies.

We can also estimate the needed rate of lightning assuming that the
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reported whistler wave was propagating in the ducted mode. Although our

investigations are based on the propagation of unducted whistler waves,

we can estimate the effects of the geometric attenuation in the unducted

case compared to ducted propagation. The unducted wave energy at the

spacecraft altitude goes through an area which is of the order D2 where

D ∼ 200 km is the vertical distance between the source and the observing

spacecraft. This area may be less if we take into account that the whistler

wave group velocities are contained within the Storey cone around the back-

ground magnetic field (Helliwell, 1965). The geometric attenuation factor

is therefore at most D2/aduct, where aduct is the cross-sectional area of the

duct. Thus, for realistically sized ducts of >10 km transverse length, the

ducted results would be about 102–103 higher than those of the unducted

case. However, the propagation of ducted waves through the terrestrial

ionosphere seems to be infrequent (Cerisier, 1974; Loi et al., 2015). This

suggests that the observation of ducted waves from the Venusian ionosphere

would be also improbable.

Future missions with dedicated instrumentation to take precise measure-

ments of plasma parameters together with radio wave signals could be use-

ful to determinate the source of the radio signals observed by the PVO and

VEX missions. Furthermore, measurements of the wave attenuation depen-

dence with frequency could provide useful information about the Venusian

atmosphere composition.
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Chapter 6

Elves produced in Giant

Gaseous Planets

6.1 Introduction

The first light from an extraterrestrial electrical discharge recorded by a

spacecraft was produced in the Jovian atmosphere in 1979 (Cook et al.,

1979). The report of this flash by the Voyager 1 (NASA) marked a break-

through in the field of atmospheric electricity, as it was the proof that

lightning is not an exclusively terrestrial phenomenon. This spacecraft also

reported whistler waves produced from Jovian electrical discharges (Gurnett

et al., 1979).

After the discovery of electrical discharges in the atmosphere of Jupiter,

the Voyager 1 continued its journey to another giant gaseous planet, Saturn.

The spacecraft reported high frequency (HF) radio emissions probably pro-

duced by electrical discharges taking place in the atmosphere of the planet

(Warwick et al., 1981). These signals are known as Saturn Electrostatic Dis-

charges (SEDs). However, it was only in 2010 when the first optical light

from a Saturnian electrical discharge was detected Dyudina et al. (2010,

2013). These flashes were reported by the Cassini spacecraft.

After flying over Saturn, the Voyagers 1 and 2 also visited the other two

giant gaseous planets in the Solar System, Uranus and Neptune. These

spacecraft also reported electromagnetic signals from the atmosphere of
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these planets (Zarka and Pedersen, 1986; Gurnett et al., 1990; Kaiser et al.,

1991), indicating that the existence of lightning discharges could be a com-

mon feature of the giant gaseous planets.

There have been other detection of electrical discharges from the at-

mospheres of Jupiter and Saturn, as explained in subsection 1.3.1. In this

chapter, we investigate the possibility of the existence of Jovian and Satur-

nian TLEs, as proposed by Yair et al. (2009) and also explored by Dubrovin

et al. (2010, 2014b); Luque et al. (2014). In particular, we focus on the

possibility of elve inception triggered by lightning-driven electromagnetic

pulses, although our model also computes the electrostatic and induction

field components that could produce halos. In addition, we compare the pre-

dicted elve light emissions with the optical flashes reported by the Cassini

spacecraft (NASA, ESA and ASI) in order to determine if they were emit-

ted by lightning or TLEs. For this purpose, we follow the same approach of

Luque et al. (2014), who developed a two-dimensional model of Saturnian

and Jovian elves in a cylindrically symmetrical coordinate systems. How-

ever, in our case we have upgraded the model using a three-dimensional

approach, previously described in subsection 2.3.2, coupled with the same

basic scheme of kinetic reactions used by Luque et al. (2014). The choice of a

three-dimensional scheme allows us to investigate the shape and brightness

of the predicted elves depending on the inclination of the parent-lightning

channel, as well as to include the effect of the background magnetic field

produced by the core of each giant gaseous.

6.1.1 Model of TLEs in Jupiter and Saturn

The atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn are mainly formed by neutral H2

and He with volume mixing ratios of 89/11 and 90/10, respectively. These

giant gaseous planets also contain traces of other important species, such

as methane, ammonia or water.

The structure of the Saturnian and Jovian atmospheres is illustrated in

figure 6.1. The large quantity of mass of the giant gaseous planets com-

presses the atmosphere, causing a high internal heating. This energy pro-

duces convection movements that reach the mixed-phase cloud layer, where
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Figure 6.1: Structure of the Jovian (left) and Saturnian (right) atmospheres.

Lightning discharges take place in the cloud layers. The altitude of 0 km is

conventionally defined at the level where the pressure is 1 bar in each planetary

atmosphere. Adapted from Pearson Prentice Hall, Inc. (2011).

water is present. Part of this convective energy is spent in a separation of

charge that can trigger lightning discharges (Williams et al., 1983).

Hypothetical elves taking place in the atmosphere of Jupiter and Saturn

would be triggered by a parent-lightning discharge. In the case of the giant

gaseous planets without a solid layer acting as ground, the only possible

type of lightning are the cloud discharges.

Let us characterize the lightning discharges that we will use as inputs of

the electrodynamical model of elves (subsection 2.3.2). These lightning dis-

charges take place in the cloud layers of Saturn and Jupiter (see figure 6.1).

In our model, we set the altitude of the parent-lightning at an altitude of

-160 km in the case of Saturn, and -85 km in the case of Jupiter. We define

the cloud discharge current as a bi-exponential function with total and rise

times of, respectively, τ1 = 1 ms and τ2 = 0.1 ms. According to Borucki

and McKay (1987); Yair et al. (1995); Fischer et al. (2007, 2008); Dyudina

et al. (2010, 2013), the total energy released by lightning in gaseous planets

is around 1012 J or 1013 J, creating a charge moment change (CMC) with a
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value between M=104 C km and M=106 C km, depending on the lightning

channel length h and the charged region radius R (Dubrovin et al., 2014b;

Luque et al., 2014).

The electromagnetic field created by these lightning discharges could

trigger TLEs in the lower ionosphere of these planets, as in the case of the

Earth. Yair et al. (2009) hypothesized that Jovian TLEs could take place if

the electron-impact ionization of H2 and He exceed the electron attachment

of H2 as a consequence of a high reduced electric field (Dubrovin et al., 2014b;

Luque et al., 2014). This situation would lead to the electronic excitation

of H2 to the states H2(d3Πu) and H2(a3Σ+
g ). These excited molecules could

emit photons after suffering radiative decay to H2(a3Σ+
g ) and H2(b3Σg),

respectively (Dubrovin et al., 2014b). These emissions would be distributed

in the Fulcher band (390-700 nm) and in the near UV (160-380 nm).

We plot in figure 6.2 the weighted ionization and attachment rates ac-

cording to he ratio of H2 and He of the Jovian atmosphere. According to

this figure, the value of the breakdown electric field in the atmospheres of

Jupiter and Saturn is about 38 Td.

Following this reasoning, we can estimate the reduced electric field that

could be reached in the lower ionosphere of these giant gaseous planets as

a consequence of a lightning discharge. If this field exceeds the breakdown

value, TLEs could be ignited. The approximated value of these fields can

be seen in figure 6.3.

It is interesting to note that the radiation electric field component domi-

nates over the quasi-static and induction electric fields. Therefore, the most

common TLEs in the Saturnian and Jovian atmosphere would probably be

elves.

The value of the reduced lightning-produced electric field in the lower

ionosphere would be highly dependent on the shielding caused by the elec-

tron density profile. However, Saturnian and Jovian electron density profiles

at ionospheric altitudes are uncertain and could vary with the latitude. Fol-

lowing Luque et al. (2014), we discuss different scenarios and choose several

ionospheric profiles to simulate Saturnian and Jovian TLEs.

In the case of Saturn, the ionospheric profile can be different depending

on the existence of a hydrocarbon (CHx) layer. Therefore we choose two
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Figure 6.2: Weighted ionization and attachment rates as a function of the re-

duced electric field in the Jovian atmosphere. These rates have been calculated

with BOLSIG+ (Hagelaar and Pitchford, 2005).

different profiles, one of them calculated by Moore et al. (2004), and other

extended by Galand et al. (2009) to include an ionized CHx layer that lowers

the ionosphere down to 600 km. In the case of Jupiter, we use ingress and

egress radio occultation measurements of the Voyager 2 (V2N and V2X)

(Hinson et al., 1997).

Another important characteristic of the ionosphere of Saturn and Jupiter

is the background magnetic field produced in their inner cores. This mag-

netic field can influence the propagation of electromagnetic waves, favoring

or difficulting the penetration of EMPs in the ionospheric region. In addi-

tion, the latitudinal tilt of the magnetic field vector leads to an anisotropic

plasma that could influence the shape of the Saturnian and Jovian TLEs.

According to Russell and Dougherty (2010), the angle between the dipole

axis that originates the magnetic field and the rotation axis is less than 1◦

in the case of Saturn, and about 10◦ in the case of Jupiter. Therefore we
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Figure 6.3: Approximated quasi-static, induction, and radiation-reduced

electric fields in the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn as a consequence of a

lightning discharge with a CMC of 105 C km and a characteristic discharge

time of 100 µs. In these plots Luque et al. (2014) do not take into account the

effect of the ionospheric electrons in the electric field. Adapted from (Luque

et al., 2014).

can neglect this angle in both cases to calculate the dipolar magnetic field

at a given latitude. The equatorial magnetic field is of the order of tens of

microteslas in the case of Saturn and hundreds of microteslas in the case

of Jupiter. As a reasonable approximation to the values of the magnetic

field in the region where lightnings and their effects take place, we consider

a value of 20 × 103 nT in the Saturnian atmosphere and 200 × 103 nT in

the Jovian atmosphere, although there are no direct measurements of these

fields at such altitudes. According to Dyudina et al. (2010, 2013), lightning

on Saturn during the 2004-2017 Cassini epoch is common at latitudes of

about ± 35◦. However, Saturnian lightning can also take place at other

latitudes, depending on the location of The Great White Spot storms. In

the case of Jupiter, there exists evidence of lightning at several different
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latitudes, including near the poles (Baines et al., 2007). In our model, the

background magnetic field inclination determined by the latitude can influ-

ence wave propagation, therefore we study the case of lightning in Saturn

at a latitude of 35◦ (Dyudina et al., 2010, 2013), while on Jupiter we extend

the studies to equatorial and polar latitudes.

As we mentioned before, we use the electrodynamical model described

in subsection 2.3.2 to investigate the inception of TLEs in the atmospheres

of Saturn and Jupiter. In the case of the Saturnian ionosphere model with

a layer of ionized CHx, we set the horizontal distances of our computational

domain between -2200 km and 2200 km with altitudes between -1000 km

and 1108 km, using 24 cells for the absorbing boundary conditions. We

choose a time step of 100 ns ensuring the constrains already discussed in

subsection 2.3.2. For the atmosphere without a CHx layer, the electromag-

netic wave will suffer less attenuation than in the case with a CHx layer,

since the amount of electrons between the discharge location and the iono-

sphere is lower, therefore we run the simulations up to higher layers, with

altitudes between -900 km and 1116 km, defining the absorbing boundary

conditions in the last 28 cells and setting a smaller time step of 50 ns. In

both cases, we restrict the domain where the modified Ohm’s equation is

solved to altitudes above 400 km.

Horizontal distances in the Jovian atmosphere are set between -1500 km

and 1500 km with altitudes between -800 km and 440 km, defining the ideal

boundary conditions in the last 20 cells and a time step of 10 ns. We solve

the modified Ohm’s equation for altitudes above 0 km. The same conditions

are used for the two different Jovian electron profiles considered.

In order to obtain the optical signature of Saturnian lightning 5 ms after

the discharge initiation in the upper atmosphere, we run each parallelized

simulation for about 20 days using 10 CPUs in a cluster. In the case of

Jupiter, the atmospheric effects 3 ms after the beginning of a stroke are

obtained by running simulations during about 18 days and using the same

number of CPUs as in the case of Saturn.
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6.2 Results

6.2.1 Reduced electric field and electron density in the lower

ionosphere

Lightning discharges in the atmopsheres of Saturn and Jupiter would create

an electromagnetic field that could affect the ionosphere. We use the elec-

trodynamical model described in subsection 2.3.2 to compute those fields

and predict the inception and evolution of TLEs.
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Figure 6.4: Reduced electric field E/N and electron density perturbation in

the atmosphere of Saturn created between 4.8 ms and 5 ms after the beginning

of a lightning discharge with a CMC of 105 C km and different channel incli-

nations and initial electron density profiles (with and without a CHx layer).

Subplots show results in the y-z plane for a latitude of 35◦. The total energy

released by the considered lightning is 1012 J. In the case of the vertical dis-

charge, the channel is a straight line with coordinates x = y = 0, while in

the case of the horizontal discharge, its coordinates are x=z=0. The oblique

channel, contained in the y-z plane, forms an angle of 45◦ with the y axis.

The background magnetic field at this latitude forms an angle of 35◦ with the

vertical axis, and is contained in the plane x-z (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2017b).

Figure 6.4 shows the reduced electric field and the electron density per-
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turbation in the Saturnian ionosphere as a consequence of a lightning dis-

charge with a charge moment change of 105 C km and considering different

initial electron density profiles. If we compare simulations with and without

a layer of ionized CHx, the larger electron density gradient in the case of an

atmosphere without a CHx layer causes a worse description of the reduced

electric field due to the continuous reflections in different layers of the at-

mosphere that ends up producing a complex electric field structure. The

details of this structure is not correctly resolved in our mesh.

As explained in figure 6.2 of Luque et al. (2014), the electromagnetic

pulse influences the ionosphere much more strongly than the quasi-electrostatic

field. The reduced electric field produced by the quasi-electrostatic compo-

nent reaches its maximum at altitudes around 600 km, while the radiation

field component creates a larger reduced electric field in the upper region

of our domain above 700 km. The quasi-electrostatic field reaches larger

values in the vertical case, while radiation field is more important in the

horizontal case (see figure 6.4).

It can be seen in the first row of figure 6.4 that the electric field is

efficiently attenuated within the simulation domain in the atmosphere with

a CHx layer. However, the second row of figure 6.4 shows how, in the

absence of a CHx layer, the electric field pulse can penetrate the ionosphere

of Saturn up to the highest level of the simulation domain. The lightning

channel inclination controls the field emission pattern, causing differences

in the electron density perturbation and determining the altitudes where

the electric field is attenuated.

Let us now analyze the reduced electric field created by Jovian light-

nings. Figure 6.5 shows the reduced electric field and the electron density

perturbation in the Jovian ionosphere as a consequence of lightning dis-

charges with different orientations and using as input the electron density

profile measured at ingress by Voyager 2 (V2N). Large electron density gra-

dients in the upper region of the simulation domain cause a complex electric

field structure that is inaccurately described in some regions. The reduced

electric fields obtained for the electron profile V2X are lower, as the larger

electron density screens the field more efficiently.

The relation between the quasi-electrostatic and the radiation fields is
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Figure 6.5: Reduced electric field E/N and electron density perturbation in

the upper atmosphere of Jupiter as seen 3 ms after the beginning of a Jovian

lightning discharge with different inclinations with charge moment changes of

104 and 105 C km. The subplots show results in the y-z plane for a latitude of

35◦ with the initial electron density profile measured at ingress of Voyager 2

(V2N). The total energy released by the considered lightning is 1012 J. In the

case of the vertical discharge, the channel is a straight line with coordinates

x = y = 0, while in the case of the horizontal discharge, its coordinates are

x = z = 0. The background magnetic field at this latitude forms an angle of

35◦ with the vertical axis, and is contained in the plane x-z (Pérez-Invernón

et al., 2017b).

different in the case of Jupiter than in the case of Saturn, since shorter

distances between the discharge and the Jovian ionosphere entail values of

the same order of magnitude for both field components. As can be seen in

figure 6.5, the ionosphere of Jupiter lowers in the case of vertical lightning

discharges with a CMC of 105 C km.

As we mentioned in subsection 6.1.1, Jovian lightning discharges occur

in a wide range of latitudes, with magnetic field inclinations relative to

the vertical between 0 degrees at the poles and 90 degrees at the equator,

which causes different wave attenuations. In figure 6.6 we plot the reduced

electric field in the ionosphere of Jupiter produced by lightning at different

latitudes. It can be seen that electric field pulses suffer less attenuation at
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Figure 6.6: Reduced electric field E/N in the upper atmosphere of Jupiter

created 3 ms after the onset of a horizontal lightning discharge with a CMC

of 105 C km as seen at different latitudes (first and second panels). The last

panel shows the difference between the second and the first panel. These

results correspond to the case of the V2N electron density profile. The total

energy released by the considered lightning is 1012 J (Pérez-Invernón et al.,

2017b).

the poles than at the equator, penetrating deeper into the polar ionosphere.

6.2.2 Optical emissions

The obtained reduced electric field would lead to a production of H2(d3Πu)

and H2(a3Σ+
g ) molecules by electron impact excitation of H2. As explained

in subsection 6.1.1, these excited molecules would emit photons after suffer-

ing radiative decay to H2(a3Σ+
g ) and H2(b3Σg), respectively. Such emissions

would be distributed in the Fulcher band (390-700 nm) and in the near UV

(160-380 nm). In this section we estimate the brightness of the possible op-

tical emissions from the Saturnian and Jovian lower ionospheres and predict

their shapes under different conditions.

Figure 6.7 shows the integrated flux of photons as would be seen by a
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spacecraft orbiting Saturn above an electrical discharge and looking at the

nadir. As on the Earth (Marshall et al., 2010), light emission, shapes, sizes

and intensities depend on the lightning channel inclination.

Table 6.1 shows the total number of photons emitted from the upper at-

mosphere of Saturn as a consequence of electrical discharges with different

inclinations and CMCs at 35 degrees of latitude. It can be seen how the

lightning characteristics and the electron profile are key aspects in deter-

mining the total emitted photons. The existence or absence of a CHx layer

causes a difference of a factor two in the number of emitted photons.

It is also interesting to note the larger number of emitted photons when

the lightning is horizontal, which is a direct consequence of the prevalence

of the radiation field over the quasi-electrostatic field as can be clearly seen

in figure 6.7.

Profile and CMC Vertical channel Horizontal channel Oblique channel

(Photons / Optical energy) (Photons / Optical energy) (Photons / Optical energy)

CHx - 104 0 0 -

CHx - 105 2 × 1025 / 1 × 107 J 3 × 1025 / 1 × 107 J 1 × 1025 / 5 × 106 J

CHx - 106 2 × 1027 / 1 × 109 J 2.5 × 1027 / 1 × 109 J -

non CHx - 104 7.3 × 1024 / 4 × 106 J 1 × 1025 / 5 × 106 J -

non CHx - 105 4 × 1025 / 2 × 107 J 6 × 1025 / 3 × 107 J 8 × 1025 / 4 × 107 J

non CHx - 106 - 3 × 1027 / 1 × 109 J -

Table 6.1: Total number of emitted photons and approximated optical energy

released from the Saturnian ionosphere between 4.8 ms and 5 ms after the

onset of a cloud discharge. CHx corresponds to an electron density profile

in the presence of a hydrocarbon layer, while non CHx corresponds to an

electron density profile without a hydrocarbon layer. Charge moment change

(CMC) are in C km. Null values are below our numerical precision, while -

corresponds to not calculated cases. Emissions are produced by radiative decay

of H2(d3Πu) and H2(a3Σ+
g ) molecules (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2017b).

Figure 6.8 shows the integrated flux of photons from H2(d3Πu) and

H2(a3Σ+
g ) molecules as seen by a spacecraft orbiting Jupiter above an elec-

trical discharge at 35 degrees of latitude. Different shapes and extensions

are consistent with the electromagnetic emission pattern of each tilted dis-

charge. The spatial distribution of emitted photons also depends on the

channel inclination, causing more localized and intense optical emissions in

the case of horizontal discharges. The background magnetic field inclination

is also important, as can be seen in the asymmetry of the upper right and
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lower left plots of figure 6.8.

Table 6.2 shows the total number of photons emitted from the upper

atmosphere of Jupiter 3 ms after electrical discharges with different incli-

nations and CMCs. We show results for different electron density profiles

at 35 degrees of latitude. As on Saturn, the characteristics of the discharge

and the electron density profiles determine the number of emitted photons

and the detectability of Jovian TLEs.

Profile and CMC Vertical channel Horizontal channel

(n photons / Optical energy) (n photons / Optical energy)

V2N - 104 5 × 1019 / 3 × 101 J 4 × 1021 / 2 × 103 J

V2N - 105 6 × 1025 / 3 × 107 J 5 × 1025 / 2.7 × 107 J

V2X - 104 0 0

V2X - 105 0 7 × 1015 / 3 × 10−3 J

Table 6.2: Total number of emitted photons and approximated optical en-

ergy released from the Jovian ionosphere 3 ms after a cloud lightning. V2N

corresponds to an electron density profile measured at ingress of Voyager 2,

while V2X corresponds to measurements at egress. Charge moment change

(CMC) are in C km. Null values are below our numerical precision. Emis-

sions are produced by radiative decay of H2(d3Πu) and H2(a3Σ+
g ) molecules

(Pérez-Invernón et al., 2017b).

6.3 Conclusions

The present three-dimensional model requires more computational time

than the two-dimensional model previously developed by Luque et al. (2014),

limiting the total simulated time and the spatial resolution. However, it has

allowed us to determine some key features of the optical emissions produced

by lightning on gaseous giant planets as well as the effect of a background

magnetic field. We have obtained results for vertical discharges that are

consistent with previous results reported by Luque et al. (2014).

According to our results, vertical lightning causes torodial-shaped op-

tical emissions, while horizontal and tilted discharges produce other disk-

shaped emissions with a maximum of light emission near the center of the

disk. This information, in addition to emission intensities, can be helpful

to deduce intra-cloud lightning characteristics on Saturn and Jupiter from

future remote observation. In addition, according to these results, future

lightning and TLE observations in these atmospheres could provide valu-
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able information about the atmospheric characteristics of each planet, since

emissions intensities at each latitude depend on the electron density profile.

High electric fields shown for high altitude values of the vertical channel

cases shown in figure 6.4 are not observed in the previous two-dimensional

model (Luque et al., 2014), since the tilted background magnetic field in-

cluded in the three-dimensional model favors wave penetration in the iono-

sphere. This effect can also be seen in Jupiter (see figure 6.6), where two

magnetic field inclinations cause different wave attenuation. These results

suggest that the strong background magnetic field in giant gaseous planets

can be important for the shape of the optical emissions produced by light-

ning in the upper atmosphere. Electromagnetic detection of lightning from

orbiters is also related to background magnetic field inclination, as pulses

can easily escape from the ionosphere if lightning discharges occur at high

latitudes.

As previously discussed by Luque et al. (2014), optical energy released

by TLEs in Saturn and Jupiter may be comparable to the optical energy

emitted by lightning (Dyudina et al., 2013). However, the uncertainties

about the lightning emitted spectrum (Borucki and McKay, 1987; Little

et al., 1999; Dyudina et al., 2004, 2013) prevent comparison with emissions

predicted in this work. Therefore, we compare the shape of the TLEs emis-

sions and the diameter of observed flashes. Little et al. (1999) and Dyudina

et al. (2010) reported flashes without a central hole. In addition, Saturnian

flashes studied by Dyudina et al. (2010) had a diameter below 200 km. Fig-

ures (6.7) and (6.8) show TLEs without a central hole but with diameters

above 1000 km. These resultant sizes suggest that observed flashes are not

produced by TLEs, but by lightning themselves. However, the uncertainty

in the lower ionosphere composition (including electron density profiles) of

the giant gaseous planets maintains the source of observed flashes open.

Future data reported by missions like Juno of NASA and the Jupiter Icy

Moons Explorer (JUICE) of ESA will probably shed more light on numer-

ous unknown aspects about electrical phenomena in the atmospheres of the

giant gaseous planets.
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Figure 6.7: Integrated flux of total emitted photons from the radiative

decays of H2(d3Πu) and H2(a3Σ+
g ) between 4.8 ms and 5 ms after a lightning

discharge on Saturn with different CMCs of 105 C km and 106 C km. Different

channel inclinations are shown in each column, while each row corresponds

to two different initial electron densities. The total energy released by the

considered lightning discharges are 1012 J and 1013 J. The total number of

emitted photons shown corresponds to the nadir direction from an orbiting

probe without considering atmospheric and geometric attenuation. Lightning

channel and background magnetic field inclinations are as in figure 6.4. (Pérez-

Invernón et al., 2017b).
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Figure 6.8: Integrated flux of total emitted photons from the radiative

decays of H2(d3Πu) and H2(a3Σ+
g ) 3 ms after Jovian lightning discharges with

different charge moment changes. Vertical and horizontal channel inclinations

are shown in each column. These results correspond to the case of the V2N

electron density profile. The total energy released by lightning is 1012 J. The

total number of emitted photons shown corresponds to the nadir direction from

an orbiting probe without considering atmospheric and geometric attenuation.

Lightning channel and background magnetic field inclinations are as in figure

6.5. (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2017b).
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Chapter 7

Summary

7.1 Summary

We have modeled electrical phenomena in the atmospheres of Venus, the

Earth, Saturn and Jupiter. The results of the developed models have been

useful to interpret some past measurements as well as to make predictions

about possible optical emissions produced by Venusian, Saturnian and Jo-

vian TLEs. In addition, we have developed a method to analyze signals

from halos and elves reported by some past and future spacecraft to study

atmospheric electricity, such as GLIMS (JAXA), ISUAL (NSPO), ASIM

(ESA) and TARANIS (CNES).

We have developed two electrodynamical models to simulate the incep-

tion and evolution of halos and elves in the above mentioned planetary at-

mospheres. These models are coupled with different sets of kinetic reactions

that describe the basic chemistry in the mesosphere and upper ionosphere

of each planet.

The halo model has allowed us to calculate the quasielectrostatic field

produced by halos at ground level. Bennett and Harrison (2013) reported

the detection of lightning-produced electrostatic fields at distances of up to

about 300 km from a thunderstorm, suggesting a possible violation of the

expected cubic decay law and causing a change in the field polarity. Bennett

(2014) proposed the influence of the halo-triggered quasielectrostatic field as

the reason behind the observed violation of the cubic decay law he reported
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the year before. However, according to our results, these anomalies in the

measurements would not be a consequence of halos. We published these

results in (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016a). We have also used these models to

predict ro-vibrational optical spectra of halos and elves as well as to estimate

the local and global chemical influence of these TLEs in the atmosphere of

the Earth. According to our results, the global NOx produced by halos

and elves would be of the order of 10−7 Tg N/y. In addition, we have

analyzed the expected differences in the optical emissions of TLEs produced

by different types of lightning discharges. We have concluded that although

spectra would be similar, the shape of the elves would depend on the type

of parent lightning. We have submitted these results to the Journal of

Geophysical Research: Atmospheres.

There have been two space-based missions devoted to the observation

of TLEs, such as GLIMS (2012-2015) and ISUAL (2004-2016). In addition,

ASIM and TARANIS will be launched in the next years with the same goal.

These past and future optical data from TLEs have motivated us to develop

two methods to analyze the signals recorded from space. For this purpose,

we have firstly used the synthetic optical emissions from simulated halos and

elves in order to use the developed inversion methods to inferr the temporal

evolution of an emitting source in the mesosphere and the reduced electric

field inside halos and elves. Then, we have applyed one of these inversion

methods to a real elve signal reported by GLIMS. We plan to publish these

methods in the near future and to use them as a tool to analyze the data

provided by ASIM and TARANIS.

The existence of lightning in Venus is still controversial. Yair et al.

(2009) proposed the search of Venusian TLEs as an indirect method to

probe the existence of lightning discharges in Venus. Hence, we have used

the halo and elve models to predict possible TLEs in the atmosphere of

Venus. We have obtained that these hypothetical TLEs could emit light

flashes in the First and Second Positive Systems of N2, as well as in the LBH

band. In addition, they could also emit in the 557 nm and 630 nm lines

of the atomic oxygen optical spectrum. Emissions in the 557 nm line could

possibly be detected by Akatsuki, a Japanese spacecraft currently orbiting

Venus and equipped with the Lightning and Airglow Camera (LAC), a high
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temporal resolution camera specifically design to detect lightning in Venus.

In addition, these emissions could be related with the natural variation of

the Venusian nightglow. We have published these results in (Pérez-Invernón

et al., 2016b) and Pérez-Invernón et al. (2017b).

The versatility of the developed three-dimensional elve model has al-

lowed us to investigate the optical emissions produced by elves in the at-

mospheres of Jupiter and Saturn. The existence of electrical discharges

in these gaseous giant planets was probed by the Voyagers (NASA) and

Cassini (NASA, ESA and ASI) spacecraft. However, it was unclear if the

reported optical flashes were produced by lightning themselves or by some

kind of TLE. Luque et al. (2014) developed a two-dimensional elve model to

simulate Saturnian and Jovian elves. However, that two-dimesional model

was not able to include neither the effect of the background magnetic field

nor the inclination of the lightning discharge channel. Our developed three-

dimensional model of elves has allowed us to investigate the shape of the

optical emissions and their relation with the lightning channel tilt and the

latitude. We have concluded that the reported flashes were produced by

lightning, as the predicted elves would cover more space than the observed

optical emissions. We have published these results in Pérez-Invernón et al.

(2017b).

Apart from the simulation of halos and elves, we have investigated the

propagation of lightning-produced electromagnetic waves through the at-

mospheres of Venus and the Earth. For these purposes, we have used the

Full Wave Method (FWM) developed by Lehtinen and Inan (2008). The

VLF waves radiated by electrical phenomena in the terrestrial atmosphere

travel through the spherical cavity formed by the Earth ground and the

ionosphere. The interaction between the radiated pulses and the propaga-

tion media enables these pulses to travel large distances from the source,

providing useful information about the electrical phenomena that trigger the

pulses. The interaction of these pulses with the ionosphere causes wave dis-

tortions in the signal across its way from the source to the detection system.

In addition, the superposition of the reflected waves causes both transverse

and longitudinal resonances, altering the original signal. We have used the

FWM to investigate the differences in the wave distortion produced by a flat
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and a curved planet surface. We have also calculated the transfer function

of the curved Earth-ionosphere waveguide (EIWG). This transfer function

has been used in the work published in Mezentsev et al. (2018) to investi-

gate the pulses radiated from regions where Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes

(TGFs) are produced. We have also particularized the FWM to the case of

Venus. We have simulated the propagation of lightning-produced whistler

waves through the ionosphere of Venus. The obtained results have allowed

us to compare the simulated characteristic of whistler waves with the signals

reported by PVO (NASA) and VEX (ESA). According to our results, if the

observed signals are generated by lightning, the average energy released by

Venusian lightning and their occurrence rate are considerably greater than

in the terrestrial case. We have published these results in Pérez-Invernón

et al. (2017a).

The computational simulations to produce the results of this thesis have

been carried out in a CSIC computer cluster in Madrid called “Trueno”.

The computer cluster located at IAA-CSIC in Granada has also been used

in order to test the codes.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

8.1 Conclusions

• Halos and elves can produce an important amount of NO and N2O in

the upper mesosphere.

• The optical spectra of elves does not depend on the type of parent

lightning discharge.

• Compact Intracloud Discharges (CID) and Energetic In-cloud Pulses

(EIP) can produce elve “doublets”.

• The quasielectrostatic field produced by halos at ground level is not

detectable by current instruments.

• We have used the FWM to deduce a transformation from the transfer

function of the flatted Earth-ionosphere waveguide (EIWG) to the

curved EIWG. This transfer function has been used to investigate the

pulses radiated from regions where Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes

(TGFs) are produced.

• We have developed a method to obtain the reduced electric field inside

halos and elves from space-based photometers. This method could be

used to analyze future optical data reported by ASIM (ESA) and

TARANIS (CNES).
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• We have developed an inversion method to obtain the temporal evo-

lution of the emitting source of an elve using optical signals reported

by spacecraft.

• Hypothetical Venusian halos and elves could be an indirect probe of

the existence of lightning discharges in Venus. They would emit light

pulses in a wide range of frequencies. Emissions in the 557 nm line

could enhance the natural intensity variation of the Venusian night-

glow. In addition, they could be detected by the LAC instrument

onboard the Akatsuki spacecraft (JAXA).

• We have particularized the FWM to the case of whistler wave prop-

agation through the atmosphere of Venus. According to our results,

the signals detected by PVO (NASA) and VEX (ESA) were probably

produced by upper atmospheric plasma instabilities rather than by

tropospheric lightning discharges.

• We have modeled Saturnian and Jovian elves. According to our re-

sults, the optical flashes so far detected by several spacecraft, such as

the Voyagers (NASA) and Cassini (NASA, ESA and ASI), were pro-

duced by lightning discharges instead of by TLEs. However, according

to our models, lightning in Saturn and Jupiter can be accompanied

by TLEs.

• The shape and intensity of the elves predicted by our models in the

atmospheres of Saturn and Jupiter depend on the latitude, the par-

ent lightning channel inclination and the composition of the upper

atmosphere.
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Chapter 9

Future work

9.1 Future work

As part of the scientific team of the ASIM and TARANIS missions, we plan

to analyze the optical data provided by the photometers and cameras on-

board these space platforms. For this purpose, we will use the two analysis

methods developed in this thesis and described in chapter 4. Both ASIM

and TARANIS will be the first space missions capable of recording TLEs and

TGFs at the same time. TGFs are often associated with a high-impulsive

intracloud discharges, that could also produce “elve doublets”. Therefore,

if ASIM and TARANIS confirm the relation between “elve doublets” and

TGFs, the optical analysis of these TLEs could provide useful information

about the characteristic of the parent lightning and, consequently, the pro-

duction mechanism of TGFs.

The Akatsuki spacecraft is currently orbiting Venus. The detection of

lightning or TLEs by the cameras onboard Akatsuki would provide new

and valuable information about the characteristics of Venusian atmospheric

electricity phenomena. We plan to develop new models if the existence of

lightning in Venus is confirmed.

The short stay at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)

of the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) has al-

lowed us to investigate the global parameterization of electricity phenomena

in the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM). This at-
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9. FUTURE WORK

mospheric model can be used as a valuable tool to extend the local models

developed in our group on the chemical impact of atmospheric electricity-

related phenomena to global models. In this regard, we have tested dif-

ferent lightnings and Blue Jets parameterizations in the mentioned model.

We plan to publish these results in the near future. In addition, we plan

to use WACCM and other atmospheric models to investigate the relation

between some climatic variables, the lightning occurrence rate and the light-

ning global chemical impact in the atmospheric concentration of NOx and

other important chemical species (SO2, H2SO4, HNO3, OH, ...) of the at-

mosphere of the Earth.
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Appendix A

Chemical schemes

This appendix collects a set of chemical reactions used in the models of

halos and elves for the atmospheres of the Earth and Venus.

A.1 Kinetic model for terrestrial TLEs

This section collects the kinetic scheme of the halo and elve models in the

mesosphere of Earth. Some of the rates are given in the literature as a

function of the gas temperature (T ). In that case, we provide the rate

value for a temperature of 200 K. Electric field dependent and electron

temperature dependent reaction rates are marked as f(E/N) and f(Te),

respectively. The value of these rates is calculated every time step. Cosmic

ray ionization is altitude dependent (f(h)). Some reaction rates depend

on the vibrational levels involved in the different processes considered, and

are given as f(v). Rates corresponding to two-body reactions, three-body

reactions and radiative decay processes are given in the units m3s−1, m6s−1

and s−1, respectively. The symbol M corresponds to molecules of O2 and

N2. References listed in the table are as follows: [1]: Thomas (1974), [2]:

Cross sections by Phelps (1991), [3]: Cross sections following Cartwright

et al. (1977), Borst and Zipf (1970), Gordillo-Vázquez (2010) and Simek

(2002). [4]: Cross sections by Lawton and Phelps (1978), [5]: Cross sections

by Pagnon et al. (1995), [6]: Cross sections by Erdman and Zipf (1987),

[7]: Cross sections by Skalni et al. (1996), [8]: Cross sections by Morrill
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(2000), [9]: Cross sections by Laher and Gilmore (1990), [10]: Cross sec-

tions by Pitchford et al. (2012), [11]: Cross section by Phelps (1969), [12]:

Cross sections by Phelps (2005), [13]: Pancheshnyi (2013), [14]: Kossyi

et al. (1992), [15]: Peverall et al. (2001), [16]: Whitaker et al. (1981), [17]:

Starikovskaia et al. (2001), [18]: Castillo et al. (2004), [19]: Gudmunds-

son et al. (2001a), [20]: (Rodŕıguez et al., 1991), [21]: (Gordiets et al.,

1995), [22]: (Kamaratos, 2006), [23]: (Yaron et al., 1976), [24]: (Slanger

and Copeland, 2003), [25]: (Vallance Jones, 1974), [26]: (Viggiano, 2006),

[27]: (Guerra and Loureiro, 1999), [28]: (Zinn et al., 1990), [29]: (Her-

ron and Green, 2001), [30]: (Brasseur and Solomon, 1986), [31]: (Makhlouf

et al., 1995), [32]: (Sentman et al., 2008), [33]: (Turnbull and Lowe, 1991),

[34]: (Cacciatore et al., 2005), [35]: (Kurnosov et al., 2007), [36]: (Capitelli

et al., 2000), [37]: (Linstrom and Mallard, 2015), [38]: (Simek, 2003), [39]:

(Thoman et al., 1992), [40]: (Biondi et al., 1971), [41]: (Kazil et al., 2003),

[42]: (Albritton, 1978), [43]: (Piper et al., 1985), [44]: (Lepoutre et al.,

1977), [45]: (Dagdigian et al., 1988), [46]: Morrill and Benesch (1996) and

(Gordillo-Vázquez, 2010), [47]: Gordillo-Vázquez (2010) and Simek (2002),

[48]: (Calo et al., 1971), [49]: Gordillo-Vázquez (2010), (Piper, 1988) and

(Piper, 1992), [50]: Gordillo-Vázquez (2010) and (Piper, 1989), [51]: (Kam

and Pipkin, 1991), [52]: (Smirnov and Massey, 1982), [53]: (Bates, 1988),

[54]: (Krupenie, 1972), [55]: (Radzig and Smirnov, 2012), [56]: (Parra-Rojas

et al., 2015), [57]: (Gilmore et al., 1992), [58]: (Gudmundsson et al., 2001b).
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A.1 Kinetic model for terrestrial TLEs

Reaction Rate Reference

Q + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N2

+ + Q 0.585 f(h) [1]

Q + O2 → e + O2
+ + Q 0.154 f(h) [1]

Q + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N+ + N + Q 0.185 f(h) [1]

Q + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + O+ + O + Q 0.076 f(h) [1]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + e + N2

+ f(E/N) [2]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + e + N+ + N f(E/N) [2]

e + O2 → e + e + O2
+ f(E/N) [4]

N2O + e → N2O+ + e + e f(E/N) [10]

NO + e → NO+ + e + e f(E/N) [11]

e + O2 → e + e + O+ + O f(E/N) [4]

NO2 + e → NO2
+ + e + e f(Te) [18]

NO + e → O+ + N + e +e f(Te) [18]

NO2 + e → NO+ + O + e + e f(Te) [18]

Table A.1: Ionization and dissociative ionization processes.

Reaction Rate Reference

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) ↔ e + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 1,...,10) f(E/N) [2]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N2(A3 Σ+

u , v = 0,...,16) f(E/N) [3]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N2(B3 Πg , v = 0,...,6) f(E/N) [3]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N2(C3 Πu , v = 0,...,4) f(E/N) [3]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + e + N+

2 (B2 Σ+
u ) f(E/N) [2]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N2(a′1Σ−u ) f(E/N) [2]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N + N f(E/N) [2]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N + N(2D) f(E/N) [2]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N2(a′′1Σ+

g ) f(E/N) [2]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N2(E3 Σ+

g ) f(E/N) [2]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N2(w1 ∆u) f(E/N) [2]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N(2P) f(E/N) [2]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)→ e + N2(a1 Πg , v = 0,...,15) f(E/N) [3]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N2(W3 ∆u, v = 0,...,3) f(E/N) [3]

e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → e + N2(B′3 Σ−u , v = 0, 1) f(E/N) [3]

e + O2 → e + O2(a1 ∆g ) f(E/N) [4]

e + O2 → e + O2(b1 Σ+
g ) f(E/N) [4]

e + O2 → e + O + O(1D) f(E/N) [4]

e + O2 → e + O + O(1S) f(E/N) [4]

e + O2 → e + O2(A3Π+
u ) f(E/N) [4]

e + O2 → e + O(3P) + O f(E/N) [5]

e + O2 → e + O(5P ) + O f(E/N) [6]

e + CO2 ↔ e + CO2(001) f(E/N) [12]

e + CO2 ↔ e + CO2(100) f(E/N) [12]

e + CO2 ↔ e + CO2(010) f(E/N) [12]

e + O → e + O(1D) f(E/N) [8]

e + O → e + O(1S) f(E/N) [8]

e + O → e + O(3P) f(E/N) [9]

e + O → e + O(5P ) f(E/N) [9]

Table A.2: Electronical and vibrational excitation processes by electron im-

pact, including those in which dissociation can occur.
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Reaction Rate Reference

e + O2 → O + O− f(E/N) [4]

O3 + e → O− + O2 f(E/N) [7]

O3 + e → O2
− + O f(E/N) [7]

N2O + e → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O− f(E/N) [10]

e + O + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → O− + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) f(Te) [14]

e + NO2 → O− + NO f(Te) [14]

e + NO2 → NO2
− f(Te) [14]

e + O3 + O2 → O3
− + O2 f(Te) [14]

e + NO + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO− + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) f(Te) [14]

e + O2 + O2 → O2
− + O2 f(Te) [14]

e + O2 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → O2

− + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) f(Te) [14]

e + O + O2 → O− + O2 f(Te) [14]

e + O + O2 → O2
− + O f(Te) [14]

Table A.3: Attachment processes.

Reaction Rate Reference

O− + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2O + e f(E/N) [13]

O2
− + M → e + O2 + M f(E/N) [13]

O− + O2 → e + O3 5 f(E/N) [13]

O2
− + O2(a1 ∆g ) → e + O2 +O2 2.00 × 10−16 [14]

O2
− + O2(b1 Σ+

g ) → e + O2 + O2 3.60 × 10−16 [14]

O2
− + N2(A3 Σ+

u , v = 0) → e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O2 2.10 × 10−15 [14]

O2
− + N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) → e + O2 + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 2.50 × 10−15 [14]

O− + O2(a1 ∆g ) → e + O3 3.00 × 10−16 [14]

O− + O2(b1 Σ+
g ) → e + O2 + O 6.90 × 10−16 [14]

O− + N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) → e + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ O 2.20 × 10−15 [14]

O− + N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) → e + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O 1.90 × 10−15 [14]

O2
− + O → e + O3 1.50 × 10−16 [14]

O2
− + N → e + NO2 5.00 × 10−16 [14]

O− + O → e + O2 5.00 × 10−16 [14]

O− + N → e + NO 2.60 × 10−16 [14]

O3
− + O → e + O2 + O2 3.00 × 10−16 [14]

NO2
− + O → e + NO3 1.00 × 10−18 [14]

O− + NO → e + NO2 2.60 × 10−16 [14]

O− + O3 → e + O2 + O2 5.00 × 10−16 [20]

O− + CO → CO2 + e 5.27 × 10−16 [40]

O2
− + O2(b1 Σ+

g ) → O2 + O2 +e 3.60 × 10−16 [14]

NO− + CO2 → NO + CO2 + e 8.30 × 10−18 [42]

NO− + CO → NO + CO + e 5.00 × 10−19 [42]

NO− + N2O → NO + N2O + e 5.10 × 10−18 [42]

NO− + NO → NO + NO + e 5.00 × 10−18 [42]

Table A.4: Electron detachment processes.
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A.1 Kinetic model for terrestrial TLEs

Reaction Rate Reference

e + N4
+ → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) f(Te) [14]

e + O4
+ → O2 + O2 f(Te) [14]

e + N2
+ → N + N f(Te) [14]

e + N2
+ → N + N(2D) f(Te) [14]

e + O2
+ → O + O f(Te) [15]

e + O2
+ → O + O(1D) f(Te) [15]

e + O2
+ → O(1D) + O(1D) f(Te) [15]

e + O2
+ → O(1S) + O(1D) f(Te) [15]

e + NO+ → N + O f(Te) [14]

e + NO+ → O + N(2D) f(Te) [14]

e + O2
+ + M → O + O2 + M f(Te) [14]

e + N2
+ + O2 → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ O2 f(Te) [14]

e + NO+ + O2 → NO + O2 f(Te) [14]

e + NO+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) f(Te) [14]

e + N4
+ → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N + N f(Te) [16]

e + O+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → O + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) f(Te) [14]

e + O+ + e → O + e f(Te) [14]

e + O+ + O2 → O + O2 f(Te) [14]

e + N+
3 → N2(A3 Σ+

u , v = 0) + N f(Te) [17]

e + N+
3 → N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) + N f(Te) [17]

e + N+
3 → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N f(Te) [17]

e + N2O2
+ → NO + NO f(Te) [17]

e + e + N+ → e + N f(Te) [14]

e + N+ + O2 → N + O2 f(Te) [14]

e + N+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) f(Te) [14]

O2NO+ + e → NO + O2 f(Te) [14]

N2O2
+ + e → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ O2 f(Te) [14]

NO2
+ + e → NO + O f(Te) [14]

N2O+ + e → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O f(Te) [14]

Table A.5: Electron-ion recombination processes.

Reaction Rate Reference

O− + O2 → O + O2
− f(E/N) [13]

O− + O2 + M → O3
− + M f(E/N) [13]

N2
+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N4

+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 5.00 × 10−41 [14]

N2
+ + N + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → N+
3 + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 6.65 × 10−41 [14]

O2
+ + O2 + O2 → O4

+ +O2 8.78 × 10−42 [14]

O2
+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2O2

+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 2.02 × 10−42 [14]

NO+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → N2NO+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 1.19 × 10−42 [14]

NO+ + O2 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → O2NO+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 3.00 × 10−43 [14]

N2
+ + O2 → O2

+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 7.35 × 10−17 [14]

O2
+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → NO+ + NO 2.25 × 10−26 [26]

O2
+ + N → NO+ + O 1.20 × 10−16 [14]

O4
+ + O2 → O2

+ + O2 +O2 2.00 × 10−22 [14]

O4
+ + O2(a1 ∆g ) → O2

+ + O2
+ O2 1.00 × 10−16 [14]

O4
+ + O2(b1 Σ+

g ) → O2
+ + O2 + O2 1.00 × 10−16 [14]

O4
+ + O → O2

+ + O3 3.00 × 10−16 [14]

O4
+ + NO → NO+ + O2 +O2 1.00 × 10−16 [14]

N4
+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → N2
+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 2.10 × 10−22 [27]

N4
+ + O2 → O2

+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 2.50 × 10−16 [14]

O2
− + O → O− + O2 3.30 × 10−16 [14]

O− + O2(a1 ∆g ) → O2
− + O 1.00 × 10−16 [14]

N+ + O2 → O2
+ + N 2.00 × 10−16 [28]

N+ + O2 → O2
+ + N(2D) 8.40 × 10−17 [28]

N+ + O2 → NO+ + O 5.00 × 10−17 [28]

N+ + O2 → NO+ + O(1D) 2.00 × 10−16 [28]

N+ + O2 → O+ + NO 2.80 × 10−17 [28]

O+ + O2 → O2
+ + O 2.00 × 10−17 [28]

O+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO+ + N 1.80 × 10−18 [28]

O+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO+ + N + O2 1.35 × 10−34 [29]
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O+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO+ + N + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 1.35 × 10−34 [29]

O2
− + O2

+ → O2 + O2 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O− + O2
+ → O2 + O 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O2
− + O4

+ → O2 + O2 +O 1.00 × 10−13 [14]

O− + O4
+ → O2 + O2 + O 1.00 × 10−13 [14]

O− + N2
+ → O + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O− + N+ → O + N 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O− + O+ → O + O 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O− + NO+ → O + NO 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O− + NO2
+ → O + NO2 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O2
− + N2

+ → O2 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O2
− + N+ → O2 + N 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O2
− + O+ → O2 + O 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O2
− + NO+ → O2 + NO 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O2
− + NO2

+ → O2 + NO2 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O3
− + N2

+ → O3 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O3
− + N+ → O3 + N 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O3
− + O+ → O3 + O 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O3
− + NO+ → O3 + NO 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O3
− + NO2

+ → O3 + NO2 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

NO2
− + N2

+ → NO2 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

NO2
− + N+ → NO2 + N 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

NO2
− + O+ → NO2 + O 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

NO2
− + NO+ → NO2 + NO 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

NO2
− + NO2

+ → NO2 + NO2 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

NO3
− + N2

+ → NO3 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

NO3
− + N+ → NO3 + N 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

NO3
− + O+ → NO3 + O 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

NO3
− + NO+ → NO3 + NO 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

NO3
− + NO2

+ → NO3 + NO2 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

O2
+ + O3

− → O2 + O3 7.35 × 10−14 [14]

O2
+ + NO2

− → O2 + NO2 7.35 × 10−14 [14]

O2
+ + NO3

− → O2 + NO3 7.35 × 10−14 [14]

O4
+ + O3

− → O4 + O3 7.35 × 10−14 [14]

O4
+ + NO2

− → O4 + NO2 7.35 × 10−14 [14]

O4
+ + NO3

− → O4 + NO3 7.35 × 10−14 [14]

O− + N2
+ + M → O + N2

+ M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O− + N+ + M → O + N +M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O− + O+ + M → O + O +M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O− + NO+ + M → O + NO+ M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O− + NO2
+ + M → O + NO2 + M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O2
− + N2

+ + M → O2 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O2
− + N+ + M → O2 + N+ M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O2
− + O+ + M → O2 + O+ M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O2
− + NO+ + M → O2 + NO + M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O2
− + NO2

+ + M → O2 + NO2 + M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O3
− + N2

+ + M → O3 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O3
− + N+ + M → O3 + N+ M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O3
− + O+ + M → O3 + O+ M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O3
− + NO+ + M → O3 + NO + M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

O3
− + NO2

+ + M → O3 + NO2 + M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

NO2
− + N2

+ + M → NO2 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

NO2
− + N+ + M → NO2 + N + M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

NO2
− + O+ + M → NO2 +O + M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

NO2
− + NO+ + M → NO2 + NO + M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

NO2
− + NO2

+ + M → NO2
+ NO2 + M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

NO3
− + N2

+ + M → NO3 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

NO3
− + N+ + M → NO3 + N + M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

NO3
− + O+ + M → NO3 +O + M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

NO3
− + NO+ + M → NO3 + NO + M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

NO3
− + NO2

+ + M → NO3 + NO2 + M 5.51 × 10−37 [14]

N2O2
+ + O2

− → NO + NO+ O2 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

N2O2
+ + O2

− → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O2

+ O2 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

N2O2
+ + O− → NO + NO + O 1.00 × 10−13 [17]
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N2O2
+ + O− → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ O +O2 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

N2O2
+ + O3

− → NO + NO+ O3 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

N2O2
+ + O3

− → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O2

+ O3 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

N2O2
+ + NO2

− → NO + NO + NO2 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

N2O2
+ + NO2

− → NO2 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O2 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

N2O2
+ + NO3

− → NO + NO + NO3 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

N2O2
+ + NO3

− → NO3 + N2
+ O2 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

N+
3 + O− → N + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ O 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

N+
3 + O3

− → N + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O3 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

N+
3 + NO3

− → N + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ NO3 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

O2
+ + NO → NO+ + O2 3.59 × 10−16 [30]

O4
+ + H2O → (H2O)O2

+ + O2 1.22 × 10−15 [30]

(H2O)O2
+ + H2O → (H2O)H+ + OH + O2 1.63 × 10−16 [30]

(H2O)H+ + H2O + M → (H2O)2H+ +M 1.72 × 10−38 [30]

(H2O)O2
+ + H2O → (H2O)OHH+ + O2 8.16 × 10−16 [30]

(H2O)OHH+ + H2O → (H2O)2H+ + OH 1.14 × 10−15 [30]

(H2O)2H+ + H2O + M → (H2O)3H+ + M 1.16 × 10−38 [30]

(H2O)3H+ + H2O + M → (H2O)4H+ + M 1.21 × 10−38 [30]

N2NO+ + e → NO + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 1.59 × 10−12 [14]

N+
3 + O2 → O2

+ + N + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 2.30 × 10−17 [14]

N+
3 + O2 → NO2

+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 4.40 × 10−17 [14]

N+
3 + NO → N2O+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 7.00 × 10−17 [14]

O− + O3 → O3
− + O 5.30 × 10−16 [30]

O− + CO2 + M → CO3
− +M 2.53 × 10−40 [30]

O2
− + O2 + M → O4

− + M 5.25 × 10−43 [14]

O2
− + O3 → O3

− + O2 4.00 × 10−16 [30]

O3
− + O → O2

− + O2 3.20 × 10−16 [14]

O3
− + CO2 → CO3

− + O2 4.49 × 10−16 [30]

O4
− + O → O3

− + O2 4.00 × 10−16 [30]

O4
− + O → O− + O2 + O2 3.00 × 10−16 [14]

O4
− + O2(a1 ∆g ) → O2

− + O2
+ O2 1.00 × 10−16 [14]

O4
− + CO2 → CO4

− + O2 3.51 × 10−16 [14]

CO3
− + NO → NO2

− + CO2 8.98 × 10−18 [30]

CO3
− + NO2 → NO3

− + CO2 1.63 × 10−16 [30]

CO3
− + O → O2

− + CO2 8.98 × 10−17 [30]

CO4
− + O → CO3

− + O2 1.14 × 10−16 [30]

CO4
− + O3 → O3

− + CO2 + O2 1.06 × 10−16 [30]

N2O2
+ + NO− → NO + NO+ NO 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

N2O2
+ + NO− → NO + N2

+ O2 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

N+
3 + NO− → N + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ NO 1.00 × 10−13 [17]

NO− + N+ → NO + N 2.45 × 10−13 [14]

N+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → N+
3 + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 6.65 × 10−41 [14]

N+ + O + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 1.00 × 10−41 [14]

N+ + O + O2 → NO+ + O2 1.00 × 10−41 [14]

N+ + N + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2

+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 1.00 × 10−41 [14]

N+ + N + O2 → N2
+ + O2 1.00 × 10−41 [14]

N+ + O → O+ + N 1.00 × 10−18 [14]

N+ + O3 → NO+ + O2 5.00 × 10−16 [14]

N+ + NO → NO+ + N 8.00 × 10−16 [14]

N+ + NO → N2
+ + O 3.00 × 10−18 [14]

N+ + NO → O+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 1.00 × 10−18 [14]

N+ + N2O → NO+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 5.50 × 10−16 [14]

N2
+ + O → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ O+ 1.08 × 10−17 [14]

N2
+ + O → NO+ + N 1.59 × 10−16 [14]

N2
+ + O3 → O2

+ + O + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 1.00 × 10−16 [36]

N2
+ + N2O → N2O+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 5.00 × 10−16 [36]

N2
+ + N2O → NO+ + N + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 4.00 × 10−16 [36]

N2
+ + NO → NO+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 3.30 × 10−16 [14]

N+
3 + N2(A3 Σ+

u , v = 0) → N+
3 + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 3.00 × 10−16 [17]

N+
3 + N → N2

+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 6.60 × 10−17 [14]

N+
3 + NO → NO+ + N + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 7.00 × 10−17 [17]

N4
+ + O → O+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 2.50 × 10−16 [36]

O+ + O3 → O2
+ + O2 1.00 × 10−16 [36]
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O+ + NO → NO+ + O 2.40 × 10−17 [36]

O+ + NO → O2
+ + N 3.00 × 10−18 [36]

O+ + N2O → NO+ + NO 2.30 × 10−16 [36]

O+ + N2O → O2
+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 2.00 × 10−17 [36]

O+ + N2O → N2O+ + O 2.20 × 10−17 [36]

O+ + NO2 → NO2
+ + O 1.60 × 10−15 [36]

O2
+ + NO2 → NO+ + O3 1.00 × 10−17 [36]

O2
+ + NO2 → NO2

+ + O2 6.60 × 10−16 [36]

O4
+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → N2O2
+ + O2 2.23 × 10−23 [36]

NO2
+ + NO → NO+ + NO2 2.90 × 10−16 [36]

N2O+ + NO → NO+ + N2O 2.90 × 10−16 [36]

N2O2
+ + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → O2
+ + N2

+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 7.19 × 10−17 [36]

N2O2
+ + O2 → O4

+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 1.00 × 10−16 [36]

O− + N2O → NO− + NO 2.10 × 10−16 [14]

O− + NO2 → NO2
− + O 1.20 × 10−15 [14]

O− + O2 + O2 → O3
− + O2 7.33 × 10−43 [14]

O− + CO2 + CO2 → CO3
− + CO2 2.53 × 10−40 [30]

O2
− + NO2 → O2 + NO2

− 8.00 × 10−16 [14]

O3
− + NO → NO3

− + O 1.00 × 10−17 [14]

O3
− + NO2 → O3 + NO2

− 7.00 × 10−16 [14]

O3
− + NO2 → NO3

− + O2 2.00 × 10−17 [14]

O3
− + NO → O2 + NO2

− 2.60 × 10−17 [36]

O3
− + O3 → O2 + O2 + O2 + e 1.00 × 10−16 [41]

NO− + O2 → O2
− + NO 5.00 × 10−16 [14]

NO− + NO2 → NO2
− + NO 7.40 × 10−22 [14]

NO− + N2O → NO2
− + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 2.80 × 10−20 [14]

NO2
− + O3 → O2 + NO3

− 1.80 × 10−17 [14]

NO2
− + NO2 → NO3

− + NO 4.00 × 10−18 [36]

NO2
− + NO3 → NO2 + NO3

− 5.00 × 10−16 [36]

NO3
− + NO → NO2

− + NO2 3.00 × 10−21 [36]

Table A.6: Ionic kinetics.

Reaction Rate Reference

e + O3 → O2 + O + e f(Te) [19]

Table A.7: Electron impact dissociation processes producing ground state

species.

Reaction Rate Reference

N + O2 → NO + O 2.87 × 10−25 [14]

N + O3 → NO + O2 2.00 × 10−22 [14]

N + NO → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O 2.74 × 10−17 [14]

N + NO2 → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O2 7.00 × 10−19 [14]

N + NO2 → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O + O 9.10 × 10−19 [14]

N + NO2 → N2O + O 3.00 × 10−18 [14]

N + NO2 → NO + NO 2.30 × 10−19 [14]

O + O3 → O2 + O2 2.03 × 10−22 [14]

O + NO3 → O2 + NO2 8.16 × 10−18 [14]

O + N2O5 → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O2 + O2 + O2 2.45 × 10−22 [14]

NO + O3 → O2 + NO2 1.07 × 10−21 [14]

NO + NO3 → NO2
+ NO2 1.11 × 10−17 [14]

NO2 + O3 → O2 + NO3 5.74 × 10−25 [14]

NO3 + NO3 → O2 + NO2 + NO2 1.53 × 10−24 [14]

NO2 + NO3 → NO + NO2 + O2 7.72 × 10−23 [14]

N + N + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 1.01 × 10−44 [14]

N + N + O2 → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O2 1.01 × 10−44 [14]

O + O + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → O2 + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 3.60 × 10−49 [14]

O + O + O2 → O2 + O2 4.92 × 10−45 [14]
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N + O + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 1.25 × 10−44 [14]

N + O + O2 → NO + O2 1.25 × 10−44 [14]

O + O2 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → O3 + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 1.40 × 10−45 [14]

O + O2 + O2 → O3 + O2 1.15 × 10−45 [14]

N + N + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 1.96 × 10−45 [21]

N + N + O2 → N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) + O2 1.96 × 10−45 [21]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + O2 → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ O2 2.00 × 10−18 [14]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + O2 → N2O + O 7.80 × 10−20 [14]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + O → NO + N(2D) 7.00 × 10−18 [14]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + N2O → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N + NO 1.00 × 10−17 [14]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 3.70 × 10−22 [14]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + O2 → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ O2(a1 ∆g ) 1.29 × 10−18 [14]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + O2 → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ O2(b1 Σ+
g ) 1.29 × 10−18 [14]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + O2(a1 ∆g ) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) + O2 1.00 × 10−16 [22]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + N2(A3 Σ+

u , v = 0) → N2(C3 Πu , v = 0) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 2.60 × 10−17 [21]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + N → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N(2P) 5.00 × 10−17 [21]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + O → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ O(1S) 2.00 × 10−17 [14]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + NO → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ NO 7.00 × 10−17 [14]

N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) → N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + hν 5.09 × 104 [14]

N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) + NO → N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + NO 2.40 × 10−16 [14]

N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) + O2 → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O + O 3.00 × 10−16 [14]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 2.00 × 10−19 [14]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0)+ O2 → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O + O 2.80 × 10−17 [14]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0)+ NO → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ N + O 3.60 × 10−16 [14]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0)+ N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) → e + N4

+ 1.50 × 10−17 [21]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0)+ N2(a1 Πg , v = 0) → e + N4
+ 1.00 × 10−17 [21]

N2(C3 Πu , v = 0) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) + hν 1.32 × 107 [14]

N2(C3 Πu , v = 0) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(a1 Πg , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 1.00 × 10−17 [14]

N2(C3 Πu , v = 0) + O2 → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O(1S) +O 3.00 × 10−16 [14]

O2(a1 ∆g ) + O3 → O2 + O2 +O 3.90 × 10−22 [14]

O2(a1 ∆g ) + N → NO + O 9.96 × 10−23 [14]

O2(a1 ∆g ) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ O2 3.00 × 10−27 [14]

O2(a1 ∆g ) + O2 → O2 + O2 1.59 × 10−24 [14]

O2(a1 ∆g ) + O → O2 + O 7.00 × 10−22 [14]

O2(a1 ∆g ) + NO → O2 + NO 2.46 × 10−23 [23]

O2(a1 ∆g ) + O3 → O2 + O2 +O(1D) 3.54 × 10−23 [21]

O2(a1 ∆g ) + O2(a1 ∆g ) + O2 → O3 + O3 1.00 × 10−43 [21]

O2(a1 ∆g ) → O2 + hν 3.31 × 10−4 [24]

O2(b1 Σ+
g ) + O3 → O2 + O2 + O 1.80 × 10−17 [14]

O2(b1 Σ+
g ) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → O2(a1 ∆g ) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 1.38 × 10−21 [14]

O2(b1 Σ+
g ) + O2 → O2(a1 ∆g ) + O2 4.29 × 10−23 [14]

O2(b1 Σ+
g ) + O → O2(a1 ∆g ) + O 8.00 × 10−20 [14]

O2(b1 Σ+
g ) + NO → O2(a1 ∆g ) + NO 4.00 × 10−20 [14]

O2(b1 Σ+
g ) → O2 + hν 8.20 × 10−2 [25]

O2(A3Π+
u ) + O2 → O2(b1 Σ+

g ) + O2(b1 Σ+
g ) 2.90 × 10−19 [14]

O2(A3Π+
u ) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → O2(b1 Σ+
g ) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 3.00 × 10−19 [14]

O2(A3Π+
u ) + O → O2(b1 Σ+

g ) + O(1D) 9.00 × 10−18 [14]

N(2D) + O2 → NO + O 1.22 × 10−18 [14]

N(2D) + O2 → NO + O(1D) 4.90 × 10−18 [14]

N(2D) + NO → N2O 6.00 × 10−17 [14]

N(2D) + N2O → NO + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 3.00 × 10−18 [14]

N(2D) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 6.00 × 10−21 [14]

N(2D) + O → N + O(1D) 4.00 × 10−19 [21]

N(2P) + O2 → NO + O 2.60 × 10−18 [14]

N(2P) + NO → N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + O 3.40 × 10−17 [14]

N(2P) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N(2D) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 2.00 × 10−24 [14]

N(2P) + N → N(2D) + N 1.80 × 10−18 [14]

O(1D) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → O + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 3.07 × 10−17 [14]

O(1D) + O2 → O + O2(b1 Σ+
g ) 3.58 × 10−17 [14]

O(1D) + O2 → O + O2 8.95 × 10−18 [14]

O(1D) + O3 → O + O + O2 1.20 × 10−16 [14]

O(1D) + O3 → O2 + O2 1.20 × 10−16 [14]

O(1D) + NO → N + O2 1.20 × 10−16 [14]
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O(1D) + N2O → NO + NO 7.20 × 10−17 [14]

O(1D) + N2O → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O2 4.40 × 10−17 [14]

O(1S) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → O + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 5.00 × 10−23 [14]

O(1S) + O2 → O + O2(A3Π+
u ) 6.13 × 10−20 [14]

O(1S) + O2 → O(1D) + O2 6.13 × 10−20 [14]

O(1S) + O3 → O(1D) + O + O2 5.80 × 10−16 [14]

O(1S) + O3 → O2 + O2 5.80 × 10−16 [14]

O(1S) + NO → O + NO 1.80 × 10−16 [14]

O(1S) + NO → O(1D) + NO 3.20 × 10−16 [14]

O(1S) + N2O → O + N2O 6.20 × 10−18 [14]

O(1S) + N2O → O(1D) + N2O 3.10 × 10−18 [14]

O(1S) + O2(a1 ∆g ) → O(1D) + O2(b1 Σ+
g ) 3.60 × 10−17 [14]

O(1S) + O2(a1 ∆g ) → O + O + O 3.40 × 10−17 [14]

O(1S) + O2(a1 ∆g ) → O + O2(A3Π+
u ) 1.30 × 10−16 [14]

O(1S) + O → O(1D) + O 1.11 × 10−17 [14]

O(1D) + H2O → OH + OH 1.80 × 10−16 [30]

H + O2 + M → HO2 + M 1.05 × 10−43 [30]

OH + O → H + O2 3.95 × 10−17 [30]

OH + CO → H + CO2 1.50 × 10−19 [30]

OH + O3 → HO2 + O2 1.46 × 10−20 [30]

HO2 + O3 → OH + O2 + O2 7.70 × 10−22 [30]

HO2 + O → OH + O2 8.15 × 10−17 [30]

HO2 + OH → H2O + O2 1.36 × 10−16 [30]

HO2 + NO → NO2 + OH 1.23 × 10−17 [30]

HO2 + HO2 → H2O2 + O2 4.39 × 10−18 [30]

H2O2 + OH → HO2 + H2O 1.22 × 10−18 [30]

H2O2 + O → OH + HO2 6.36 × 10−23 [30]

N(2D) + O → N + O 5.51 × 10−19 [30]

NO3 + NO2 + M → N2O5 + M 4.78 × 10−41 [30]

NO2 + OH + M → HNO3 +M 5.87 × 10−41 [30]

HNO3 + OH → NO3 + H2O 3.65 × 10−19 [30]

H + O3 → OH* + O2 1.34 × 10−17 [31]

O + HO2 → OH* + O2 3.67 × 10−17 [31]

OH* + O → H + O2 3.06 × 10−16 [31]

OH* + M → OH + M 1.22 × 10−19 [32]

N(2D) + NO → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O 1.80 × 10−16 [36]

N(2P) + NO → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O 3.00 × 10−17 [36]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 1.00 × 10−17 [14]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0)+ NO → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ N + O 3.60 × 10−16 [14]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0)+ O2 → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O + O(1D) 2.80 × 10−17 [14]

N2(C3 Πu , v = 0) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 1.00 × 10−17 [14]

N2(C3 Πu , v = 0) + O2 → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O + O(1D) 2.50 × 10−16 [14]

N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 1.00 × 10−17 [36]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + O2 → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ O + O 2.54 × 10−18 [14]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + N → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N 2.20 × 10−16 [14]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + NO → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ NO(A1Σ+) 8.75 × 10−17 [14]

O(1D) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → O + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 1) 2.40 × 10−17 [14]

O(1D) + O2 → O + O2(a1 ∆g ) 1.00 × 10−18 [36]

O(1D) + N2O → N2O + O 1.00 × 10−18 [17]

O(1D) + NO2 → O2 + NO 3.00 × 10−16 [18]

O(1D) + O3 → O + O3 2.41 × 10−16 [37]

O(1D) + CO2 → O + CO2 1.35 × 10−16 [37]

O(1D) + CO → CO2 7.30 × 10−17 [37]

O(1S) + O2 → O2 + O 6.13 × 10−20 [14]

O(1S) + O2(a1 ∆g ) → O2 + O(1D) 3.60 × 10−17 [14]

O(1S) + O2(a1 ∆g ) → O + O2(b1 Σ+
g ) 1.30 × 10−16 [14]

O(1S) + O → O(1D) + O(1D) 1.11 × 10−17 [14]

O(1S) + CO2 → O + CO2 3.09 × 10−19 [37]

O2(a1 ∆g ) + NO → O + NO2 4.88 × 10−24 [37]

O2(b1 Σ+
g ) + O → O2 + O 1.88 × 10−20 [14]

O2(b1 Σ+
g ) + O3 → O2(a1 ∆g ) + O2(a1 ∆g ) + O 1.80 × 10−17 [14]

NO(A1Σ+) + O2 → NO + O2 1.62 × 10−16 [38]

NO(A1Σ+) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO + N2(A3 Σ+

u , v = 0) 5.00 × 10−20 [39]

NO2 + NO3 + NO → N2O5 + NO 3.53 × 10−41 [17]
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NO2 + NO3 + N2O5 → N2O5 + N2O5 3.53 × 10−41 [17]

N2O5 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO2 + NO3 + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 3.07 × 10−42 [36]

N2O5 + O2 → NO2 + NO3 + O2 3.07 × 10−42 [36]

O + NO2 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO3 + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 1.48 × 10−44 [36]

O + NO2 + O2 → NO3 + O2 1.48 × 10−44 [36]

O + NO2 → O2 + NO 9.78 × 10−18 [14]

O + NO + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO2 + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 6.07 × 10−44 [36]

O + NO + O2 → NO2 + O2 4.70 × 10−44 [36]

O + NO → O2 + N 6.24 × 10−61 [37]

N + N + N → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ N 1.80 × 10−39 [17]

O + O + N → O2 + N 2.71 × 10−45 [36]

O + O2 + O3 → O3 + O3 3.53 × 10−48 [17]

O + O2 + O → O3 + O 3.83 × 10−47 [36]

NO2 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO + O + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 8.25 × 10−91 [36]

NO2 + O2 → NO + O + O2 6.43 × 10−91 [36]

NO2 + NO → NO + NO + O 6.43 × 10−90 [36]

NO2 + NO2 → NO + O + NO2 4.85 × 10−90 [36]

NO3 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO2 + O + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 7.12 × 10−66 [36]

NO3 + O2 → NO2 + O + O2 7.12 × 10−66 [36]

NO3 + NO → NO2 + O + NO 7.12 × 10−66 [36]

NO3 + N → NO2 + O + N 7.12 × 10−65 [36]

NO3 + O → NO2 + O + O 7.12 × 10−65 [36]

NO3 + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → NO + O2 + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 1.42 × 10−65 [36]

NO3 + O2 → NO + O2 + O2 1.42 × 10−65 [36]

NO3 + NO → NO + O2 + NO 1.42 × 10−65 [36]

NO3 + N → NO + O2 + N 1.71 × 10−64 [36]

NO3 + O → NO + O2 + O 1.71 × 10−64 [36]

CO2 + O → CO2 + O2 9.14 × 10−75 [37]

CO + O + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → CO2 + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 8.94 × 10−49 [37]

CO + O2 → CO2 + O 3.22 × 10−70 [37]

CO + NO2 → CO2 + NO 2.01 × 10−53 [37]

Table A.8: Neutral kinetics.
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N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0,...,10) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v -1)+ N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 1,...,8) f(v) [35]

N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 1,...,10) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , w-v) → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v-1) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , w) f(v) [34]

CO2(001) + CO2 → CO2(0200) + CO2 1.63 × 10−21 [44]

CO2(0200) + CO2 → CO2(001) + CO2 7.25 × 10−25 [44]

CO2(001) + CO2 → CO2(0202) + CO2 1.63 × 10−21 [44]

CO2(0202) + CO2 → CO2(001) + CO2 1.03 × 10−24 [44]

CO2(001) + CO2 → CO2(100) + CO2 2.32 × 10−22 [44]

CO2(100) + CO2 → CO2(001) + CO2 1.45 × 10−24 [44]

CO2(001) + CO2 → CO2(0301) + CO2 7.42 × 10−21 [44]

CO2(0301) + CO2 → CO2(001) + CO2 3.63 × 10−22 [44]

CO2(001) + CO2 → CO2(0303) + CO2 7.42 × 10−21 [44]

CO2(0303) + CO2 → CO2(001) + CO2 6.12 × 10−22 [44]

CO2(001) + CO2 → CO2(1101) + CO2 7.42 × 10−21 [44]

CO2(1101) + CO2 → CO2(001) + CO2 1.03 × 10−21 [44]

CO2(010) + CO2 → CO2 +CO2 2.72 × 10−21 [44]

CO2 + CO2 → CO2(010) +CO2 2.62 × 10−23 [44]

CO2(100) + CO2 → CO2(010) + CO2 6.80 × 10−21 [44]

CO2(010) + CO2 → CO2(100) + CO2 3.27 × 10−23 [44]

CO2(100) + CO2 → CO2(010) + CO2(010) 2.50 × 10−17 [44]

CO2(010) + CO2(010) → CO2(100) + CO2 1.25 × 10−17 [44]

CO2(001) + CO2 → CO2(0200) + CO2(100) 3.60 × 10−19 [44]

CO2(0200) + CO2(010) → CO2(001) +CO2 1.66 × 10−20 [44]

CO2(001) + CO2 → CO2(0202) + CO2(100) 3.60 × 10−19 [44]

CO2(0202) + CO2(010) → CO2(001) +CO2 2.35 × 10−20 [44]

CO2(001) + CO2 → CO2(100) + CO2(010) 3.60 × 10−19 [44]

CO2(100) + CO2(010) → CO2(001) + CO2 3.34 × 10−20 [44]

Table A.9: Vibrational-Translational (VT) Vibrational-Vibrational (VV)

processes.

Reaction Rate Reference

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0,...,16) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) f(v) [46]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0,...,16) + O2 → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ O2 f(v) [46]

N2(B3 Πg , v = 0,...,6) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) f(v) [46]

N2(B3 Πg , v = 0,...,6) + O2 → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O2 f(v) [46]

N2(C3 Πu , v = 0,...,4) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) f(v) [47]

N2(C3 Πu , v = 0,...,4) + O2 → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O2 f(v) [47]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0)+ N2(a1 Πg , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ N2

+ + e 2.00 × 10−16 [17]

N2(W3 ∆u, v = 0,...,3)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) f(v) [46]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0,...,12) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) f(v) [49]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0,...,12)+ O2 → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ O2 f(v) [49]

N+
2 (B2 Σ+

u ) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2

+ + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) 7.50 × 10−17 [43]

N+
2 (B2 Σ+

u ) + O2 → N2
+ + O2 6.02 × 10−16 [43]

N2(E3 Σ+
g ) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 2.40 × 10−17 Quenching of

N2(B3 Πg)

given in [43]

N2(E3 Σ+
g ) + O2 → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) + O2 7.00 × 10−18 Quenching of

N2(B3 Πg)

given in [43]

O(5P ) + O2 → O + O2 1.08 × 10−15 [45]

O(5P ) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → O + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 1.08 × 10−15 [45]

O(3P) + O2 → O + O2 7.80 × 10−16 [45]

O(3P) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → O + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 5.90 × 10−16 [45]

O(3P) + O2 → O(5P ) + O2 6.00 × 10−17 [45]

O(3P) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → O(5P ) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 2.00 × 10−17 [45]

N2(C3 Πu , v = 1,...,4) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(C3 Πu , v = 0,...,3) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) 1.00 × 10−17 [48]

Table A.10: Electronic quenching.
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N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 2,...,16) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → N2(A3 Σ+
u , v-2) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 1) f(v) [46]

N2(C3 Πu , v = 1,...,4) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(C3 Πu , v-1) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) f(v) [47]

Table A.11: Vibrational redistribution.

Reaction Rate Reference

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + N2(A3 Σ+

u , v = 0, 1) → N2(C3 Πu , v = 0,...,4) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) f(v) [49]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) + N2(A3 Σ+

u , v = 0, 1) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 1,...,6) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) f(v) [49]

Table A.12: Energy pooling reactions.

Reaction Rate Reference

N2(B3 Πg , v = 0,...,6) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(A3 Σ+

u , v = 7,...,16) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) f(v) [46]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 7,...,16) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 0,...,6) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) f(v) [46]

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0,...,1) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 5,...,10) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 1,...,6) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0,...,5) f(v) [50]

N2(B′3 Σ−u , v = 0, 1) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) f(v) [50]

N2(B3 Πg , v = 0,...,2) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(W3 ∆u, v = 0, 1)+ N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) f(v) [50]

N2(W3 ∆u, v = 0,...,2)+ N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 0,...,2) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) f(v) [50]

N2(B3 Πg , v = 4, 5) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(B′3 Σ−u , v = 0, 1) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) f(v) [50]

N2(B′3 Σ−u , v = 0, 1) + N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 4, 5) + N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0) f(v) [50]

Table A.13: Intersystem collisional transfer (ICT).

Reaction Rate Reference

N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ hν 5.00 × 10−1 [36]

N2(W3 ∆u, v = 0) → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ hν 1.54 × 10−1 [36]

N2(B3 Πg , v = 0,...,6) → N2(A3 Σ+
u , v = 0,...,16) + hν f(v) [57]

N2(C3 Πu , v = 0,...,4) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 0,...,6) + hν f(v) [57]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0, 2, 3) → N2(a′1Σ−u ) + hν f(v) [57]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0,...,15) → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0,...,8)+ hν f(v) [57]

N2(B′3 Σ−u , v = 0) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) + hν 3.40 × 104 [36]

N2(E3 Σ+
g ) → N2(A3 Σ+

u , v = 0) + hν 1.20 × 103 [36]

N2(E3 Σ+
g ) → N2(B3 Πg , v = 0) + hν 3.46 × 102 [36]

N2(E3 Σ+
g ) → N2(C3 Πu , v = 0) + hν 1.73 × 103 [36]

N2(w1 ∆u) → N2(a1 Πg , v = 0)+ hν 1.51 × 103 [36]

N2(a′1Σ−u ) → N2(X1 Σ+
g , v = 0)+ hν 1.00 × 102 [36]

N2(a1 Πg , v = 0) → N2(a′1Σ−u ) + hν 9.74 × 101 [36]

N2(a′′1Σ+
g ) → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ hν 2.86 × 105 [51]

N2(a′′1Σ+
g ) → N2(X1 Σ+

g , v = 0)+ hν 2.86 × 105 [51]

N+
2 (B2 Σ+

u ) → N2
+ + hν 1.14 × 107 [52]

NO(A1Σ+) → NO + hν 5.00 × 106 [55]

O(1S) → O(1D) + hν 1.34 [25]

O(1D) → O + hν 5.10 × 10−3 [25]

O(3P) → O + hν 2.98 × 1007 [45]

O(5P ) → O + hν 2.56 × 1007 [45]-[58]

O2(A3Π+
u ) → O2 + hν 1.10 × 101 [53]

O2(b1 Σ+
g ) → O2(a1 ∆g ) + hν 1.70 × 10−3 [54]

CO2(001) → CO2(100) + hν 3.50 × 10−1 [56]

CO2(001) → CO2(0200) + hν 2.00 × 10−1 [56]

CO2(001) → CO2 + hν 4.50 × 102 [56]

CO2(100) → CO2(010) + hν 2.08 [56]

CO2(010) → CO2 + hν 1.56 [56]

OH* → OH + hν 2.18 × 102 [33]

Table A.14: Radiative decay processes.
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A.2 Kinetic model for Venusian TLEs

This section collects the kinetic scheme used in the model of Venusian halos

and elves (Pérez-Invernón et al., 2016b). Table A.16 collects the set of

chemical reactions used to obtained the equilibrium profile. The set of

chemical reactions used to describe the inception and evolution of TLEs in

the upper mesosphere of Venus is detailed in tables A.18 and A.19.

e, O−, CO3
−, O2

−

CO2
+, O+, O2

+, N2
+, N+, He+, H+

H, He, C

Table A.15: Species considered in the basic kinetic model providing ambient

nighttime electron density profiles in Venus between 70 km and 125 km of

altitude. We do not include here the species whose density remains constant

in time.
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Reaction No. Reaction Rate Reference

1 e + CO2
+ → CO + O 6.5 × 10−7 ( Te

300
)−0.8 cm3 s−1 [1]

2 O− + CO → CO2 + e 6.72 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [2]

3 O− + CO2 + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → CO3

− + N2(X1Σ+
g ) 3.1 × 10−28 ( T

300
)0.5 cm6 s−1 [3]

4 O− + CO2 + CO2 → CO3
− + CO2 3.1 × 10−28 ( T

300
)0.5 cm6 s−1 [3]

5 CO3
− + O → O2

− + CO2 1.1 × 10−10 × ( T
300

)0.5 cm3 s−1 [3]

6 O2
− + O → O− + O2 3.3 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [2]

7 CO2
+ + O → CO + O2

+ 1.6 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [4]

8 CO2
+ + O → CO2 + O+ 9.6 × 10−11 cm3 s−1 [4]

9 He+ + CO2 → CO + O+ + He 1.0 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [5]

10 He+ + CO2 → CO+ + O + He 8.7 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [5]

11 CO+ + O → CO + O+ 1.4 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [6]

12 O+ + H → H+ + O 2.5 × 10−11 × T0.5 cm3 s−1 [6]

13 H+ + O → O+ + H 3.8 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [4]

14 O+ + CO2 → CO + O2
+ 9.4 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [6]

15 He+ + O → He + O+ 5.0 × 10−11 cm3 s−1 [4]

16 O2
+ + e → O + O 8.75 × 10−6 Te

−2
3 cm3 s−1 [4]

17 CO+ + e → C + O 1.3 × 10−5 Te
0.5 cm3 s−1 [6]

18 CO+ + CO2 → CO2
+ + CO 1.0 × 10−9 cm3 s−1 [6]

19 N2
+ + CO2 → N2 + CO2

+ 7.7 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [6]

20 N2
+ + CO → CO+ + N2(X1Σ+

g ) 7.4 × 10−11 cm3 s−1 [6]

21 N2
+ + O → O+ + N2(X1Σ+

g ) 3.6 × 10−12 ( Te
300

) cm3 s−1 [6]

22 N+ + CO → CO+ + N 4.0 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [6]

23 N+ + CO2 → CO2
+ + N 7.5 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [6]

24 O+ + e → O + hν 3.4 × 10−12 ( Te
300

)0.5 cm3 s−1 [5]

25 CO+ + e → CO 6.5 × 10−7 ( Te
300

)−0.53 cm3 s−1 [5]

26 N+ + e → N + hν 3.3 × 10−12 ( Te
300

)−0.5 cm3 s−1 [5]

27 N2
+ + e → N + N 2.5 × 10−7 ( Te

300
)−0.5 cm3 s−1 [5]

28 H+ + e → H + hν 4.4 × 10−12 ( Te
300

)−0.5 cm3 s−1 [5]

29 He+ + e → He + hν 4.4 × 10−12 ( Te
300

)−0.5 cm3 s−1 [5]

30 He+ + CO2 → CO+ + O + He 8.7 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [6]

31 He+ + CO2 → CO2
+ + He 1.2 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [6]

32 He+ + CO2 → O+ + CO + He 1.0 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [6]

33 He+ + CO → CO+ + He 1.68 × 10−9 cm3 s−1 [6]

34 He+ + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → N+ + N + He 9.6 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [6]

35 He+ + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → N2

+ + He 6.4 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [6]

36 CO2
+ + H → H+ + CO2 1.0× 10−10 cm3 s−1 [6]

37 CO2 + hν → CO+
2 + e k × η1 cm−3 s−1 [7], [8]

38 O + hν → O+ + e k × η2 cm−3 s−1 [7], [8]

39 He + hν → He+ + e k × η3 cm−3 s−1 [7], [8]

40 H + hν → H+ + e k × η4 cm−3 s−1 [7], [8]

Table A.16: Basic kinetic scheme of the model providing ambient nighttime

electron density profiles in Venus between 70 km and 125 km of altitude. The

gas temperature (T) is in K. The electron temperature is Te = T. References

are as follows: [1] Viggiano et al. (2005); [2] Gordillo-Vázquez (2008); [3]

Brasseur and Solomon (2005); [4] Chen and Nagy (1978); [5] Upadhyay and

Singh (1990); [6] Schunk and Nagy (1980); [7] Nordheim et al. (2015); [8]

Chen and Nagy (1978). Note that for photoionization mechanisms (37)-(40)

reactions rates (in cm−3 s−1) rather than rates (cm3 s−1) are shown. The

values of the reaction rate k and of the nondimensional magnitudes ηi = Ni/N

(with η1 = 0.9, η2 = 0.1, η3 = 10−6, η4 = 10−6) are obtained from Nordheim

et al. (2015) and Chen and Nagy (1978), respectively.
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e, O−, CO3
−, O2

−, O−

CO2
+, O2

+, N2
+

O(1S), O(1D), O(3P), O(5P), C

N2(A3Σ+
u ), N2(B3Πg (all v′)), N2(W3∆u (all v′)), N2(C3Πu (all v′))

N2(a1Πg (all v′)), N2(a′1Σ−u (all v′))
CO2(0001), CO2(1000), CO2(0110), CO2(0202)

CO2(0222), CO2(0310), CO2(0330), CO2(1110)

Table A.17: Species considered in the 2D electric discharge model between

70 km and 125 km of altitude.

Reaction No. Reaction Rate Reference

1 e + CO2
+ → CO + O 6.5 × 10−7 ( Te

300
)−0.8 cm3 s−1 [1]

2 O− + CO → CO2 + e 6.72 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [2]

3 O− + CO2 + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → CO3

− + N2(X1Σ+
g ) 3.1 × 10−28 ( T

300
)0.5 cm6 s−1 [3]

4 O− + CO2 + CO2 → CO3
− + CO2 3.1 × 10−28 ( T

300
)0.5 cm6 s−1 [3]

5 CO3
− + O → O2

− + CO2 1.1 × 10−10 × ( T
300

)0.5 cm3 s−1 [3]

6 O2
− + O → O− + O2 3.3 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [2]

7 CO2
+ + O → CO + O2

+ 1.6 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [4]

16 O2
+ + e → O + O 8.75 × 10−6 Te

−2
3 cm3 s−1 [5]

19 N2
+ + CO2 → N2 + CO2

+ 7.7 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [6]

41 e + CO2 → CO + O− k1(E/N) cm3s−1 [9]

42 e + CO2 → CO2
+ + 2e k2(E/N) cm3s−1 [9]

43 e + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → N2

+ + 2e k3(E/N) cm3 s−1 [10]

44 e + CO → O− + C k4(E/N) cm3 s−1 [20]

45 e + CO2 → O(1S) + CO + e k5(E/N) cm3 s−1 [9]

46 O− + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → N2O + e k6(E/N) cm3 s−1 [19]

47 e + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → N2(B3Πg) + e k7(E/N) cm3 s−1 [10]

48 e + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → N2(C3Πu) + e k8(E/N) cm3 s−1 [10]

49 e + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → N2(W3∆u) + e k9(E/N) cm3 s−1 [10]

50 e + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → N2(a1Πg) + e k10(E/N) cm3 s−1 [10]

51 e + CO2 → CO2(0001) + e k11(E/N) cm3 s−1 [11]

52 e + CO2 → CO2(1000) + e k12(E/N) cm3 s−1 [11]

53 e + CO2 → CO2(0110) + e k13(E/N) cm3 s−1 [11]

54 e + CO2(0001) → CO2 + e k14(E/N) cm3 s−1 [11]

55 e + CO2(1000) → CO2 + e k15(E/N) cm3 s−1 [11]

56 e + CO2(0110) → CO2 + e k16(E/N) cm3 s−1 [11]

57 e + O → O(3P ) + e k17(E/N) cm3 s−1 [12]

58 e + O → O(5P ) + e k18(E/N) cm3 s−1 [12]

59 e + O2 → O(3P ) + O + e k19(E/N) cm3 s−1 [13]

60 e + O2 → O(5P ) + O + e k20(E/N) cm3 s−1 [14]

61 O(1S) + CO2 → Products 4.8 × 10−14 cm3 s−1 [15]

62 O(1S) + O2 → Products 7.4 × 10−14 cm3 s−1 [15]

63 O(1S) + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → O(1D) + hν 5.0 × 10−17 cm3 s−1 [15]

64 O(1S) + CO → Products 4.9 × 10−15 cm3 s−1 [16]

65 O(1S) → O(1D) + hν 1.35 s−1 [2]

66 O(1D) → O + hν 5.1 × 10−3 s−1 [2]

67 O(1D) + CO2 → Products 1.1 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [2]

68 O(1D) + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → Products 7.0 × 10−11 cm3 s−1 [2]

69 O(1D) + CO → Products 8.0 × 10−11 cm3 s−1 [2]

70 N2(B3Πg (all v′)) → N2(A3Σ+
g (all v′′)) + hν 1.34 × 105 s−1 [21]

71 N2(C3Πu (all v′)) → N2(B3Πg (all v′′) ) + hν 2.45 × 107 s−1 [21]

72 N2(W3∆u (v′ = 0) ) → N2(X1Σ+
g (v′′ = 5)) + hν 0.154 s−1 [21]

73 N2(W3∆u (v′ = 0)) → N2(B3Πg (v′′ = 0) ) + hν 3.1 × 10−2 s−1 [22]

74 N2(a1Πg (v′ = 0)) → N2(a′1Σ−u (v′′ = 0) ) + hν 9.74 × 101 s−1 [22]

75 N2(a1Πg (all v′) → N2(X1Σ+
g (all v′′)) + hν 1.0 × 103 s−1 [22]

76 CO2(0001) → CO2(0200)+ hν 0.2 s−1 [17]

77 CO2(0001) → CO2+ hν 450.0 s−1 [17]

78 CO2(1000) → CO2(0110)+ hν 2.08 s−1 [17]

79 CO2(0110) → CO2+ hν 1.564 s−1 [17]

80 O(5P ) + O2 → O+ O2 1.08 × 10−9 cm3 s−1 [18]
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Reaction No. Reaction Rate Reference

81 O(5P ) + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → O+ N2(X1Σ+

g ) 1.08 × 10−9 cm3 s−1 [18]

82 O(3P ) + O2 → O+ O2 7.8 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [18]

83 O(3P ) + N2(X1Σ+
g ) → O+ N2(X1Σ+

g ) 5.9 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 [18]

84 O(3P ) + O2 → O(5P )+ O2 6 × 10−11 cm3 s−1 [18]

85 O(3P ) + N2(X1Σ+
g )→ O(5P )+ N2(X1Σ+

g ) 2 × 10−11 cm3 s−1 [18]

86 O(3P ) → O+ hν 2.98 × 107 s−1 [18]

87 O(5P ) → O+ hν 2.56 × 107 s−1 [18]

Table A.18: Basic kinetic scheme of the 2D electric discharge model between

70 km and 125 km of altitude in the mesosphere of Venus. The gas tempera-

ture (T) is in K. The electron temperature (Te) dependence of some rates is

transformed into a reduced electric field (E/N) dependence using Te(eV) =

2ε̄/3 where the mean electron energy (ε) is obtained from BOLSIG+. Refer-

ences are as follows: [1] Viggiano et al. (2005); [2] Gordillo-Vázquez (2008);

[3] Brasseur and Solomon (2005); [4] Chen and Nagy (1978); [5] Upadhyay

and Singh (1990); [6] Schunk and Nagy (1980); [9] Itikawa (2002); [10] Itikawa

(2006); [11] Phelps (2005); [12] Laher and Gilmore (1990); [13] Pagnon et al.

(1995); [14] Erdman and Zipf (1987); [15] Atkinson and Welge (1972); [16]

Filseth et al. (1970); [17] Parra-Rojas et al. (2014); [18] Dagdigian et al. (1988);

[19] Rayment and Moruzzi (1978); [20] Rapp and Briglia (1965); [21] Capitelli

et al. (2000); [22] Gilmore et al. (1992). Note that reactions No. 1 through 7

together with reactions 16 and 19 are the same as in Table 2.
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Reaction No. Reaction g h i j Reference

88-89 CO2(0001) + CO2 
 CO2(0200) + CO2 0.18 7.3 × 10−14 -850.3 86523 [23]

90-91 CO2(0001) + CO2 
 CO2(0220) + CO2 0.18 7.3 × 10−14 -850.3 86523 [23]

92-93 CO2(0001) + CO2 
 CO2(1000) + CO2 0.18 7.3 × 10−14 -850.3 86523 [23]

94-95 CO2(0001) + CO2 
 CO2(0310) + CO2 0.82 7.3 × 10−14 -850.3 86523 [23]

96-97 CO2(0001) + CO2 
 CO2(0330) + CO2 0.82 7.3 × 10−14 -850.3 86523 [23]

98-99 CO2(0001) + CO2 
 CO2(1110) + CO2 0.82 7.3 × 10−14 -850.3 86523 [23]

100-101 CO2(0110) + CO2 
 CO2 + CO2 1.0 4.2 × 10−12 -2988 303930 [24]

102-103 CO2(1000) + CO2 
 CO2(0110) + CO2 2.5 4.2 × 10−12 -2988 303930 [24]

104-105 CO2(1000) + CO2 
 CO2(0110) + CO2(0110) 1.0 2.5 × 10−11 0 0 [25]

106-107 CO2(0001) + CO2 
 CO2(0200) + CO2(0110) 1.0 3.6 × 10−13 -1660 176948 [23]

108-109 CO2(0001) + CO2 
 CO2(0220) + CO2(0110) 1.0 3.6 × 10−13 -1660 176948 [23]

110-111 CO2(0001) + CO2 
 CO2(1000) + CO2(0110) 1.0 3.6 × 10−13 -1660 176948 [23]

Table A.19: Vibrational-Translational (VT) and Vibrational-Vibrational

(VV) processes. The rates shown are defined as kco2 = g×h×exp (i/T + j/T 2)

in cm3s−1 with the gas temperature (T) in Kelvins. The rates of the return

processes are calculated multiplying the direct reaction rate by exp (−E/κBT ),

where E is the energy emitted/absorbed during the process and κB stands for

the Boltzmann constant. References are as follows: [23] Lepoutre et al. (1977);

[24] López-Valverde (1990); [25] Orr and Smith (1987)
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